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Abstract

Reconciling Software Extensibility with Modular Program Reasoning

by Todd David Millstein

Chair of Supervisory Committee:

Professor Craig Chambers
Computer Science & Engineering

Programming languages that support the creation of reusable software components help

make programs easier to create, maintain, and understand. To accrue these benefits in

practice, a component must be extensible, able to be easily augmented from the outside

by clients. A component must also support modular reasoning, providing an interface to

clients that specifies the component’s behavior and constraints for its proper usage.

Unfortunately, the goals of component extensibility and modular reasoning are inherently

in conflict: the more extensible a component is, the harder it is to ensure properties of the

component in isolation from its clients. Mainstream object-oriented (OO) and functional

languages support modular reasoning in the form of modular static typechecking, which

provides basic well-formedness guarantees about components. However, these languages lack

some common forms of extensibility. For example, OO languages lack the functional ability

to easily add new operations to existing abstractions, and functional languages lack OO-style

subclassing. The conflict between extensibility and modular reasoning has forced previous

languages that support these missing extensibility idioms to forgo modular typechecking.

In this dissertation, I show how programming languages can support both the OO and

functional extensibility idioms while maintaining modular typechecking of components. I

develop a modular type system for a simple but flexible calculus. I then apply this theoretical

work to the design of practical extensions to mainstream OO and functional languages.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Overview

Modern programming languages support the creation of programs as collections of soft-

ware components. I use the term “software component” in a generic sense to denote any

syntactically independent program fragment.1 Classes in mainstream object-oriented (OO)

languages like C++ [99], Java [5, 45], and C# [16] are a form of software component, as

are modules in mainstream functional languages like ML [76] and Haskell [56]. Software

components provide a number of software engineering benefits. For example, libraries of

abstractions can be provided as components by one vendor and then used by others in a

variety of programs. Each developer on a project can separately implement and validate

some components, with all components later combined to form the complete application.

Programs can evolve through the introduction of new components that interact with existing

ones. Programs can be understood piecewise by understanding the behaviors of individual

components.

To accrue these benefits in practice, clients of a software component must be able to

easily customize the component to fit their needs. Languages support this ability by making

components extensible, able to be augmented from the outside. For example, OO languages

support extensibility through subclassing. Without the proper means of extensibility, a

component must be modified in place in order to adapt it for use in some contexts, reducing

its reusability. This modification requires source-code access to the component and requires

the component to be recompiled. In-place modification also closely couples the component

to the needs of particular clients, polluting the component for other clients and increasing

1Others (e.g., Szyperski et al. [100]) have used the term to denote more specific concepts.
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maintenance costs.

It must also be possible to understand important properties of a component in isolation

from the contexts in which it is used. This allows responsibility for ensuring that a com-

ponent behaves properly to rest with the component’s implementer, rather than with each

client. Languages support this ability by providing an interface for each component, which

provides behavioral guarantees about the component and specifies constraints on how the

component may be used by clients. The component can be checked once by the implementer

to ensure that it provides the guarantees specified in its interface, under the assumption that

clients will obey the specified constraints. Separately, each client application can be checked

to ensure that it respects the interface’s constraints, without depending on or requiring ac-

cess to the component’s underlying implementation. Clients that respect the constraints

can safely assume that the component will exhibit the behavioral properties guaranteed in

its interface.

Unfortunately, the above requirements of software components are in direct conflict.

The more extensible a component is, the harder it is to guarantee properties of the com-

ponent separate from the contexts in which it is used. Each language therefore must trade

off component extensibility and component reasoning to some extent. Mainstream OO and

functional languages provide component reasoning in the form of modular static typecheck-

ing. Modular typechecking guarantees that if a component conforms to its interface, then

the component is well formed in a particular sense: when used in any context satisfying

its interface constraints, the component will never cause common kinds of run-time failures

known as “type errors.” For example, the component will not use an integer as if it were

a string and will not attempt to invoke a function that does not exist. In order to provide

these guarantees about a component’s behavior, mainstream languages have been limited

in the forms of component extensibility they can support.

For example, OO languages support component extensibility through subclassing. While

subclassing is a useful idiom, there are several other useful extensibility idioms that are

not supported. One well-known limitation of OO languages is the requirement that all

of a class’s methods be declared with the class. This requirement makes it difficult for

clients to add application-specific behavior to an existing class or to evolve a class that
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is frequently updated with new operations. There exist OO languages containing a form

of open classes, which allows new methods to be declared externally. Unfortunately, this

gain in component extensibility has been accompanied by a corresponding loss of modular

typechecking. Therefore, component robustness is severely compromised. For example,

a component’s implementer loses early feedback about type errors, and clients can never

trust that the component properly conforms to its interface. Instead, each client must

take responsibility for ensuring that the component’s implementation works properly in the

client’s context.

Another limitation of OO languages is the inability to easily write methods that dy-

namically dispatch on arguments other than the receiver. Dispatching on arguments, called

multiple dispatch, is a useful form of extension whenever multiple class hierarchies coop-

erate to implement an operation. For example, the appropriate way to handle an event

in an event-based system depends both on what kind of event occurs and on what kind

of handler receives the event. There exist OO languages containing multimethods, which

allow any subset of a method’s arguments to be dispatched upon during method lookup. As

with languages containing open classes, these languages have been forced to forgo modular

typechecking of components.

Functional languages like ML and Haskell exhibit extensibility strengths and weaknesses

that are complementary to those of OO languages. Abstractions are defined as datatypes

consisting of a set of data variants. An operation over a datatype is written as an ordi-

nary function, each of whose cases defines the behavior for a particular variant by pattern

matching on the function’s argument. Therefore, new functions are easily added to existing

datatypes. Further, because functions have no distinguished receiver argument, functions

may dispatch on all arguments via pattern matching. However, functional languages lack

the traditional OO form of extensibility through subclassing. Adding a new variant to a

datatype requires that the existing datatype be modified in place. Further, all functions

on the datatype must be modified to include a case handling the new variant. There exist

functional languages in which datatypes and functions are extensible, allowing new data

variants and function cases to be written without modifying existing datatypes and func-

tions. However, these languages have not achieved modular typechecking.
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class AreaRectangle extends Rectangle {
int area() { return length() * width(); }

}

Figure 1.1: Adding new methods via subclassing.

This dichotomy between the OO and functional styles of extensibility was pointed out

by Reynolds as early as 1975 [93] and has subsequently received significant attention [30,

84, 61, 37, 44, 106]. In this dissertation, I show that it is possible to create languages

that support the traditional extensibility idioms of both the OO and functional styles while

retaining modular typechecking. These new languages greatly enhance the flexibility of

software components: clients can easily add new subclasses to existing abstractions, new

operations on existing abstractions, and operations that dynamically dispatch at multiple

arguments, all without modifying the original abstractions or their clients. At the same

time, components remain robust in the face of this heightened extensibility, as they are still

guaranteed to be type-correct in any context satisfying their interface constraints.

1.2 Limitations of Traditional Languages

This section motivates the need for explicit language support to rectify the limitations

of components in mainstream languages. I illustrate several approaches that have been

proposed to achieve the desired extensibility idioms in traditional OO languages and describe

their drawbacks.

1.2.1 Adding Methods To Existing Classes

The simplest way to add new methods to an existing class in traditional OO languages is via

subclassing. Figure 1.1 illustrates this technique: an existing Rectangle class (not shown)

is externally updated with a method for computing its area by creating a new subclass

AreaRectangle, which inherits all the behavior of Rectangle and additionally contains the

new method. AreaRectangle can then be used in place of Rectangle to achieve the desired

functionality.
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There are several drawbacks of this approach. First, the new method does not handle

any existing instances of Rectangle, for example from a persistent store. Second, although

the area method is added without modifying Rectangle, in general existing clients of

Rectangle must still be modified: any code that constructs Rectangle instances must

be updated to construct AreaRectangle instances. Third, if AreaRectangle instances

are passed to and later returned from existing code, their static type upon return will be

Rectangle (unless the existing code is modified). Therefore, run-time casts will be required

to regain access to the area operation for these instances. Finally, this technique is tedious

and awkward when an entire class hierarchy must be updated with a new operation. For

example, suppose that Rectangle is part of a larger hierarchy of shape classes, with base

class Shape. To provide area functionality for the entire hierarchy, one must also declare

an AreaShape subclass of Shape. AreaRectangle must then subclass from AreaShape in

addition to Rectangle, in order for AreaRectangle’s area method to override that of

AreaShape, and this requires multiple inheritance of classes (which is not available in either

Java or C#). Similarly, AreaRectangle’s area method is not inherited by any subclasses

of Rectangle, so each of them must be provided with a new subclass that also inherits from

AreaRectangle.

A different workaround, known as the visitor design pattern [43], is more suitable when a

hierarchy of classes must be often updated with new operations. This approach is illustrated

in figure 1.2. To allow clients to add application-specific operations to the shape hierarchy,

the original implementer of Shape includes a “hook” via the accept method and provides

the associated ShapeVisitor class. ShapeVisitor has one visit* operation per Shape

subclass, and the accept method of each Shape subclass invokes its corresponding operation

of the given visitor. Example implementations for Rectangle and Rhombus are shown. Given

this infrastructure, new operations on the shape hierarchy can be created by providing a

new subclass of ShapeVisitor that overrides each visit* method to provide the proper

behavior for each Shape subclass. Figure 1.2 shows how area functionality is added to the

shape hierarchy using the visitor pattern. The area operation can then be used as shown in

the bottom-right corner of the figure.

Because the original classes in the shape hierarchy are augmented with the area func-
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abstract class Shape {
. . . // various fields and methods
abstract void

accept(ShapeVisitor v);

}

class Rectangle extends Shape {
. . . // various fields and methods
void accept(ShapeVisitor v) {
v.visitRectangle(this);

}
}

class Rhombus extends Shape {
. . . // various fields and methods
void accept(ShapeVisitor v) {
v.visitRhombus(this);

}
}

abstract class ShapeVisitor {
abstract void

visitRectangle(Rectangle r);

abstract void visitRhombus(Rhombus r);

. . . // one method per subclass of Shape
}

class AreaShapeVisitor

extends ShapeVisitor {
int area;

void visitRectangle(Rectangle r) {
area = r.length() * r.width();

}
void visitRhombus(Rhombus r) { . . . }

}

// sample client code
Shape s = . . .;

AreaShapeVisitor v =

new AreaShapeVisitor();

// compute the shape’s area
s.accept(v);

// use the shape’s area
. . . v.area . . .

Figure 1.2: Adding new methods with the visitor pattern.
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class Rectangle extends Shape {
void draw(Display d) { // default drawing for rectangles }
void draw(ColorDisplay cd) { // draw rectangles to color displays }
void draw(BitMapDisplay bmd) { // draw rectangles as bitmaps }

}

Figure 1.3: Simulating multiple dispatch with static overloading.

tionality, the problems of the previous approach are avoided. However, the visitor pattern

has several new drawbacks. First, the need to add external operations must be planned for

in advance by the implementer of the shape hierarchy, who must provide the ShapeVisitor

class and the accept methods. Second, all external operations must subclass from the given

ShapeVisitor class. Therefore, these operations must have identical argument and return

types. In practice, the operations will take no arguments (other than the shape) and return

no results. As illustrated by AreaShapeVisitor, operations that require arguments or re-

sults must simulate them through fields of the visitor. Also, all external operations must

define one method per Shape subclass, via the visit* operations defined in ShapeVisitor.

This requirement makes it difficult for a Shape subclass to inherit visiting functionality from

its superclass. The requirement also makes it difficult to add an external operation that

applies only to a subset of the classes in the Shape hierarchy. Finally, the visitor pattern

loses the traditional OO idiom of modular subclass extensibility. For example, adding a

new subclass Triangle of Shape requires that the ShapeVisitor class and all of its sub-

classes be updated with a new visitTriangle method, in order to provide the behavior of

Triangles for each external operation. Several variations and extensions of the basic visitor

pattern have addressed these limitations [70, 81, 103, 87, 61, 106, 47]. However, most of

these proposals complicate the already-complex visitor protocol. In addition — and further

illustrating the tension between extensibility and modular reasoning — the proposals that

retain support for modular subclass extensibility require a loss of static type safety in the

form of run-time casts or reflection.
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class Rectangle extends Shape {
void draw(Display d) {
if(d instanceof ColorDisplay) {
ColorDisplay cd = (ColorDisplay) d;

// draw rectangles to color displays
} else if (d instanceof BitMapDisplay) {
BitMapDisplay bmd = (BitMapDisplay) d;

// draw rectangles as bitmaps
} else {
// default drawing for rectangles

}
}

}

Figure 1.4: Simulating multiple dispatch with run-time class tests and casts.

1.2.2 Multiple Dispatch

A simple attempt at simulating multiple dispatch is to use static overloading, a feature

found in traditional OO languages including C++, Java, and C#. As an example, suppose

the Rectangle class has functionality for drawing rectangles, whose behavior depends on

the kind of display (subclasses of the base class Display) to which the rectangle should be

drawn. The candidate solution is shown in figure 1.3. Unfortunately, static overloading does

not provide the desired semantics. The three draw methods in the figure are completely

unrelated, as if they had different names. At a call site, the static, rather than dynamic,

type of the argument determines which of the three methods will be invoked. Therefore an

invocation r.draw(d), where r has static type Rectangle and d has static type Display,

will always invoke the first draw method in figure 1.3, even if dynamically d refers to a

ColorDisplay or BitMapDisplay instance.

Dispatch based on the dynamic, rather than static, types of the arguments to a call can be

performed instead via run-time class tests and casts, as shown in figure 1.4. This approach

achieves the desired semantics, but it is tedious and error-prone. First, the programmer

must manually ensure that all appropriate Display subclasses are handled properly. For

example, the programmer must order the if cases such that each class is tested before any

of its superclasses. Second, static type safety is lost, forcing the entire burden of ensuring
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that this manual dispatching logic is correct on the programmer. As a simple example,

if the instanceof and associated cast in a given if case do not agree (e.g., because of a

cut-and-paste error), the problem will not be detected until a run-time error occurs.2 Third,

the monolithic if statement limits the potential for inheritance. For example, it would be

difficult for a subclass of Rectangle to inherit the behavior for drawing to a ColorDisplay

but override the behavior for drawing to a BitMapDisplay. Finally, the extension of this

technique to multiple arguments is even more complex and difficult to reason about.

A final technique for simulating multiple dispatch in traditional OO languages is double

dispatching [54]. This technique achieves multiple dispatch via a cascaded sequence of

single dispatches. The visitor pattern implementation of figure 1.2 uses double dispatching

to dispatch on both the shape and the visitor. Invoking accept on a shape results in

“learning” which shape is the receiver. The accept method sends a second message, to

dispatch on the visitor argument. The invoked visit* method now “knows” both which

shape and which visitor were passed and can therefore appropriately implement the desired

functionality for that pair. Drawing can be analogously implemented, with accept renamed

draw, the visitor hierarchy replaced by the display hierarchy, and each visitC method

renamed drawC. Double dispatching also generalizes to any number of arguments. This

dual usage of double dispatching, to add new methods to existing classes and to support

multiple dispatch, illustrates the strong relationship between these extensibility idioms.

Both idioms require the ability to dispatch on existing classes externally. In the former case

the existing classes are the receivers of new external methods, while in the latter case the

existing classes are arguments of another class’s methods.

By using ordinary message sends, double dispatching retains static type safety, unlike the

previous approach. However, double dispatching shares several drawbacks with the visitor

pattern. First, existing Display subclasses may need to be modified whenever a new Shape

subclass is added, in order to add methods for drawing the new kind of shape. Double

dispatching also makes it hard for shapes to inherit functionality from their superclasses,

because each Display class must implement a separate method for each Shape subclass.

2This problem can be avoided in languages that include a typecase construct, like Modula-3 [80].
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int Shape.area() { . . . }
int Rectangle.area() { . . . }
int Rhombus.area() { . . . }

Figure 1.5: Open classes in MultiJava

Finally, the protocol is tedious and error-prone, and the programmer must examine both

the shape and display hierarchies in order to understand an operation’s behavior.

1.3 Open Classes and Multimethods

The drawbacks of the workarounds presented above can be bypassed by augmenting tra-

ditional OO languages with new constructs that directly support the desired extensibility

idioms. This section briefly previews such constructs — open classes and multimethods

— in the context of MultiJava, an extension to Java developed by myself and colleagues.

MultiJava is discussed in more detail in chapter 3.

Figure 1.5 shows how MultiJava’s open classes support adding new methods to existing

classes. The figure contains three external methods, each implementing the new area oper-

ation for a different member of the shape hierarchy. These declarations can be written in a

new file, separate from the files containing the original shape classes. Further, clients invoke

area the same way that any method in a shape class is invoked. Unlike the workarounds

of section 1.2, the original shape hierarchy does not need to provide special “hooks,” nei-

ther the shape classes nor their clients require modification, and no run-time type casts are

necessary.

Figure 1.6 illustrates MultiJava’s support for multimethods. Together the three draw

methods have the same semantics as the implementation shown in figure 1.4. However, the

MultiJava version does not suffer from the drawbacks of that approach. First, the methods

can appear in any order, and the language does the work of dispatching an invocation to the

appropriate one, based on the dynamic type of the argument. Second, the MultiJava version

does not require the use of statically unsafe constructs like type casts. Third, multimethods

can be easily inherited by subclasses. Finally, the multimethod syntax naturally extends to
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class Rectangle extends Shape {
void draw(Display@ColorDisplay cd) {
// draw rectangles to color displays

}
void draw(Display@BitMapDisplay bmd) {
// draw rectangles as bitmaps

}
void draw(Display d) {
// default drawing for rectangles

}
}

Figure 1.6: Multimethods in MultiJava

support dispatching on multiple arguments.

As mentioned earlier, there have been previous languages that support constructs similar

to MultiJava’s external methods and multimethods. However, all of these languages have

been forced to forgo modular static typechecking. Supporting the desired extensibility

idioms of the new language features while retaining safe modular typechecking is the subject

of this dissertation.

1.4 Statement of the Thesis

My thesis is that practical languages can be developed that support (1) the easy addition of

new subclasses to existing abstractions; (2) the easy addition of new operations to existing

abstractions; (3) multiple dispatch; and (4) modular typechecking of components. I support

my thesis in this dissertation in several ways:

• I define a small OO calculus, called Dubious, for formal study. Dubious naturally

supports both open classes and multimethods via generic functions. I describe a type

system for the calculus that provides purely modular typechecking while retaining

both the traditional OO and functional extensibility idioms.

• I define MultiJava, a small backward-compatible extension to Java containing open

classes and multimethods. MultiJava illustrates how the theoretical work of Dubious

can be incorporated as a natural and practical extension to mainstream OO languages.
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• I define Extensible ML (Eml), an ML-like language containing extensible datatypes

and functions. These constructs allow OO programming to be seamlessly incorporated

into the functional style. As with MultiJava, Eml relies on Dubious for its theoret-

ical foundations. The foundations are extended and adapted to handle functional

constructs including pattern matching and parametric polymorphism, while retaining

modular typechecking. I present a formalization and type soundness proof for a core

subset of Eml called Mini-Eml.

• I present several examples illustrating the benefits that MultiJava has provided others

in a variety of real-world applications, including ubiquitous computing, graphical user

interfaces, and compilers.

Chapters 2 discusses the Dubious language and its modular type system. Chapters 3 and

4 respectively describe MultiJava and Eml. Chapter 4 also formalizes Mini-Eml. Chapter 5

illustrates the ways in which MultiJava has been used and compares with the traditional

Java solutions. Chapter 6 concludes the thesis. Appendix A provides the complete type

soundness proof for Mini-Eml.
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Chapter 2

THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS

This chapter describes Dubious [73, 74], a core OO language. Dubious is explicitly

designed to contain only those language features necessary to express the programming

idioms described in the previous chapter. This design makes Dubious simple enough that it

can be studied formally but still rich enough that the results of such study can be adapted

for use in full-scale programming languages. Dubious defines:

• a simple classless object model with explicitly declared inheritance, but not dynami-

cally created objects or mutable state;

• first-class (generic) functions, but not lexically nested closures;

• explicitly declared function types, but not types independent of objects or polymorphic

types; and

• modules to support separate typechecking and namespace management, but not en-

capsulation mechanisms, nested modules, or parameterized modules.

The syntax of Dubious is shown in figure 2.1. Metavariables Mn, On, and I denote

module names, object names, and formal parameters, respectively. Brackets denote optional

pieces of syntax. After introducing Dubious and illustrating how it supports the desired

programming idioms discussed in chapter 1, I focus on the problem of modular typechecking.

I illustrate several challenges for modular typechecking in Dubious and describe a modular

type system that overcomes these challenges in a practical way.
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P ::= M1 . . .Mn; E programs
M ::= module Mn { D1 . . . Dn } modules
D ::= [Q] object On [isa O1, . . . , On] declarations

| Ob has method (F1, . . . , Fn) { E }
Q ::= abstract | interface object qualifiers
O ::= Ob | (O1, . . . , On)→ O objects
F ::= I [@ Ob] formal arguments
E ::= I | Ob | E(E1, . . . , En) expressions

Ob ::= Mn.On qualified object names

Figure 2.1: Syntax of Dubious.

module SetMod {
abstract object set

object addElem isa (set, StdLibMod.int)→set

object elems isa (set)→StdLibMod.list

object union isa (set, set)→set

union has method(s1, s2) {
. . . // union functionality using addElem and elems

}
}

module ListSetMod {
object listSet isa set

addElem has method(s@listSet, i) { . . . }
elems has method(s@listSet) { . . . }
union has method(s1@listSet, s2@listSet) { . . . }

}

module SListSetMod {
object sListSet isa listSet

addElem has method(s@sListSet, i) { . . . }
union has method(s1@slistSet, s2@slistSet) { . . . }
object getMin isa (sListSet)→int

getMin has method(s@sListSet) { . . . }
}

Figure 2.2: A hierarchy of integer sets in Dubious.
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2.1 Dubious By Example

2.1.1 Informal Semantics

A Dubious program consists of a sequence of modules, followed by an expression to be

evaluated in the context of those modules. Three Dubious modules that implement a simple

hierarchy of integer sets are shown in figure 2.2. (Technically, all references to objects should

be qualified by a module name, as is done for the references to int and list from the

StdLibMod module, which is not shown in the figure. I elide the module names from object

references when clear from context.) The body of a module is a sequence of declarations,

and Dubious has only two kinds of declarations. The object declaration creates a fresh

object with a unique identity and binds it to the given name. The declaration also names the

(possibly multiple) objects from which the new object inherits. The subclass relation among

objects is the reflexive, transitive closure of the declared isa relation. In the modules of

figure 2.2, the set object is the top of the integer set hierarchy, listSet is a subclass for sets

implemented with lists,1 and sListSet is a subclass of listSet in which the underlying

list of elements is kept in sorted order. As in other classless languages [62, 67, 101, 23],

objects play the roles of both classes and instances, and isa accordingly plays the roles of

both inheritance and instantiation.

An object in Dubious can also act as a generic function [77, 8, 86], a collection of

methods of the same name and type signature. Because generic functions are objects, they

are naturally first-class: they can be passed to and returned from other functions. An object

acting as a generic function inherits from an arrow object that defines the type signature of

the function. For example, the addElem object in SetMod can be invoked with a pair of one

set subclass and one int subclass, and it returns a set subclass. For simplicity, Dubious

requires that each generic function explicitly inherits from exactly one arrow object. The

ordinary contravariant subtyping rule for function types [17] is used as the subclass relation

among arrow objects.

Generic functions are implemented by adding methods to them, with the has method

1In a full-scale language, listSet would have a field for its underlying list, and possibly other fields.
Read-only fields can be modeled in Dubious with methods.
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declaration. In ListSetMod, the method added to the addElem generic function has two

formal parameters, s and i. The first formal is specialized by providing the @listSet suffix,

which specifies the object on which the argument is dynamically dispatched; that object

is the argument’s specializer. This method can only be invoked dynamically if the first

actual argument is listSet or a subclass. Because the second argument is unspecialized,

any integer may be passed to it. In traditional class-based object-oriented languages, this

method would be modeled as the addElem method inside the listSet class. Similarly, the

addElem method in SListSetMod would be modeled as an overriding addElem method inside

the sListSet subclass. SListSetMod also introduces a new generic function for accessing

the minimal element of an sListSet object, with an associated method.

However, methods in Dubious are more general than traditional OO methods. The

various union methods in figure 2.2 illustrate this expressiveness. The union method in

SetMod has no specializers and therefore acts as a regular procedure: it is applicable to any

pair of sets. The union method in ListSetMod is a multimethod, because it specializes

on more than one argument. This method provides an optimized union algorithm for the

case when both arguments are listSet or a subclass. The union method in SListSetMod

similarly provides a specialized algorithm for the case when both arguments are sListSet

or a subclass. The union methods are examples of binary methods [15], which accept

two arguments of the same type. These methods arise quite commonly and are naturally

expressed by multimethods.

The has method declaration is an imperative operation. For example, ListSetMod adds

a second method to SetMod’s union generic function, rather than creating a new generic

function containing the extra method. This semantics is necessary to model the traditional

OO style. For example, the imperative semantics allows clients of the set hierarchy to be

aware only of the set object, with message sends to its union generic function dynamically

dispatched to the appropriate methods of set subclasses. Similarly, the imperative seman-

tics supports downcalls: the addElem and elems message sends from within SetMod’s union

method are dispatched dynamically to methods of set subclasses.

To evaluate a generic function application (message send) E(E1, . . . , En), Dubious em-

ploys the natural multimethod dispatching semantics, in which all arguments are treated
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symmetrically. This semantics is used in the languages Kea [78], Cecil [23, 25], Dy-

lan [36, 96], the λ&-calculus [21, 20], and ML≤ [10]. First E is evaluated to some generic

function f and each Ei is evaluated to some object oi. Then the methods added to

the generic function f are extracted, and finally the most-specific applicable method for

(o1, . . . , on) is selected and invoked.

For uniformity in describing the semantics of Dubious throughout this chapter, I some-

times assume that all of a method’s formal arguments are specialized; an unspecialized

formal is equivalent to a formal that is specialized on the object in the corresponding po-

sition of the associated generic function’s arrow object. For example, the union method in

SetMod of figure 2.2 can be considered to specialize on Set at both arguments. Given this

convention, a method in f is applicable to (o1, . . . , on) if the method has n arguments and

if (o1, . . . , on) pointwise subclasses from the tuple of the method’s specializers (o′
1, . . . , o

′
n):

for each i such that 1 ≤ i ≤ n, oi subclasses from o′i. One method m1 is at least as specific

as another method m2 if m1’s tuple of specializers pointwise subclasses from m2’s tuple of

specializers. A method is the most-specific applicable method if it is the unique applicable

method that is at least as specific as every other applicable method.

For example, consider the application union(listSet,sListSet), evaluated in the con-

text of the modules in figure 2.2. First, the union, listSet, and sListSet expressions are

evaluated, yielding the corresponding objects. Then the methods that were added to the

union generic function are extracted. Of the three methods, the first two methods in the

figure are applicable: the third union method is not applicable because the first actual

argument of the application is not a subclass of the method’s first specializer, sListSet. Of

the two applicable methods, the (@listSet, @listSet) method is the most-specific one,

because (@listSet, @listSet) pointwise subclasses from (@set, @set). Therefore, the

(@listSet, @listSet) method is selected and invoked. If there are no applicable methods

for a message send, a message-not-understood error occurs, while if there are applicable

methods but no most-specific one, a message-ambiguous error occurs.

If an object is declared abstract, it is used solely as a template for other objects and

may not be referred to in expressions. For example, the abstract set object is a template for

integer sets that is implemented by the listSet and sListSet objects. Because abstract
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module IsEmptyMod {
object isEmpty isa (set)→bool

isEmpty has method(s) { null(elems(s)) }
isEmpty has method(s@listSet) { . . . }

}

Figure 2.3: Open classes in Dubious.

objects may not be referred to in expressions, generic functions need not have method

implementations handling these objects. For example, the addElem generic function in

SetMod does not have a method for adding an element to the set object. In a traditional

OO language, this abstract-class idiom would be implemented by declaring an abstract

addElem method inside the set class.

Generic functions may optionally include methods that specialize on abstract objects,

just as an abstract class in Java may contain method implementations; these methods are

then inherited for use by subclasses. Dubious also supports the notion of an interface

object, through the interface object qualifier. An interface object is like an abstract

object, but it additionally may not be a specializer in any methods. This semantics is

similar to interfaces in Java [5, 45], which act like abstract classes but additionally must

have only abstract methods. For example, because set in figure 2.2 is not used as an explicit

specializer (despite having an applicable union method), it could equivalently be declared

an interface instead of an abstract object. Distinguishing between abstract and interface

objects will become useful when considering modular typechecking later in this chapter.

Arrow objects are implicitly treated as interface objects. An object that is neither abstract

nor an interface is called concrete. (A nonconcrete object is either abstract or an interface,

and a noninterface object is either concrete or abstract.)

2.1.2 Open Classes

Dubious’s model of generic functions naturally supports the open-class idiom with no extra

mechanism. An example is shown in figure 2.3, where the set hierarchy is extended with

a function for checking emptiness. A method handling any set is provided, as well as an
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module HashSetMod {
object hashSet isa set

addElem has method(s@hashSet, i) { . . . }
elems has method(s@hashSet) { . . . }

}

Figure 2.4: A new set subclass.

module CListSetMod {
object cListSet isa listSet

addElem has method(s@cListSet, i) { . . . }
isEmpty has method(s@cListSet) { . . . }

}

Figure 2.5: Another set subclass.

overriding method for listSet. The sListSet object implicitly inherits the second method.

Finally, the easy addition of new operations does not prevent the easy addition of new

subclasses, as illustrated in figure 2.4. HashSetMod introduces a new set subclass that

implements sets using hash tables, providing overriding methods of addElem and elemswhile

inheriting the existing union functionality. IsEmptyMod and HashSetMod are completely

independent: either, both, or neither module could be linked into the final application,

giving four versions of the set hierarchy. When both modules are present, hashSet and

subclasses can be passed to the isEmpty generic function, even though the implementer of

the HashSetMod extension to the set hierarchy may be unaware of the IsEmptyMod extension,

and vice versa. Figure 2.5 shows another set subclass, representing sets implemented as lists

that additionally keep a count of the current elements. CListSetMod provides an overriding

method of addElem. The implementer is aware of the IsEmptyMod extension and therefore

also provides an overriding method for checking emptiness of cListSet. Unlike the visitor

pattern, existing code does not have to be modified in order to implement this overriding

method.
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2.2 Static Typechecking for Dubious

2.2.1 Typechecking Generic Functions

Dubious’s static type system is novel in its checking of generic functions. The checks are

partitioned into client-side and implementation-side typechecking [26], also known as inter-

module and intra-module typechecking [18]. Client-side typechecking is completely standard

and ensures that clients of a generic function respect the function’s declared type. For each

message send expression E(E1, . . . , En) in the program, Dubious checks that E’s type is an

arrow object (o1, . . . , on) → o and that the type of each Ei subclasses from oi. The message

send expression is then known to yield a value of type o.

While client-side checks ensure that actual arguments to a generic-function application

always have appropriate types, they do not rule out message dispatch errors. That is the

role of implementation-side typechecking (ITC), which ensures that each generic function

properly implements its declared type. First, for each method declaration

Ob has method (I1 @ Ob1, . . . , In @ Obn) { E }

Dubious checks that Ob is declared to inherit from an arrow object (o1, . . . , on) → o, each

Obi subclasses from oi, and E has type o on the assumption that each Ii has type Obi. Sec-

ond, each generic function is checked to be exhaustive and unambiguous. A generic function

is exhaustive if every possible type-correct invocation of the function finds at least one ap-

plicable method. An exhaustive generic function will never cause message-not-understood

errors at run time. A generic function is unambiguous if every possible type-correct invo-

cation of the function that finds at least one applicable method also finds a most-specific

applicable method. An unambiguous generic function will never cause message-ambiguous

errors at run time.

By slightly abusing the usual notation, throughout this dissertation I use the abbre-

viation ITC to refer only to the checks that generic functions are exhaustive and unam-

biguous; the first implementation-side check described above is straightforward and is not

discussed further. Traditional OO languages can be viewed as performing a limited kind

of ITC tailored to singly dispatched methods. For example, Java’s typechecker produces a
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compile-time error if a concrete class does not implement an abstract method of its super-

class, because this scenario could cause a NoSuchMethodException, the Java equivalent of

Dubious’s message-not-understood error, to be thrown at run time. Java’s lack of multiple

inheritance among classes ensures the absence of message-ambiguous errors.

Suppose a Dubious generic function f has arrow object (o1, . . . , on) → o. Define

(o′1, . . . , o
′
n) to be a legal argument tuple to f if each o′i is concrete and subclasses from

oi. ITC for f can then be straightforwardly performed by checking that each legal ar-

gument tuple has a most-specific applicable method added to f .2 For example, consider

ITC on the union generic function in the context of figures 2.2 through 2.5. There are

16 legal argument tuples: all possible pairs of the objects listSet, sListSet, hashSet,

and cListSet. The union method in SListSetMod is most-specific for two sListSets, the

union method in ListSetMod is most-specific for all other pairs where each argument is a

subclass of listSet, and the union method in SetMod is most-specific for all other pairs.

More efficient ITC algorithms exist than the naive strategy described above. For ex-

ample, it is possible to define a subset of “interesting” legal argument tuples, such that

uninteresting tuples need not be explicitly considered [26]. For the scenario when there

is only single implementation inheritance (but possibly multiple interface inheritance), one

can avoid tuple enumeration altogether, instead directly examining and comparing a generic

function’s methods [20, 63]. That style of ITC algorithm is used in the formalization of Eml

and is described in chapter 4.

2.2.2 Modular Typechecking

I define a language’s typechecking scheme to be modular if it has two properties. First,

each module m must be able to be typechecked given only the signatures3 of other modules.

This property ensures that m never relies on implementation details of another module m ′

for its well-formedness: the implementation of m′ can change without affecting the type

2Because Dubious lacks a facility for dynamically creating objects, all objects are statically known. In a
traditional class-based language, legal argument tuples would range over a set consisting of one arbitrary
instance for each class.

3I employ the ML terminology signature, rather than the more generic interface, to avoid confusion with
Dubious’s interface objects.
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correctness of m, as long as the signature of m′ remains the same. Second, m must be able

to be typechecked given only those signatures that m statically depends upon. Module m

statically depends upon signature s if either of the following conditions holds:

• Module m refers to a name that is bound in s.

• Module m statically depends upon signature s′, and s′ refers to a name that is bound

in s.4

This property ensures that m depends for its type correctness only on the signatures that are

explicitly referenced in m (or in other depended-upon signatures); the rest of the program

can be safely ignored. Therefore, m can be typechecked once and then safely reused in any

program that includes modules implementing m’s depended-upon signatures.

Traditional OO languages support modular typechecking as defined above. Each class

can be typechecked given only the statically depended-upon class signatures. Informally,

the signature of a class consists of its list of superclasses, the types of its visible fields, and

the headers, but not bodies, of its visible methods. Signatures for modular typechecking

in the context of Java have been formally defined by others [32, 2]. Traditional functional

languages similarly support modular typechecking. For example, each structure in ML can

be typechecked given only its statically depended-upon signatures. More details of ML’s

module system are described in the context of Eml in chapter 4.

A modular typechecking scheme for Dubious must typecheck each module given only the

signatures it statically depends upon. Dubious does not have an explicit notion of signature.

The signature of a Dubious module M is implicitly defined to contain all of the module’s

object declarations and the headers, but not bodies, of its has method declarations. Con-

sider modular typechecking for HashSetMod in figure 2.4. HashSetMod refers to the set,

addElem, and elems objects, so it statically depends upon the signature of SetMod from

figure 2.2. However, HashSetMod does not statically depend upon any other modules that

are part of the set hierarchy. Therefore, it should be able to be safely typechecked without

4The module implementing s
′ may refer to names not mentioned in s

′, but these are implementation
details that m should not depend upon for its type correctness.
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access to any other subclasses of set nor to the isEmpty object. Indeed, those objects may

not even exist when HashSetMod is written, and HashSetMod may be linked into programs

that do not contain those objects. Similarly, IsEmptyMod statically depends upon SetMod

and ListSetMod, but not on any other modules in the set hierarchy.

One undesirable feature of a Dubious signature is the fact that it reveals information

about a generic function’s method implementations. Ideally, clients of a module could be

safely typechecked given only the types of objects (including generic functions) declared in

the module, without requiring any knowledge of individual has method declarations. Such

a revised Dubious signature would adhere to Cardelli’s notion of modular typechecking as

the ability to typecheck a module given only the types of its free variables [18]. However,

Dubious’s expressiveness makes this stronger notion of modularity infeasible. As discussed

below, a client of a module may need information about the module’s has method declara-

tions in order to ensure that existing generic functions remain exhaustive and unambiguous

in the face of the client’s declared objects and methods.

Dubious is not alone in suffering from this problem. Indeed, Dubious’s notion of mod-

ularity naturally generalizes the notion of modularity in traditional OO languages. As

mentioned above, the signature for a class in such languages includes the headers of the

class’s methods, violating Cardelli’s notion of modularity. This information is necessary

so that subclasses can ensure the exhaustiveness and unambiguity of all operations they

support. For example, an abstract class’s signature must include information about which

of the class’s operations are implemented with a concrete method and which are not, so that

concrete subclasses can be checked for exhaustiveness. Similarly, a class that inherits from

multiple other classes requires knowledge of the method implementations in those classes in

order to detect potential ambiguities.

2.2.3 Implementation-side Typechecking and Modularity

Most of the typechecks in Dubious are naturally modular, working on a single declaration

or expression at a time. However, ITC as described earlier is a global check: for each generic

function f , the check requires access to all of f ’s methods and to all legal argument tuples
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module ShapeMod {
abstract object shape

object overlap isa (shape, shape)→bool

}

module RectMod {
object rect isa shape

overlap has method(s1@rect, s2)

{ . . . }
}

module RhombusMod {
object rhombus isa shape

overlap has method(s1, s2@rhombus) { . . . }
}

Figure 2.6: Challenges for modular implementation-side typechecking of multimethods.

to f . In the context of a modular typechecking scheme, ITC must instead be performed

incrementally as part of the typechecks on each module M , given access only to M ’s available

objects and methods. Those are the objects and methods that are either local to M (i.e.,

declared in M) or specified in a signature upon which M statically depends.

Therefore, Dubious performs ITC on each module M for every available generic function

f whose exhaustiveness or ambiguity is potentially affected by the declarations in M . This

is the case if M declares f , declares a method for f , or declares an object that is part of

a legal argument tuple to f . Because ITC is modular, the check has access only to the

available methods and legal argument tuples for f . For example, consider ITC for the

modules in figure 2.2. When SetMod is typechecked, ITC for addElem, elems, and union is

performed. Since set is abstract and is the only available set subclass, there are no legal

argument tuples to these functions, so the checks succeed vacuously. When ListSetMod is

typechecked, ITC is again performed on those functions, and all tuples involving listSet

are checked. Finally, when SListSetMod is typechecked, addElem, elems, and union are

checked with respect to tuples involving either listSet or sListSet. In addition, ITC is

performed on getMin for the single legal argument tuple (sListSet).

Unfortunately, the modular ITC strategy described above is unsound for Dubious. It

is possible for modular ITC to succeed on a Dubious program but for that program to

nonetheless incur message-not-understood or message-ambiguous errors at run time. The

shape hierarchy in figure 2.6 illustrates the kinds of problems that can arise because of

multimethods. Modular typechecking succeeds for the three modules in the figure. ITC
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on ShapeMod succeeds vacuously, since shape is abstract. RectMod statically depends upon

ShapeMod, so ITC on RectMod checks overlap. The only available legal argument tuple is

a pair of rects, so the check passes. ITC on RhombusMod succeeds analogously. However,

overlap is neither exhaustive nor unambiguous. If overlap(rhombus, rect) is ever in-

voked at run time, a message-not-understood error will occur. If overlap(rect, rhombus)

is ever invoked at run time, a message-ambiguous error will occur: both overlap methods

are applicable to the call but neither is at least as specific as the other.

The exhaustiveness problem above illustrates a tension between multimethods and ab-

stract classes. If shape were not declared abstract, then ITC on ShapeMod would ensure

the existence of an overlap method handling two shapes, which would thereby also handle

one rhombus and one rect. Therefore, one way to resolve the problem is to disallow ob-

jects from being declared abstract. However, I reject this solution because it prevents the

abstract-class idiom of traditional OO languages from being expressed.

One way to resolve the multimethod ambiguity problem illustrated above is to break the

symmetry of the dispatching semantics. For example, Dubious could compare specializers

left-to-right instead of pointwise: a method with tuple of specializers (o1, . . . , on) is at least

as specific as a method with tuple of specializers (o′1, . . . , o
′
n) if the tuples are identical or

there exists some i such that oi subclasses from o′i, oi 6= o′i, and the tuples agree on their first

i − 1 elements. Under that semantics, which is used in Common Lisp [98, 86], the method

in RectMod is at least as specific as the method in RhombusMod and is the most-specific

applicable method for the invocation overlap(rect, rhombus). However, a major design

goal is for Dubious to retain the symmetric multimethod dispatching semantics, which I

believe is more natural and less error-prone. The symmetric semantics reports all potential

ambiguities, allowing (and requiring) a programmer to resolve the problem in an appropriate

way for the particular application, rather than silently resolving ambiguities via a relatively

arbitrary rule.

Figure 2.7 illustrates the challenges for modular ITC in the presence of open classes.

DrawMod depends upon the signatures of all modules in figure 2.6, but not on the signature

of OtherShapesMod. ITC on DrawMod checks draw, which is exhaustive and unambiguous for

the two available legal arguments, rect and rhombus. OtherShapesMod also depends upon
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module DrawMod {
object draw isa (shape)→void

draw has method (s@rect) { . . . }
draw has method (s@rhombus) { . . . }

}

module OtherShapesMod {
object circle isa shape

object square isa rect, rhombus

}

Figure 2.7: Challenges for modular implementation-side typechecking of open classes.

the signatures of all modules in figure 2.6, but not on the signature of DrawMod. Therefore,

ITC from OtherShapesMod does not check draw.5 However, draw is neither exhaustive nor

unambiguous. If draw(circle) is ever invoked at run time, a message-not-understood error

will occur. If draw(square) is ever invoked at run time, a message-ambiguous error will

occur.6

As above, the exhaustiveness error results from an interaction with abstract classes. If

shape were not declared abstract, then draw would be forced to have a method handling

shape, thereby also handling circle. Also, the ambiguity problem can again be resolved by

introducing an asymmetric dispatching semantics. For example, the inheritance hierarchy

could be linearized, as is done in Common Lisp and Dylan [36, 96], or the textual ordering

of methods could be employed, as in parasitic multimethods [11]. However, I reject these

solutions for the same reasons as described earlier.

It is because of the kinds of problems illustrated in figures 2.6 and 2.7 that all previous

languages supporting symmetric multiple dispatch or open classes have been forced to give

up modular typechecking. In these languages, ITC can only safely be performed when the

entire program is available. Therefore, the increased component extensibility compared

with traditional OO languages comes at a cost of decreased component understanding and

reliability.

5OtherShapesMod would require some methods to pass ITC checks on overlap, but I elide these methods,
as they are irrelevant to the example.

6A similar ambiguity problem can result from the interaction of multiple inheritance with multimethods.
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2.3 Modular ITC for Dubious

This section describes a fully modular type system for Dubious, called System M (for modu-

lar), that resolves the problems illustrated in the previous section. However, there is no free

lunch: in exchange for modular typechecking, System M must give up some of Dubious’s

expressiveness. It does this by imposing four modularity requirements, which are informally

described below. These requirements are inspired by an understanding of the (often im-

plicit) requirements in traditional OO languages like Java and C++ that facilitate modular

ITC. System M’s requirements generalize those of traditional OO languages to support the

common uses of multimethods and open classes, while still retaining fully modular ITC.

A key notion in System M’s modularity requirements is that of the owner argument

position of a generic function. A function’s owner position has some properties in common

with the receiver position in standard OO languages. The owner position serves to coordi-

nate otherwise independent extensions of a function, ensuring that they cannot interact to

cause message-not-understood or message-ambiguous errors. The owner position does not

impact Dubious’s dispatching semantics, which remains completely symmetric. A generic

function’s owner position is signaled by a hash (#) mark at the corresponding position in the

generic function’s arrow object. The object at that position is called the generic function’s

owner. Similarly, the owner of a method is the object used as a specializer at the owner

position of the associated generic function.

The revised grammar for Dubious objects is as follows:

O ::= Ob | (A1, . . . , An)→ O objects

A ::= [#] O argument types

System M requires that exactly one argument type of a generic function is declared the

function’s owner. In figure 2.6, assume that the first argument position of overlap is the

owner. In figure 2.7, the single argument position of draw is the owner.

2.3.1 Ensuring Unambiguity

In traditional OO languages, each method must dynamically dispatch at the receiver po-

sition on the enclosing class. This implicit requirement ensures that no ambiguities elude
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modular detection. Consider method m1 in class C1 and m2 in class C2, where m1 and m2

are part of the same (implicit) generic function. In a language with only single inheritance,

like Java, the requirement ensures that, if C1 is not available to C2 and vice versa, then

m1 and m2 cannot be ambiguous. In particular, it must be the case that neither C1 nor

C2 subclasses from the other (or else one would be available to the other), which implies

that the methods are disjoint, applicable to completely distinct legal argument tuples. In

a language with multiple inheritance, like C++, the methods may not be disjoint if a class

C3 later subclasses from both C1 and C2, but any ambiguity will be detected during ITC

on C3.

The Dubious analogue of the implicit requirement in traditional OO languages is that

each method must have a local owner. This requirement resolves the ambiguity problem

in figure 2.6. The overlap method in RhombusMod does not have a local owner — the

method’s owner position (the first argument) is unspecialized, so the owner is implicitly the

nonlocal shape object. Therefore, RhombusMod fails modular ITC, and that method may not

be written, resolving the ambiguity for overlap(rect, rhombus). (An isomorphic error

would occur in RectMod if the second argument position of overlap were instead designated

the owner position.)

The local-owner requirement restricts the kinds of multimethods that may be written,

but it still allows expression of the common form of OO extensibility while preserving

safe modular ambiguity checking. In traditional OO languages, existing classes may be

arbitrarily extended with new subclasses that provide overriding methods (for which that

subclass is the receiver). Dubious’s System M analogously allows existing objects to be

arbitrarily extended with new subclasses that provide overriding methods for which that

subclass is the owner. The local-owner requirement also allows idioms not supported by

traditional OO languages. Owner-local methods are unrestricted in how multiple dispatch

may be employed at nonowner positions, able to dispatch on arbitrary (local or nonlocal)

objects. Further, Dubious modules are more flexible than classes, for example allowing

multiple objects with their associated owner-local methods to be declared in a single module.

While the local-owner requirement resolves the multimethod ambiguity problem, it also

has the effect of disallowing the open-class idiom. For example, none of the methods in
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DrawMod of figure 2.7 has a local owner, so they would be forbidden under the requirement.

To circumvent this problem, the requirement is generalized in a natural way: each method

must either have a local owner or a local generic function. This generalization is intuitively

safe because, if a method m belongs to a local generic function f , then the method will

be available to any module M that adds a method m′ to f . Therefore, checks on M can

modularly detect any ambiguities between m′ and m (except for ambiguities caused by

multiple inheritance, which are discussed next). The generalized requirement provides the

same solution as discussed above for handling the ambiguity in figure 2.6 while still safely

allowing the open-class idiom of figure 2.7. As another example, all of the methods in the

set hierarchy of figures 2.2 through 2.5 satisfy the generalized requirement.

Finally, the ambiguity problem illustrated in figure 2.7 must be addressed. To do so, Sys-

tem M restricts the forms of multiple inheritance to those that can be modularly reasoned

about in the presence of open classes. Intuitively, arbitrary multiple implementation inher-

itance is allowed within a module, but only single implementation inheritance is allowed

across module boundaries. More precisely, if a noninterface object o has a nonlocal non-

interface superclass, then System M requires that o have a most-specific (according to the

subclass relation) nonlocal noninterface superclass. The square object in OtherShapesMod

does not satisfy the requirement: it has two nonlocal superclasses, rect and rhombus, nei-

ther of which is a subclass of the other. Therefore, OtherShapesMod fails modular ITC, and

square cannot be programmed.

However, the requirement is not as limiting as it might appear. First, an object may

still safely inherit from multiple nonlocal interfaces. For example, if rect were an interface

then the declaration of square would pass the requirement, because rhombus would be its

most-specific nonlocal noninterface superclass. In that case, the second draw method in

DrawMod could not exist, since interfaces may not be specializers, thereby removing the

ambiguity for square. In this way, System M safely retains the same form of multiple

inheritance as is provided in Java and C#. Further, cross-module multiple implementation

inheritance is still possible, as long as it is anticipated. For example, the implementer of

RectMod could plan ahead for later multiple inheritance by introducing an object rr that

inherits from both rect and rhombus. The square object can then singly inherit from rr,
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thereby passing System M’s requirement. At the same time, rr is available in DrawMod, so

the ambiguity is modularly detected during ITC on DrawMod.

In summary, the ambiguity requirements are as follows:

M1. Each method must have either a local owner or a local generic function.

M2. If a noninterface object has a nonlocal noninterface superclass, then it has a most-

specific nonlocal noninterface superclass.

2.3.2 Ensuring Exhaustiveness

For the purposes of the exhaustiveness requirements, it is useful to distinguish two kinds of

generic functions. A generic function is called internal if it is declared in the same module

as its owner; otherwise the generic function is external. An internal generic function can be

thought of as an “initial” operation of its owner object and subclasses, while an external

function is a later extension to their sets of operations. External functions have no analogue

in traditional OO languages, in which a class’s methods must all be declared with the class.

In traditional OO languages, a method whose receiver is an abstract class may be de-

clared abstract. In turn, each concrete subclass of that receiver must declare or inherit an

implementation of the method. System M adopts an analogous solution to ensure exhaus-

tiveness for internal generic functions in Dubious. An abstract object o that is the owner

of an internal generic function f need not have an applicable method of f . In turn, the

module introducing a concrete subclass o′ of o must declare or inherit a local default method

of f for o′. A local default for o′ is a method whose owner is o′ but is unspecialized at all

other argument positions. Local default methods are the Dubious analogue of the methods

that are required to ensure exhaustiveness in traditional OO languages, which dispatch only

on the receiver. Therefore, the local-default requirement is no more burdensome than the

requirements in those languages.

The existence of local defaults is ensured in System M by treating even abstract and

interface objects as concrete at argument positions other than the owner position, for the

purposes of ITC. The abstract and interface objects act as surrogates for their potentially
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unavailable concrete subclasses. Under this revised ITC algorithm, RhombusMod in figure 2.6

fails modular ITC because overlap is not exhaustive for the (now legal) argument tuple

(rhombus, shape). (An isomorphic error would occur in RectMod if the second argument

position of overlap were instead designated the owner position.) If RhombusMod contained

a local default method of the form

overlap has method(s1@rhombus, s2) { . . . }

then modular ITC would succeed and the exhaustiveness for overlap(rhombus, rect)

would be resolved. As another example, in figure 2.2 set safely remains unimplemented for

addElem and elems, and each concrete subclass implements the appropriate local defaults.

Unfortunately, the above requirement cannot work in general for external generic func-

tions. The problem is that an external generic function f may not be available in every

module containing a concrete subclass of f ’s owner. For example, in figure 2.7 draw is not

available in OtherShapesMod, so ITC is not performed on draw during OtherShapesMod’s

checks. Therefore, no local default method is required for circle. To circumvent this

problem, System M instead places responsibility for ensuring exhaustiveness on the mod-

ule introducing an external generic function f . That module must declare a global default

method for f , which is a completely unspecialized method. Again this is done by treating

nonconcrete objects as concrete for the purposes of ITC, but this time it is done at all ar-

gument positions, including the owner position. Given the new requirement, DrawMod fails

modular ITC because it is not exhaustive for shape. Including a global default method

allows ITC to succeed and resolves the exhaustiveness problem for circle. As another ex-

ample, the external isEmpty generic function in figure 2.3 satisfies the requirement because

its first method is a global default, thereby handling unavailable set subclasses like hashSet

in figure 2.4.

In order to safely support the expressiveness of external generic functions, System M’s

global-default requirement gives up the abstract-class idiom on these functions. However,

this is no restriction on traditional OO languages, as those languages do not even allow ex-

ternal generic functions to be written. Abstract classes may still safely employ the abstract-

class idiom on all internal generic functions.
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In summary, the exhaustiveness requirements have the following effect:7

M3. If f is an internal generic function and o is a concrete object that subclasses f ’s owner,

then the module declaring o must declare or inherit a local default of f for o.

M4. If f is an external generic function, then the module declaring f must declare a global

default of f .

Although System M’s exhaustiveness requirements are no more restrictive than those

of traditional OO languages, they are not always easy to respect. The ability to write an

appropriate global default method depends heavily on an object’s initial set of operations.

In particular, the global-default requirement only works well for external functions whose

behavior can be expressed solely in terms of that initial set. For example, the requirement

is easy to obey for isEmpty, as shown in figure 2.3. However, had SetMod in figure 2.2 not

included the elems function, it is unlikely that a reasonable default case for isEmpty could

be written. Instead, the implementer may have no choice but to make the global default

method simply throw an exception (assuming Dubious had exceptions), which is not much

different from the run-time message-not-understood error being prevented by the global-

default requirement. I have explored two approaches to overcoming this problem, in the

context of MultiJava and Eml, respectively; they are described in the next two chapters.

2.3.3 Discussion

System M supports all of the extensibility idioms of traditional OO languages like Java

and C#. It additionally supports owner-local multimethods and arbitrary open classes.

Therefore, System M allows both new subclasses and new operations to be added to ex-

isting objects without modifying existing code, resolving a longstanding tension between

these two forms of extensibility. At the same time, System M retains completely modular

7Treating some nonconcrete objects as concrete during ITC is necessary to catch ambiguities due to
multiple inheritance. For example, if the rr object described at the end of section 2.3.1 is abstract, then
treating it as concrete is necessary in order to detect the ambiguity for draw during ITC on DrawMod in
figure 2.7. In the absence of multiple inheritance, the exhaustiveness requirements can be expressed by
directly requiring the appropriate local and global defaults. Chapter 4 uses this style to formalize Eml’s
type system.
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typechecking. The cost of the extra expressiveness provided by owner-local multimethods

and open classes is a loss of unanticipated multiple implementation inheritance; multiple

interface inheritance is allowed arbitrarily.

Although the owner position of a generic function f does not affect f ’s dispatching

semantics, it has a large impact on the ways in which clients can interact with and extend

the function. Through requirement M1, the owner position affects what methods may be

added to f by clients. Through requirement M3, the owner position determines the client

objects for which f may safely remain unimplemented. Therefore, effective use of f by

clients requires some advance planning by the original implementer of f , who must choose an

appropriate owner position based on the kinds of extensibility that are anticipated. Choosing

incorrectly can disallow clients from extending f as desired, making it less reusable. This

advance planning is analogous to the need to choose which argument of a generic function

should be the receiver in traditional OO languages. That choice has the same effects as the

choice of the owner position in System M and additionally determines the sole argument

that may be dynamically dispatched upon.

Intuitively, an object o in f ’s arrow object is a good choice as the function’s owner if

the following conditions hold:

• It is expected that f ’s behavior will depend on the particular subclass of o that is

passed as an argument.

• It is expected that clients will declare new subclasses of o.

The first condition implies that methods will likely need to dispatch at o’s position. The

second condition then implies that clients will likely need to declare overriding methods of

f for new subclasses of o. Making o the owner allows these overriding methods to satisfy

requirement M1. The first condition also implies that it may be difficult to implement f

for o itself, if o is nonconcrete. Making o the owner will obviate the need for such a default

implementation when f is internal, instead requiring concrete subclasses of o to provide

their own local defaults by requirement M3.

The System M ambiguity and exhaustiveness requirements together enforce an important
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monotonicity property on Dubious programs: the local view of a program from one module

is always consistent with the global view in a particular sense. Specifically, if the view

from one module suggests that some available legal argument tuple t to an available generic

function f will invoke the available method m, then that will be the case at run time, no

matter what other modules are part of the complete program. This property ensures that

ITC can safely be performed piecewise on a generic function, from each module’s partial

view of the program. It also validates a programmer’s understanding given only a partial

view of the program, ensuring that an argument tuple cannot be “hijacked” by an unseen

method.

I have formalized Dubious and proven its type system sound [74]. This is the formal

guarantee that a well-typed Dubious program cannot incur type errors, including message-

not-understood and message-ambiguous errors, at run time. Therefore, Dubious’s soundness

proof validates the correctness of System M’s modular ITC requirements. A simplified

formalization of System M in the context of Eml is presented in chapter 4, and its soundness

proof is provided in appendix A.

2.4 Related Work

This section describes other multimethod calculi and work on modular typechecking for

symmetric multimethods. Later chapters describe source-level languages containing multi-

methods and open classes.

Chambers and Leavens made the first effort toward modular typechecking of symmetric

multimethods [26], in the Cecil language [24, 25]. They defined the notions of client- and

implementation-side typechecking. They provided a global implementation-side typecheck-

ing algorithm and sketched informal ideas for modular typechecking. BeCecil [27] is a core

language for multimethods, intended as a formalization of this earlier work. It includes the

same core features as Dubious, as well as types and subtyping separate from objects and

inheritance and a block structure that allows arbitrarily nested declarations. BeCecil’s dis-

patching semantics is more complicated than Dubious’s, with inherits (BeCecil’s version

of isa) and has method declarations associated with particular scopes and only visible to
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certain call sites. As a result, modular typechecking was not achieved. Dubious treats isa

and has method declarations as having global extent dynamically, simplifying the semantics

enough for us to develop modular typechecking rules and prove their soundness.

The λ&-calculus and variants [21, 20] are a family of calculi based on symmetric mul-

timethods. Dispatching is performed on types which, along with the subtyping relation,

are predefined rather than programmer-constructed. Some of the calculi have second-order

type systems, which Dubious lacks. The language λ object augments the calculi with the

ability to define new types and subtyping relations. The λ&-calculi and λ object trivially

support modular typechecking, because the declaration of a generic function includes the

declaration of all of its methods, as in traditional functional languages.
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Chapter 3

MULTIJAVA

This chapter describes MultiJava [29, 28, 79], a backward-compatible extension to

Java [5, 45] supporting multimethods and open classes. Dubious’s System M allows the

new idioms to be naturally incorporated into Java while preserving Java’s existing modular

typechecking strategy.

3.1 MultiJava By Example

3.1.1 Multimethods

Figure 3.1 shows a translation of the first two Dubious modules in figure 2.2 to MultiJava.1

The only part of the code that is not written in standard Java is the union method in

ListSet, which illustrates how multimethod dispatch is declared in MultiJava. A formal

parameter is specialized via the syntax <StaticType>@<DynamicType>. The static type

part of a specialized formal parameter is used to identify to which generic function the new

method belongs, in the absence of explicit generic functions. A generic function can be

viewed as implicitly being formed in Java by a top method, which does not override any

other methods, and all the methods that override that top method. In Java, a method m1

overrides another method m2 if m1’s receiver is a subtype of m2’s receiver and the methods

have the same static argument types and return type. Set’s union method is a top method,

because it does not override another method; it implicitly introduces a new generic function.

The argument to ListSet’s union method has a static type of Set, which signifies that the

method overrides the union method in Set; they are part of the same generic function.

The dynamic type, or specializer, of a specialized argument plays the same role as a

1The third module and the elems generic function are omitted because they do not add anything inter-
esting to the example.
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// file Set.java
package sets;

public abstract class Set {
public abstract Set addElem(int i);

public Set union(Set s) { . . . }
}

// file ListSet.java
package sets;

public class ListSet extends Set {
public Set addElem(int i) { . . . }
public Set union(Set@ListSet ls) { . . . }

}

Figure 3.1: An implementation of integer sets in MultiJava.

specializer in Dubious. Because ListSet is the dynamic type of the argument to ListSet’s

unionmethod, the method is only applicable to an invocation at run time if both the receiver

and argument values are instances of ListSet or a subclass. As in Dubious’s System M, a

specializer must be a class rather than an interface.

Had ListSet’s union method simply used an argument type of ListSet instead of

Set@ListSet, Java would not consider the method to override the union method in Set.

Instead the methods would be statically overloaded, as described in section 1.2.2. In Du-

bious’s terminology, the union method in ListSet would implicitly declare its own generic

function. MultiJava’s syntax for a specialized argument cleanly separates static overload-

ing, which uses the given static type, from dynamic dispatch, which uses the given dynamic

type.

As in Dubious, MultiJava uses the symmetric multimethod dispatching seman-

tics. Also like Dubious, a method may specialize on any subset of its argu-

ments, and different methods of the same generic function may specialize on dif-

ferent arguments. This flexibility allows regular Java methods to be seamlessly

overridden by multimethods. For example, one can override java.lang.Object’s

equals method with a method in Set that tests equality of two sets as follows:

public boolean equals(Object@Set s) { . . . }

The syntax for message sends is unchanged from Java, so clients are unaffected by whether
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// file isEmpty.java
package extension1;

import sets.*;

public boolean Set.isEmpty() { . . . }
public boolean ListSet.isEmpty() { . . . }

Figure 3.2: External methods in MultiJava.

or not a given generic function is implemented using multimethods.

3.1.2 Open Classes

Open classes in MultiJava are illustrated in figure 3.2, a translation of the Dubious code

in figure 2.3. MultiJava extends Java with the ability to write external methods, which are

methods declared outside of their respective receiver classes. As shown in the figure, external

methods can be declared in separate files and separate packages from their receivers. The

first external method in figure 3.2 implicitly declares a new generic function, and the second

method is part of that same generic function. External methods may also be multimethods.

In MultiJava a generic function is said to be external if its top method is external; otherwise

the generic function is internal.2 All generic functions are invoked using the ordinary Java

message-send syntax, so call sites are insensitive to whether an external or internal generic

function is being invoked.

Unlike ordinary methods of a class, external methods have no special access privileges

to their receivers. Instead, an external method has the same access as any other client of its

receiver. For example, an external method may not access private fields and methods of its

receiver class. Similarly, an external method may not access members of its receiver class

that have package-level visibility unless the external method is defined in the same package

as its receiver. While these rules restrict the utility of open classes in some cases, they

are critical for ensuring modular reasoning, both by tools (like typecheckers and compilers)

and by programmers. For example, if an external method had access to the private data of

2As a special case, an external method is treated as a regular Java method if it is declared in the same
file as its receiver. In that case, the MultiJava compiler simply inserts the method inside the class.
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// file CListSet.java
package extension2;

import sets.*;

import extension1.isEmpty;

public class CListSet extends ListSet {
public Set addElem(int i) { . . . }
public boolean isEmpty() { . . . }

}

Figure 3.3: Internal methods overriding external methods in MultiJava.

its receiver, then private would cease to mean private: any client could get access to the

private members of a class simply by writing an external method on the class. Any invariants

established and maintained on private data could then be potentially compromised.

In a similar vein, the semantics of a privacy modifier on an external method is defined

relative to the file in which the method resides, rather than the file containing the method’s

receiver. A private external method is only accessible in the file in which it is declared,

and an external method with no privacy modifier is only accessible in the package in which

it is declared. For simplicity MultiJava requires that all methods belonging to the same

external generic function have identical privacy modifiers. This requirement ensures that a

method will never be invoked from a scope in which the method is inaccessible. It would

be safe to relax this requirement, allowing a method to optionally be more accessible than

the methods it overrides. Java uses this relaxed rule when checking the privacy modifiers

of ordinary methods.

Like classes in Java and objects in Dubious, external generic functions are scoped. Clients

that invoke or add methods to an external generic function must first import it. For example,

consider figure 3.3, which translates the Dubious code in figure 2.5 to MultiJava. The

CListSet class contains a regular Java method that overrides the external methods in

figure 3.2. To do so, the associated external generic function is explicitly imported. Had it

not been imported, the generic function would not have been visible to CListSet. Therefore,

the isEmpty method in CListSet would instead implicitly declare a new generic function.

There can also exist isEmpty external generic functions in other packages with the same

type signature as the one in figure 3.2. Regular static scoping disambiguates these generic
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public class Fib {
int fib(int@@0 i) { return 0; }
int fib(int@@1 i) { return 1; }
int fib(int i) { return fib(i-1) + fib(i-2); }

}

Figure 3.4: Value dispatching in MultiJava

functions: at most one of them may be imported by a given client, or else a compile-time

error is signaled.

The receiver of an external generic function’s top method may be an interface. However,

the receivers of all other methods in the generic function must be classes. This requirement

is the analogue of the rule disallowing interface specializers in multimethods: the receiver

type of the generic function’s top method is the static type of the generic function’s receiver

position and so is not really being dispatched upon.

3.1.3 Value Dispatching

Multimethods in MultiJava as presented so far are useful whenever a generic function’s

behavior depends upon the particular class of an actual argument. However, a generic

function’s behavior sometimes depends upon an actual argument’s value rather than its

class. MultiJava’s multimethods generalize naturally to support a common case of dispatch

on values, in which the depended-upon values are compile-time constants.3

Figure 3.4 illustrates how value dispatching is used to compute the Fibonacci numbers.

Value dispatch is denoted using @@ instead of @ on a specialized position. The first method

in the figure is only applicable dynamically if the argument i has the value 0, and similarly

for the second method. The existing multimethod dispatch semantics generalizes seamlessly

to handle value dispatching by viewing each dispatched-upon value as a singleton concrete

subclass of its associated type. For example, the first fib method overrides the third one

because 0 is a “subclass” of int. Any compile-time constant expression as defined by Java

3Dubious already supports this form of value dispatching with no extra mechanism, because its methods
dispatch on objects, which act both as classes and as values.
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can be used as a value specializer, in addition to simple literals. Examples that make good

use of this ability are described in chapter 5.

Value dispatching as shown in the example is similar to Java’s existing switch state-

ment, but value dispatching has a number of advantages. First, any subset of a method’s

arguments can employ value dispatching, and a method can employ value dispatching on

some arguments and ordinary class dispatching on others. Second, value dispatching is

supported for all of Java’s primitive types, instead of just the integral ones, as well as for

java.lang.String. Finally, value dispatching interacts with subclassing to provide a form

of extensible switch. For example, a subclass of Fib can inherit some of the fib methods,

override others, and add new multimethods handling other interesting integer values.

The only Java literal that is currently not supported as a value specializer is null.

Several possible semantics for this extension are possible, but to date we have not settled

on one. In MultiJava currently, only unspecialized argument positions are deemed to be

applicable to null. This semantics violates the notion of null as a singleton “subclass”

of every type, but it preserves the semantic correspondence between multimethods and

Java’s instanceof tests (as shown, for example, in figure 1.4), since the value of (null

instanceof C) is false for every class C.

3.1.4 Resends

Inspired by a similar construct in Cecil [25], MultiJava augments Java with a resend expres-

sion, which is similar to Java’s super construct but walks up the multimethod specificity

ordering. An invocation of resend from a method invokes the unique most-specific method

that is overridden by the resending method. (It is a compile-time error if such a method

does not exist.) For example, an invocation of this.resend(ls) from ListSet’s union

method in figure 3.1 invokes Set’s union method. In this example, the resend has the

same semantics as invoking super.union(ls), but that is not always the case. A super

send will always invoke a method whose receiver is a strict superclass of the current receiver,

while this need not be true for resend. For example, suppose ListSet also had a singly

dispatched union method, accepting any Set instance as an argument. In that case, the
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earlier resend would invoke the new method, because it would be the most-specific method

overridden by the resending method, while the super send would still invoke Set’s union

method.

To ensure that the unique most-specific method that is overridden by the resending

one will be applicable to the resend’s arguments, MultiJava requires that the receiver of

a resend be this and that the ith argument to the resend be the ith formal parameter

of the enclosing method. Further, these formals must be declared final in the enclosing

method, to guarantee that they are not modified before the call to resend.

An alternative design for resends is to modify super’s semantics to act like resend,

instead of introducing a new keyword. An earlier version of MultiJava did exactly that. That

design ensures that the “right” semantics for invoking overridden methods is always used.

Further, it is still backward-compatible with Java, differing in the semantics of super only

in the presence of MultiJava’s new constructs. However, that design has several drawbacks

compared with the use of resend. First, some users were confused by the generalized

super’s semantics, still expecting it to always invoke a method of the current receiver’s

superclass. Second, the new resend keyword allows us to better control the idiom’s usage.

For example, super sends may invoke generic functions other than the current one. On the

other hand, the appropriate semantics of resends to arbitrary generic functions is unclear,

so the resend syntax simply disallows it. Finally, retaining super’s traditional semantics

aids a program’s migration from Java to MultiJava. For example, in the original version of

MultiJava, the target method of a super send inside some Java method could be altered if

the method were later converted into a set of multimethods.

3.2 Modular Implementation-side Typechecking

Java programs can be safely typechecked modularly, as defined in section 2.2.2: each file

can be typechecked in isolation, given only the signatures of the classes it statically depends

upon. MultiJava augments Java’s modular typechecks to include implementation-side type-

checking for multimethods and external methods. For each available generic function in

a file, MultiJava checks that every available legal argument tuple has an available most-
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specific applicable method. As with Dubious, an unrestricted MultiJava program may pass

modular ITC while still signaling message-not-understood or message-ambiguous errors at

run time. Therefore, MultiJava adapts Dubious’s System M from section 2.3 in order to

safely perform ITC in the context of Java’s modular typechecking scheme. Rather than

having each generic function specify its owner, the receiver position is implicitly used as the

owner position. A key property of the System M requirements is that they still allow all

of the idioms of traditional OO programming to be expressed. Therefore, although some

multimethod and open-class idioms are disallowed in MultiJava, the language is still strictly

more expressive than Java.

First consider the System M ambiguity requirements, described in section 2.3.1. In the

context of MultiJava, requirement M1 ensures that each external method is declared in

the same file as its top method. For example, ListSet’s isEmpty method in figure 3.2 is

declared in the same file as its top method. Requirement M1 also allows that method to

be declared as a regular method inside of the ListSet class in figure 3.1. If the method is

declared in any other place, a compile-time error is reported when the enclosing file is type-

checked. Requirement M2 is unnecessary in MultiJava, because Java classes support only

single inheritance. As in Dubious, interfaces support unrestricted multiple inheritance, and

that remains safe because interfaces may not be dispatched upon (either in a multimethod

argument or as the receiver of an overriding external method).

Now consider the System M exhaustiveness requirements. Requirement M3 ensures the

existence of a local default method for each internal generic function declared or inherited

by a concrete class. This requirement is the same one that Java already uses to ensure that

generic functions are exhaustively implemented. For example, suppose Set’s union method

in figure 3.1 were declared abstract. In that case, M3 requires ListSet to contain a

regular singly dispatched implementation of union, just as a Java typechecker would require.

Requirement M4 ensures the presence of a global default method for each external generic

function. For example, the first isEmpty method in figure 3.2 serves as the global default.

To ensure that a global default method is applicable to all legal argument tuples, the method
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must not have any abstract overriding methods.4 Therefore, MultiJava disallows a method

belonging to an external generic function from being declared abstract. Similarly, to ensure

the sufficiency of local default methods, MultiJava disallows a multimethod from being

declared abstract. All of Java’s abstract-class idioms are still expressible in MultiJava.

ITC is naturally generalized to support modular exhaustiveness and ambiguity checking

in the presence of value dispatching. As mentioned earlier, each value used as a specializer

is considered to be a singleton concrete subclass of its associated type. Further, this type

is considered to be an abstract class for the purposes of ITC. For example, during ITC on

fib in figure 3.4, the values 0 and 1 are checked to have a most-specific applicable method.

This checking ensures, among other things, that an ambiguity will be signaled statically

if multiple fib methods dispatch on 0. Requirement M3 ensures that int is treated as

concrete during ITC, thereby requiring the third fib method in figure 3.4, which serves as

the local default. This method is necessary to handle arguments other than 0 and 1.

MultiJava currently uses the above strategy to handle all value dispatching, but it is

possible to safely omit some default methods when dispatching on booleans. For example, a

generic function that accepts a single argument of type boolean is exhaustive if it contains

two methods, one dispatching on true and the other on false; a default method would be

superfluous. To safely omit default methods, ITC in the presence of boolean dispatching

should always consider both true and false values explicitly as concrete subclasses of

boolean, even if only one of them is dispatched upon. Since all boolean values are thereby

represented during ITC, the boolean type need not be considered concrete as dictated by

requirements M3 and M4, thereby obviating the need for some default methods.

3.3 Implementation

A MultiJava compiler, mjc, has been written as an extension to the Kopi compiler for

Java [60], which is itself written in Java. The MultiJava compiler is freely available for

download [79]. In addition to modular typechecking via Dubious’s System M, mjc also

4This requirement is necessary because in Java, a concrete method that is applicable to a message send
may not be invoked if there is an overriding abstract method that is also applicable.
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supports modular compilation of MultiJava programs. As in Java, each file can be compiled

separately, to standard Java bytecode class files. Because no extension to the bytecode

language is required, MultiJava code can be run on a stock Java virtual machine, and

MultiJava code interacts seamlessly with third-party Java libraries. These properties were

critical for allowing users to easily migrate from Java to MultiJava. User experience with

MultiJava is described in chapter 5.

MultiJava’s implementation and modular compilation strategy are largely the work of

Curt Clifton and are discussed in detail in his master’s thesis [28]. The modular compilation

strategy relies on System M’s requirements for its correctness. Intuitively, the monotonicity

property provided by System M, mentioned at the end of chapter 2, ensures that a generic

function’s dynamic dispatching logic can safely be generated piecewise, given only partial

knowledge of the program.

3.4 Related Work

There are several other source-level languages supporting multimethods or open classes.

Cecil [24, 25] is a statically typed, prototype-based object-oriented language supporting

multimethods written external to their associated objects. Cecil requires the whole program

to safely perform ITC [68], and it is this problem that Dubious was originally created

to resolve. Dubious is essentially a distillation of Cecil down to a core set of constructs

that illustrate the problem for modular typechecking of multimethods and open classes.

Vortex [31], the compiler for Cecil (and other languages), employs a global compilation

strategy that makes heavy use of whole-program optimization.

Common Lisp [98, 86] and Dylan [96, 36] are both multimethod-based languages with

generic functions. All methods are written external to their classes. To avoid run-time

ambiguities, Common Lisp totally orders the arguments of a generic function; Dylan uses

the symmetric semantics, as in MultiJava. Both Common Lisp and Dylan totally order the

inheritance hierarchy, eliminating the potential for multiple-inheritance ambiguities. The

languages are dynamically typed, so they do not consider the issue of static typechecking,

modular or otherwise.
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Polyglot [1] is a database programming language akin to Common Lisp with a first-order

static type system. There are no abstract methods, so there is no possibility of message-

not-understood errors. Further, the dispatching semantics uses Common Lisp-style total

ordering of multimethod arguments and inheritance, avoiding all ambiguities. Therefore,

only the monotonicity of the result types [21, 94] of multimethods needs to be checked to

ensure modular type safety.

Kea [78] and Tuple [63] are statically typed, class-based languages with symmetric mul-

timethods. Kea has a notion of separate compilation, but this requires run-time ITC of

generic functions. Tuple requires the whole program to be available in order to perform

ITC statically. In Tuple, all multimethods are written as external methods that dispatch on

an explicit tuple of arguments as the receiver, thereby cleanly separating specialized from

unspecialized argument positions. An early design for MultiJava adapted this style in con-

junction with Dubious’s System M, but colleagues and I rejected that in favor of the current

design for a few reasons. Tuple requires that all methods of the same generic function have

identical specialized and unspecialized argument positions. This means, for example, that

a multimethod cannot override an existing Java method. Further, because the distinction

between specialized and unspecialized arguments is visible to clients in Tuple, converting

an unspecialized argument of a generic function to be specialized, or vice versa, requires

modifying all callers.

Encapsulated multimethods [22, 15] are a design for adding multimethods to an existing

singly dispatched object-oriented language. An encapsulated multimethod is written inside

of its receiver’s class; external (multi)methods are not supported. Encapsulated multimeth-

ods involve two levels of dispatch. The first level is just like regular single dispatch to the

class of the receiver object. The second level of dispatch is performed within this class to

find the best multimethod applicable to the dynamic classes of the remaining arguments.

The encapsulated style can lead to duplication of code, since multimethods in a class cannot

be inherited for use by subclasses.

Parasitic methods [11] and Half & Half [7] are both extensions to Java that support en-

capsulated multimethods. Both augment the encapsulated style with the ability to inherit

multimethods from superclasses. The resulting expressiveness is comparable to that of Mul-
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tiJava’s internal multimethods, but MultiJava additionally retains the natural symmetric

multimethod dispatch semantics. MultiJava also supports open classes and value dispatch-

ing. Both parasitic methods and Half & Half support the use of interfaces as specializers

in multimethods. Because it is difficult to modularly check multimethod ambiguity in the

presence of interface specializers, parasitic methods modify the multimethod dispatching

semantics so that ambiguities cannot exist, employing the textual order of methods to

break ties. Half & Half resolves the problem by performing ITC on entire packages at a

time, rather than on individual classes. For such package-level checking to be safe, Half &

Half must also limit the visibility of some interfaces to their associated packages, thereby

disallowing outside clients from employing them as specializers. In addition to multimeth-

ods, Half & Half supports retroactive abstraction, the ability to add new superclasses and

superinterfaces to existing classes.

Jiazzi [71] is an extension to Java based on units [40, 37], a powerful form of parame-

terized module. Jiazzi supports extensibility idioms not provided by MultiJava, such as the

ability to implement a mixin [12, 37, 41], which is a class parameterized by its superclass.

The authors also show how to encode an open class pattern in Jiazzi, whereby a module

imports a class and exports a version of that class modified to contain a new method or field.

Open classes in MultiJava allow two clients of a class to augment the class in independent

ways, without having to be aware of one another. In contrast, in Jiazzi there must be a

single module that integrates all augmentations, thereby creating the final version of the

class. Module linking in Jiazzi is performed statically, so it is not possible to dynamically

add new methods to existing classes. Dynamic augmentation is possible in MultiJava, since

open classes are integrated with Java’s regular dynamic loading process.

Recently several languages have emerged that provide direct support for separation of

concerns. For example, AspectJ [58] is an aspect-oriented [59] extension to Java, whose

aspects can extend existing classes in powerful ways. Hyper/J [85] is a subject-oriented [48]

extension to Java that provides hyperslices, which are fine-grained modular units that are

composed to form classes. Both languages support open classes; for example, this ability

corresponds to AspectJ’s introduction methods. The languages additionally support many

more flexible extensibility mechanisms than MultiJava. For example, AspectJ’s before and
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after methods provide ways of modifying existing methods externally. To cope with this

level of expressiveness, these languages employ non-modular typechecking and compilation

strategies. For example, AspectJ’s compiler “weaves” the aspects into their associated

classes; only when all aspects that can possibly affect a class are available for weaving are

typechecking and compilation performed.

Binary Component Adaptation (BCA) [57] allows programmers to define adaptation

specifications for their classes, which can include the addition of new methods, thereby sup-

porting open classes. Adaptation specifications can also include modifications not supported

by MultiJava, like retroactive abstraction. The typechecking and compilation strategy is

similar to the aspect weaving approach described above, requiring access to all adaptation

specifications that can affect a given class in order to typecheck and compile the class.

The authors describe an on-line implementation of BCA, whereby the weaving is performed

dynamically using a specialized class loader.

3.5 Current and Future Work

Further work on MultiJava is focused on increasing its expressiveness while retaining sup-

port for modular reasoning. Colleagues and I are currently developing an extension to

MultiJava called Relaxed MultiJava (RMJ) [75]. We observe that violations of the System

M requirements indicate only the potential for a generic function to be nonexhaustively or

ambiguously implemented, rather than an actual error, because System M must be conser-

vative given only a modular view of the program. RMJ performs the same modular static

typechecking as MultiJava, but RMJ treats a violation of the System M requirements as a

warning rather than an error. The programmer can choose to resolve the violation, as he

would be forced to do in MultiJava, thereby obtaining a modular guarantee of type safety.

Alternatively, the programmer can choose to retain the desired expressiveness and take re-

sponsibility for ensuring that the potential error does not arise. A custom class loader [65]

for RMJ incrementally checks that potentially erroneous generic functions remain exhaus-

tive and unambiguous as classes are loaded, thereby ensuring that all errors are still detected

no later than class load time.
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// file HashSet.java
package extension3;

import sets.*;

public class HashSet extends Set {
public Set addElem(int i) { . . . }

}

Figure 3.5: Another Set subclass

// file isEmpty.java
package client;

import extension1.isEmpty;

import extension3.HashSet;

public HashSet.isEmpty() { . . . }

Figure 3.6: Glue methods in RMJ

RMJ provides several useful programming idioms that are disallowed in MultiJava. For

example, consider the HashSet class in figure 3.5, which is the MultiJava analogue of the

Dubious module in figure 2.4. The implementer of this extension is unaware of the isEmpty

extension to Set provided in figure 3.2, and vice versa. The System M requirements ensure

that isEmpty has a most-specific applicable method for HashSet, namely the global default

isEmpty method handling any instance of Set or a subclass. As described in the previous

chapter, if the operations defined on Set are not rich enough, there may be no appropriate

default behavior except to throw an exception. In that case (and even if there is an appro-

priate default behavior), a client of the isEmpty and HashSet extensions to Set may desire

special-purpose behavior for isEmpty on HashSet, as shown in figure 3.6. Such a method

is called a glue method, because it serves to integrate two previously independent libraries.

System M’s requirement M1 disallows the creation of glue methods, forcing each external

method to be declared in the same file that introduces its generic function. Indeed, it is

difficult to modularly check glue methods for ambiguity. For example, if a second client also

implements isEmpty for HashSet, this duplication will not be detected modularly. Rather

than prohibiting the idiom, RMJ allows glue methods to be written, performs as much

modular ambiguity checking as possible at compile time, and completes ambiguity checking
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incrementally at load time.

RMJ relaxes the other System M requirements analogously. For example, the global

default isEmpty method in figure 3.2 may instead be declared abstract. This relieves the

implementer of the burden of providing reasonable default functionality and documents the

fact that all concrete subclasses of Set should provide an appropriate isEmpty implemen-

tation. The RMJ class loader will ensure this is the case for each subclass of Set that

is actually loaded in the program. As another example, RMJ allows interfaces to be dis-

patched upon and inserts load-time ambiguity checking to ensure safety. In future work,

I plan to gain experience with the strengths and limitations of RMJ by providing it for

use by others. Several projects have already been using MultiJava regularly, as described

in chapter 5, and this user experience was one motivation for designing RMJ. The current

prototype implementation of RMJ is freely available as part of the mjc compiler [79].

There are several practical kinds of extensibility that are missing from both MultiJava

and RMJ. It would be useful to support retroactive abstraction, like some of the related

systems described above. Retroactive abstraction is particularly natural in the presence

of open classes, whereby the addition of new methods to a class can allow that class to

implement an interface that it otherwise would not. This combination of features can

potentially allow independently developed components to be integrated from the outside

by adding the appropriate external operations that make them meet a common interface,

resolving a well-known problem [51]. The abilities to add static external methods and static

external fields to a class are simple but useful extensions. External constructors can also be

supported, as long as their bodies begin with an invocation of another constructor of the

same class. Adding instance fields to a class from the outside would be useful but is more

challenging to implement efficiently. In the longer term, it will be interesting to investigate

how to incorporate some of the additional extensibility of systems like AspectJ and Hyper/J,

particularly the ability to extend individual methods with additional “before” and “after”

behavior from the outside, while retaining support for modular program reasoning.
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Chapter 4

EXTENSIBLE ML

As mentioned in chapter 1, the datatypes and functions in traditional functional lan-

guages naturally support a form of open classes and multiple dispatch, but they lack the

traditional OO extensibility idioms like subclassing. This chapter describes an ML-like [76]

language called Extensible ML (Eml) [72], which generalizes ML-style datatypes and func-

tions to support the OO extensibility idioms, adapting Dubious’s System M to preserve

modular typechecking. As a proof of concept, Colin Bleckner has developed a prototype

interpreter for Eml.

4.1 EML By Example

Figure 4.1 shows an Eml version of (relevant portions of) the Dubious code for integer

sets in figures 2.2 and 2.3.1 Much of Eml’s syntax is essentially a translation of Dubious’s

syntax into the ML style. Dubious modules are replaced by ML-style structures. They can

contain declarations of classes, functions, and function cases, the analogues of Dubious’s

objects, generic functions (which are just special kinds of Dubious objects), and methods.

For now I assume that structures do not contain any of the ordinary ML declarations, but

only the new Eml declarations. This assumption is lifted in section 4.4, which describes

the interaction of Eml’s features with an ML-style module system.

4.1.1 Classes

Each class declares a record type of its instance variables, using the of clause. Superclass

instance variables are inherited: the representation type of a class C is the representation

type (recursively) of its direct superclass (if any) concatenated with the type in the of

1As in Dubious, all uses of an identifier should be qualified by a module name, but I elide this detail for
readability.
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structure SetMod = struct

abstract class Set() of {}
fun addElem:(#Set * int) → Set

fun union:(#Set * Set) → Set

extend fun union(s1, s2) = . . .

end

structure ListSetMod = struct

class ListSet(elems:int list) extends Set()

of {es:int list = elems}
extend fun addElem(ls as ListSet {es=es}, i) =

if (member i es) then ls else ListSet(i::es)

extend fun union(ListSet , ListSet ) = . . .

end

structure SListSetMod = struct

class SListSet(elems:int list)

extends ListSet(elems) of {}
extend fun addElem(SListSet {es=es}, i) = . . .

extend fun union(SListSet , SListSet ) = . . .

fun getMin:#SListSet → int

extend fun getMin(s) = . . .

end

structure IsEmptyMod = struct

fun isEmpty:#Set → bool

extend fun isEmpty s = . . .

extend fun isEmpty(ListSet {es=nil}) = true

extend fun isEmpty(ListSet ) = false

end

Figure 4.1: A hierarchy of integer sets in Eml.
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clause in C’s declaration. For example, the representation type of SListSet in figure 4.1

is {es:int list}. The of-clause syntax suggests a correspondence between Eml’s classes

and ordinary ML-style datatype variants, which is described below.

Each class declaration implicitly declares a constructor, similar to constructor declara-

tions in OCaml [90] and XMOC [39], a core language for Moby [38]. For example, the

ListSet constructor expects an argument elems of type int list, initializes inherited in-

stance variables (although there are none in this case) via the call Set() to the superclass

constructor, and initializes the new es instance variable to elems. In general, the arguments

to the superclass constructor call and the instance-variable initializers may be arbitrary ex-

pressions. It would be straightforward to allow a class to have multiple constructors by

introducing a separate constructor declaration, similar to “makers” in Moby.

Classes are as expressive as ordinary ML-style datatypes. An ML datatype of the form

datatype DT = C1 of {L11:T11,. . .,L1m:T1m} | · · · | Cr of {Lr1:Tr1,. . .,Lrn:Trn}

is encoded in Eml by the following class declarations:

abstract class DT of {}

class C1(I11:T11,. . .,I1m:T1m) extends DT() of {L11:T11=I11,. . .,L1m:T1m=I1m}

· · ·

class Cr(Ir1:Tr1,. . .,Irn:Trn) extends DT() of {Lr1:Tr1=Ir1,. . .,Lrn:Trn=Irn}

For example, the declarations of the Set and ListSet classes in figure 4.1 could have been

written equivalently as follows:

datatype Set = ListSet of {es:int list}

Classes additionally generalize ML-style datatypes to be extensible, whereby new variants

can be written in modules other than the one declaring the datatype, and hierarchical,

whereby variants can have their own “subvariants.” The SListSet subclass of ListSet

in figure 4.1 illustrates both of these generalizations. In addition to being extensible and

hierarchical, classes are also full-fledged types while ML variants are not. For example,

SListSet is the argument type of the getMin function in figure 4.1.
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A concrete class is instantiated by invoking its constructor. For example, the result of

evaluating ListSet([5,3]) is an instance of ListSet representing the set {5,3}. An in-

stance’s record of instance variables is called its representation. Like values of ML datatypes,

class instances have no special object identity or mutable state; ML refs can be used in a

class’s representation for this purpose.

Classes support only single inheritance. Single inheritance of classes is compatible with

the ML style, in which each data variant conceptually singly inherits from the corresponding

datatype, as shown in the earlier encoding of datatypes into classes. However, like Dubious

and MultiJava, Eml supports interfaces. For example, the abstract Set class in figure 4.1

could instead be declared to be an interface as follows:

interface Set

Interfaces do not have instance variables and consequently additionally do not declare a

constructor. As in Java, an interface can inherit from multiple interfaces via an extends

clause, and a class can inherit from multiple interfaces via an implements clause. Given

the above declaration of the Set interface, the declaration of ListSet would be modified as

follows:

class ListSet(elems:int list) implements Set of {es:int list = elems}

4.1.2 Functions and Function Cases

The fun declaration introduces a new generic function and specifies its type. The # in a

function’s type plays the same role as in Dubious’s System M, identifying the function’s

owner position. Any class type within the function’s type may be the function’s owner, no

matter how deeply nested it is. For example, the owner of a function accepting two pairs

of class instances would be specified to be one of the component class types of one of the

pairs. The extend fun declaration adds a new case to a generic function; this declaration

plays the same role as Dubious’s has method declaration.

The fun and extend fun declarations together generalize ML functions to be extensible,

allowing new cases to be declared in later modules. An ordinary (but explicitly-typed) ML
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function consisting of n function cases can be desugared in Eml as a fun declaration followed

by n extend fun declarations. Eml functions can be passed to and returned from other

functions, like ML functions. However, a function’s extensibility is second-class: new cases

may only be added to statically known functions.

The extend fun declaration specifies the name of the generic function, a pattern guard,

and the new case’s body. The pattern specifies the dynamic dispatching behavior of the

new case. The union function case in ListSetMod performs Dubious-style multiple dis-

patching: the case is only applicable to two arguments that are instances of ListSet or

some subclass. However, Eml patterns also support the expressiveness of patterns in ML.

For example, Eml patterns can dispatch recursively on the substructure of class instances.

Each class pattern includes the name of the class being dispatched upon, as well as a pattern

for the class’s instance variables. Analogous to the restrictions against interface specializ-

ers in Dubious and MultiJava, the class pattern may refer only to classes, not interfaces.

The wildcard pattern ( ) is used in ListSet’s union case to signify that no properties are

required of the two arguments’ instance variables. On the other hand, the addElem case

uses a representation pattern to provide a name to the given ListSet instance’s underlying

list of elements, which can then be referred to in the case’s body. Eml patterns also sub-

sume MultiJava’s value dispatching, as described in section 3.1.3. For example, the second

isEmpty case in IsEmptyMod dispatches on the constant nil, which denotes the empty list.

Consider a call to a generic function f with argument value v. Analogous to Dubious,

the most-specific applicable function case in f for v is invoked. Eml’s dispatching semantics

naturally generalizes the dispatching semantics of Dubious to handle patterns. A function

case is applicable to v if v matches the case’s pattern. A function case c1 is at least as

specific as case c2 if the set of values matching c1’s pattern is a subset of the set of values

matching c2’s pattern. For example, consider the invocation isEmpty(ListSet([5,3])).

The first and third isEmpty cases in IsEmptyMod are applicable, but the second case is

not applicable because it requires that the argument’s es instance variable be the empty

list. Of the other two cases, the later one is most specific, because it accepts only instances

of ListSet and subclasses, while the first case accepts any argument of type Set. This

“best-match” semantics contrasts with the traditional “first-match” semantics of function
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abstract class ’a Set() of {}
class ’a ListSet(elems:’a list) extends ’a Set()

of {es:’a list = elems}
fun ’a addElem:(#’a Set * ’a) → ’a Set

extend fun ’a addElem(ls as ListSet {es=es}, i) =

if (member i es) then ls else ’a ListSet(i::es)

Figure 4.2: Parametric polymorphism in Eml.

cases in ML. The first-match semantics does not generalize naturally to handle extensible

datatypes and functions, where typically the more-specific function cases are written after

the less-specific ones, as new data variants are defined.

4.1.3 Parametric Polymorphism

Eml supports a polymorphic type system. Class, function, and function case declarations

optionally bind type variables. References to a polymorphic class or function specify a

particular type instantiation. As an example, figure 4.2 shows a polymorphic version of

some declarations from figure 4.1. The Set and ListSet classes are now parameterized

by the element type. The declaration of the addElem function binds a type variable for

use in its declared type. As a convenience, a function case locally rebinds its function’s

type variables, for use in the case’s body. In the figure, the addElem case uses the same

name (’a) for the type variable as does the addElem function declaration. Classes referred

to in patterns do not contain type instantiations; the unique type-correct instantiation is

determined by the declared argument type of the associated function.

Eml’s polymorphic type system is deliberately simple. Subclasses must have the same

type variables as their superclasses. This requirement is consistent with polymorphism in

ML, where data variants have the same type variables as their associated datatype. Also,

type parameters are invariant; for example, T1 ListSet is a subtype of T2 Set if and only

if T1=T2. Finally, there is no support for bounded polymorphism [19]. I have chosen to make

the polymorphic type system simple because polymorphism is orthogonal to the problems

of modular ITC that I address in this work. Those problems arise from the fact that some

related classes, functions, and function cases are not modularly available to one another;
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the problems are neither reduced nor exacerbated by polymorphic types. Therefore, Eml’s

polymorphic type system could be generalized in standard ways without affecting modular

typechecking. For example, Eml could adopt ML≤’s subtype-constrained polymorphic type

system for extensible datatypes and functions [10].

Eml is also explicitly typed. This contrasts with ML’s polymorphic type system, which

supports type inference. Unfortunately, supporting both subtyping and polymorphic type

inference is known to be difficult [42, 50, 82]. It would be useful to explore forms of local type

inference [89] to ease the type-annotation burden somewhat. Recent work of Bonniot [9]

has presented a simplified account of ML≤’s type system and shown how to incorporate a

form of local type inference, so this could be a promising foundation for augmenting Eml.

4.2 Modular Implementation-side Typechecking

ML supports modular typechecking of structures. Eml augments ML’s modular typechecks

to support ITC for extensible datatypes and functions. The requirements from Dubious’s

System M in section 2.3 are imposed in order to make this checking safe.

The ambiguity requirement M1 ensures that each function case either has a local owner

or a local generic function. Analogous with Dubious, a case’s owner is the class that is

dispatched upon in the owner position of the case’s pattern. For example, the owner of the

union case in ListSetMod of figure 4.1 is ListSet. Because ListSet is local to ListSetMod,

requirement M1 is satisfied. A case whose pattern does not dispatch on a class in the owner

position does not have a well-defined owner. For example, the union case in SetMod lacks

an owner. However, the case still satisfies requirement M1 because the union function is

local to SetMod. Requirement M1 does not restrict the ordinary ML style, because all ML

function cases have a local generic function. Requirement M1 safely generalizes that implicit

requirement to also allow OO-style subclasses with overriding methods. As in MultiJava,

requirement M2 need not be imposed because Eml supports only single inheritance of

classes.

Requirement M1 guarantees that if two cases are declared in structures that do not

statically depend upon one another, then the two cases are disjoint and hence unambiguous.
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To complete modular ambiguity checking, each case c declared in S is checked for ambiguity

with each available case c′ other than itself. Because Eml classes lack multiple inheritance,

explicit enumeration of legal argument tuples, as is done in Dubious (section 2.2), is not

necessary. Let the patterns of c and c′ be pat and pat′, respectively. Cases c and c′ are

checked for ambiguity as follows:

• If pat and pat′ are congruent, meaning that they are identical when all identifier

bindings are removed, then the cases are ambiguous.

• Otherwise if the patterns are disjoint, meaning that no value can match both pat and

pat′, then the cases are unambiguous.

• Otherwise there must be some pattern pat′′ that represents the intersection of pat and

pat′: all values matching both pat and pat′ also match pat′′. The cases are unambiguous

only if there exists an available case c′′ whose pattern is congruent to pat′′. Case c′′

safely resolves the ambiguity between c and c′.

A degenerate form of the third scenario above occurs when one of pat and pat ′ is strictly

more specific than the other, so the resolving case is one of the original two. For example,

the last two isEmpty cases in figure 4.1 are neither congruent nor disjoint. Their intersection

pattern is congruent to the first case’s pattern, and that case itself is the resolving case.

Modular exhaustiveness checking simply amounts to enforcement of requirements M3

and M4, which ensure the existence of appropriate local and global default cases. As an

example, because isEmpty in figure 4.1 is an external generic function, M4 ensures that it

has a global default case. The first case in IsEmptyMod serves this purpose, handling any

unavailable concrete subclasses of Set. Unlike the ambiguity requirements, M3 and M4 do

pose an additional burden on the ordinary ML style, because ML does not always require

default cases. For example, consider the ML datatype that is the analogue of the Set

and ListSet classes, as illustrated in section 4.1.1 above. In the context of that datatype,

the analogue of the isEmpty function in ML would be deemed exhaustive given only the

last two function cases in IsEmptyMod. This would be safe because datatypes in ML are
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nonextensible, so ListSet would be guaranteed to be the sole variant of the Set datatype.

An analogous situation exists for local defaults. Therefore, the cost of making ML datatypes

extensible is the need for default cases.

As discussed in previous chapters, it is not always possible to write a reasonable default

case. Relaxed MultiJava, described in section 3.5, handles this problem by allowing defaults

to be omitted and inserting load-time checks to ensure exhaustiveness. ML illustrates an

alternative solution: default cases can be safely omitted without load-time checks as long

as datatypes are not extensible. In section 4.4, I describe a mechanism for sealing classes

in Eml, which can be used to obtain the semantics of ordinary nonextensible datatypes in

Eml. An external generic function on a sealed class hierarchy can safely omit the global

default case, and an analogous relaxation of the local-default requirement is also safe.

One practical issue that arises with checking for defaults in Eml is the need to avoid

being overly conservative. A simple way to enforce requirement M4 is to check that every

external generic function has a case whose pattern is the wildcard pattern ( ). While using

this algorithm in Eml would be safe, it would also cause many exhaustive generic functions

to nonetheless be rejected. For example, the isEmpty function in figure 4.1 has a global

default case, but it fails the above check. To remedy this imprecision, Eml instead requires

that each external generic function have a case whose pattern is a global default pattern:

any argument of the function’s type matches the pattern. In the isEmpty example, there

are several possible global default patterns, including , s, (Set ), and (Set {}).

Eml performs the revised check by generating a precise global default pattern and then

requiring that this pattern be at least as specific as some case’s pattern. The algorithm

retains precision via the notion of a pattern’s depth, which is effectively the depth of the

pattern’s abstract syntax tree representation. A valid global default case will not be over-

looked by the algorithm as long as the generated pattern has a depth no smaller than that

of the case’s pattern. Therefore, Eml generates the pattern to have a depth equal to the

maximum depth of any available case on the generic function.2 In the isEmpty example,

2Because class patterns allow pattern matching on a class’s representation, which may recursively involve
class patterns, it is possible for patterns to have arbitrary depth. Therefore, there is in general no a priori

maximal depth for the patterns of a given function.
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τ ::= α | Ct | τ1 → τ2 | τ1 ∗ · · · ∗ τk

Mt ::= #Ct | τ1 ∗ · · · ∗ τi−1 ∗ Mt ∗ τi+1 ∗ · · · ∗ τk

E ::= I | Fv | E1 E2 | Ct(E) | (E) | Ct{V = E}
Pat ::= | I as Pat | C{V = Pat} | (Pat)
Ct ::= τ C C ::= Sn.Cn
Fv ::= τ F F ::= Sn.Fn
V ::= Sn.Vn

Figure 4.3: Mini-Eml types, expressions, and patterns.

Eml generates the global default pattern (Set {}), matching the depth of the second case’s

pattern. The check for a global default case succeeds because the generated pattern is at

least as specific as the first case’s pattern. A similar algorithm is used for checking for local

default cases. These algorithms are implemented in the Eml prototype interpreter and are

formalized in section 4.3.

4.3 Mini-EML

This section describes Mini-Eml, a core language that formalizes Eml and its modular

type system. It is similar in scope to Dubious but additionally supports ML-style patterns

and parametric polymorphism.

4.3.1 Syntax

Figure 4.3 defines the syntax of types, expressions, and patterns in Mini-Eml. The syntax

is essentially that of Eml as informally presented so far. As in Dubious, standard constructs

that don’t impact modular ITC are omitted, including base types, conditionals, anonymous

and lexically nested functions, local variables, references, and exceptions. Metavariable α

ranges over type variable names, I over identifier names, Sn over structure names, Cn over

class names, Vn over instance variable names, and Fn over function names. X denotes a

comma-separated sequence of elements of the domain X (and is independent of any variable

named X); the empty sequence is denoted •. By a slight abuse of notation, sometimes

X is part of a larger abbreviation, and that larger abbreviation supersedes the default
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interpretation of X. For example, the notation V = E abbreviates V1 = E1, . . . , Vk = Ek

where V is V1, . . . , Vk and E is E1, . . . , Ek for some k ≥ 0, and similarly for V = Pat. All

such abbreviations are defined as needed below.

Mini-Eml types include type variables, class types, function types, and tuple types.

The domain Mt represents marked types, which contain a # mark on a single component

class type. Expressions include identifiers, function values, function application, constructor

calls, tuples, and instance expressions. The instance expression Ct{V = E} is used only to

formalize the semantics of constructor calls and is not available at the source level.

The construct {V = E} differs from an ordinary record in two ways. First, the labels

are scoped: the name of the structure in which an instance variable was introduced becomes

part of the instance variable’s name. Scoping allows a class to introduce an instance variable

with the same name as one in a superclass declared in another structure. While this ability

provides only a minor convenience in Mini-Eml, scoping provides a foundation for allowing

a class to safely hide instance variables, as described in section 4.4. Instance variables in

Eml use this mechanism implicitly; regular static scoping rules determine which instance

variable is referred to. Second, for simplicity the components of {V = E} are ordered,

unlike traditional records.

Patterns include the wildcard pattern, identifier binding, class patterns, and tuple pat-

terns. For simplicity, the representation pattern {V = Pat} within a class pattern must

mention all of the associated class’s instance variables. A pattern of the form I, used in

figure 4.1, is syntactic sugar for (I as ).

The notation and semantic style of Mini-Eml were influenced by Featherweight

Java [53], a core language for Java. As in that language, classes are formally represented by

their names. A class is uniquely represented as Sn.Cn, where Cn is the name of the class

and Sn is the name of the structure that declares Cn. Extensible functions are represented

similarly.

The subset of expressions that are Mini-Eml values is described by the following gram-

mar, which includes class instances, function values, and tuple values:

v ::= Ct{V = v} | Fv | (v)

The syntax of structures and declarations is shown in figure 4.4a. A structure consists
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S ::= structure Sn = struct D end

D ::= <abstract> class α Cn(I : τ)
<<extends Ct(E) >>

of {Vn : τ0 = E0}
| fun α Fn : Mt → τ

| extend funMn α F Pat = E

Sig ::= signature Sn = sig Sp end

Sp ::= <abstract> class α Cn(I : τ )
<<extends Ct >>

of {Vn : τ0}
| fun α Fn : Mt → τ

| extend funMn α F Pat

(a) (b)

Figure 4.4: (a) Mini-Eml structures and declarations. (b) Mini-Eml signatures and spec-
ifications.

of a sequence of class, function, and function case declarations. The syntax of the three

declarations is faithful to that of Eml, except that cases now contain a case name, ranged

over by metavariable Mn. This name is used in the formal semantics to uniquely identify

each function case declaration. Angle brackets (<>) and double angle brackets (<<>>)

denote independent optional pieces of syntax. The notation Vn : τ = E abbreviates Vn1 :

τ1 = E1, . . . ,Vnk : τk = Ek, and similarly for I : τ .

The declared inheritance graph is assumed to be acyclic. The class, function, and case

names introduced in a given structure are assumed to be distinct. The type variables

parameterizing a given declaration are assumed to be distinct. All the instance variable

names introduced in a given structure are assumed to be distinct. The identifiers introduced

in a given function case’s pattern are assumed to be distinct.

Mini-Eml also includes an explicit notion of signature, as defined in figure 4.4b. In ML,

the name of a signature is completely independent of the names of structures that implement

the signature. However, there is a one-to-one mapping between structures and signatures

in a Mini-Eml program (see below), so for simplicity the name of a Mini-Eml structure is

also used as the name of its associated signature. A signature contains a sequence of class,

function, and function case specifications. The syntax for each specification is identical

to its corresponding declaration, but with all expressions removed. The notation Vn : τ

abbreviates Vn1 : τ1, . . . ,Vnk : τk.

Inspired by Featherweight Java, a Mini-Eml program is a pair of a structure table and

an expression to be evaluated. A structure table is a finite function from structure names to
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signature SListSetMod = sig

class SListSet(elems:int list) extends ListSet of {}
extend fun addElem(SListSet {es=es}, i)

extend fun union(SListSet , SListSet )

fun getMin:#SListSet → int

extend fun getMin(s)

end

Figure 4.5: The principal signature of SListSetMod.

the associated structure declarations. The formal semantics assumes a fixed structure table

ST. The domain of ST is denoted dom(ST). The structure table is assumed to satisfy some

sanity conditions: (1) ST(Sn) = (structure Sn = struct · · · end) for every Sn ∈ dom(ST);

(2) for every structure name Sn appearing anywhere in the program, Sn ∈ dom(ST).

The static semantics of Mini-Eml also relies on a fixed signature table SigT, which maps

each structure name Sn in dom(ST) to the principal signature of ST(Sn). The principal

signature of a structure S is a signature of the same name as S whose body is identical

to S’s body, but with all expressions removed. For example, the principal signature of

SListSetMod from figure 4.1 is shown in figure 4.5. Each structure in the range of ST is

typechecked in the context of SigT, without access to ST, thereby ensuring that the first

criterion for modular typechecking is met, as defined in section 2.2.2: a structure is type-

checked only against the signatures, rather than the implementations, of other structures.

The domain of SigT is denoted dom(SigT).

4.3.2 Dynamic Semantics

Mini-Eml’s dynamic semantics is defined as a mostly standard small-step operational se-

mantics. The structure table is accessed whenever information about a declaration is re-

quired in order to execute an expression. The metavariable ρ ranges over environments,

which are finite functions from identifiers to values. |X | denotes the length of the sequence

X. The notation [I1 7→ E1, . . . , Ik 7→ Ek]X denotes the expression resulting from the simul-

taneous substitution of Ei for each occurrence of Ii in X, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k, and similarly for

[α1 7→ τ1, . . . , αk 7→ τk]X. [I 7→ E]X is used as a shorthand when I and E have the same
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length, and similarly for [α 7→ τ ]X. In a given inference rule, fragments enclosed in <>

must either be all present or all absent, and similarly for <<>>. Sequences are sometimes

treated as if they were sets. For example, D ∈ D means that D is one of the declarations in

D. Finally, D ∈ ST(Sn) is shorthand for the two facts ST(Sn) = (structure Sn = struct

D end) and D ∈ D.

Figure 4.6 contains the rules for evaluating expressions. The notation (I, v) abbreviates

(I1, v1), . . . , (Ik, vk), and Sn.Vn = E abbreviates Sn.Vn1 = E1, . . . ,Sn.Vnk = Ek. For

simplicity in the semantics, a constructor call is treated as syntactic sugar for the instance

expression obtained by expanding the constructor’s definition. Rule E-New specifies this

semantics, and rule E-Rep evaluates instance expressions. It would be straightforward to

instead use a call-by-value semantics for constructor calls, at the cost of some additional

mechanism. Rule E-New uses the first two auxiliary rules at the bottom of the figure.

Rule Concrete checks that the class to be instantiated was declared without the abstract

keyword. Rule Rep initializes the fields of the new instance as directed by the class’s implicit

constructor, substituting the actual arguments to the constructor call for the formals. The

rule also substitutes the new instance’s type parameters for the class’s type variables. Types

have no dynamic effect in Mini-Eml, but maintaining types in the dynamic semantics eases

the type system’s proof of soundness (see appendix A).

The last rule in figure 4.6 formalizes function-case lookup, used in E-AppRed. The first

premise of Lookup specifies the case to invoke. The second premise ensures that this case

is applicable: the argument value matches the case’s pattern. That premise also produces

an environment mapping each identifier in the case’s pattern to the appropriate “pieces” of

the argument value. This environment is used by E-AppRed to evaluate the case’s body.

The remaining premise ensures that the chosen case is most-specific: the case is strictly

more specific than any other applicable case. The condition Sn.Mn 6= Sn ′.Mn′ uses the case

names to ensure that the chosen case is not compared for specificity with itself.

The rules for pattern matching and specificity are shown in figure 4.7. The notation

match(v,Pat) = ρ abbreviates match(v1,Pat1) = ρ1 · · · match(vk,Patk) = ρk, and similarly

for Pat1 ≤ Pat2. The matching rules are straightforward except for E-MatchClass. The

judgment C ≤ C ′ is defined at the bottom of figure 4.7 as the reflexive, transitive closure
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E −→ E′

Ct = (τ C) concrete(C) rep(Ct(E0)) = {V = E1}

Ct(E0) −→ Ct{V = E1}
E-New

E −→ E′

Ct{V0 = v0, V = E, V1 = E1} −→ Ct{V0 = v0, V = E′, V1 = E1}
E-Rep

E −→ E′

(v0, E, E1) −→ (v0, E
′, E1)

E-Tup

E1 −→ E′

1

E1 E2 −→ E′

1 E2

E-App1
E2 −→ E′

2

v1 E2 −→ v1 E′

2

E-App2

most-specific-case-for(Fv, v) = ({(I, v)}, E)

Fv v −→ [I 7→ v]E
E-AppRed

concrete(C)

(class α Cn . . .) ∈ ST(Sn)

concrete(Sn.Cn)
Concrete

rep(Ct(E0)) = {V = E}

(<<abstract>> class α Cn(I : τ1) <extends Ct(E0) > of {Vn : τ2 = E2}) ∈ ST(Sn)
< rep(Ct(E0)) = {V = E1} >

rep((τ Sn.Cn)(E)) = [I 7→ E][α 7→ τ ]{ < V = E1, > Sn.Vn = E2}
Rep

most-specific-case-for (Fv, v) = (ρ, E)

(extend funMn α F Pat = E) ∈ ST(Sn) match(v,Pat) = ρ

∀Sn′ ∈ dom(ST).∀(extend fun
Mn

′ α′ F Pat′ . . .) ∈ ST(Sn′).∀ρ′.

((match(v,Pat′) = ρ′ ∧ Sn.Mn 6= Sn′.Mn′) ⇒ Pat < Pat′)

most-specific-case-for ((τ F ), v) = (ρ, [α 7→ τ ]E)
Lookup

Figure 4.6: Evaluation rules for Mini-Eml expressions.
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match(v,Pat) = ρ

match(v, ) = {}
E-MatchWild

match(v,Pat) = ρ

match(v, I as Pat) = ρ ∪ {(I, v)}
E-MatchBind

C ≤ C ′ match(v,Pat) = ρ

match(τ C{V = v, V1 = v1}, C
′{V = Pat}) =

⋃
ρ

E-MatchClass

match(v,Pat) = ρ

match((v), (Pat)) =
⋃

ρ
E-MatchTup

Pat ≤ Pat′

Pat ≤
SpecWild

Pat1 ≤ Pat2

I as Pat1 ≤ Pat2
SpecBind1

Pat1 ≤ Pat2

Pat1 ≤ I as Pat2
SpecBind2

C ≤ C ′ Pat1 ≤ Pat2

C{V = Pat1, V3 = Pat3} ≤ C ′{V = Pat2}
SpecClass

Pat1 ≤ Pat2

(Pat1) ≤ (Pat2)
SpecTup

C ≤ C ′

C ≤ C
SubRef

C1 ≤ C2 C2 ≤ C3

C1 ≤ C3

SubTrans

(<abstract> class α Cn(I1 : τ1) extends τ C . . .) ∈ ST(Sn)

Sn.Cn ≤ C
SubExt

Figure 4.7: Eml pattern matching, pattern specificity, and subclassing.
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of the declared class extends relation. Therefore, an instance of class C matches a class

pattern of class C ′ if C subclasses C ′ and the instance’s representation recursively matches

the given representation pattern. The instance may have more instance variables than

are mentioned in the given representation pattern, so that subclass instances can match

superclass patterns.

The judgment Pat ≤ Pat′ means that Pat is at least as specific as Pat′. Rule Lookup

uses Pat < Pat′ as shorthand for Pat ≤ Pat′∧Pat′ 6≤ Pat. The pattern specificity semantics

generalizes OO-style best-match semantics to support ML-style patterns. Any pattern is

at least as specific as the wildcard, and identifier binding has no effect on specificity. Class

pattern specificity (SpecClass) follows the ordering induced by subclassing. Analogous

with E-MatchClass, the more-specific pattern may contain extra instance variables. The

natural rule SpecTup for specificity of tuple patterns is analogous to the symmetric multi-

method dispatching semantics of Dubious. When a tuple is used to send multiple arguments

to a function, tuple patterns allow all arguments to be dynamically dispatched upon, and

no argument position is more important than the rest.

4.3.3 Static Semantics

Figure 4.8 contains the rules for typechecking structures and declarations. Γ is a type

environment, mapping identifiers to types. The notation M̂t denotes the type τ identical

to Mt, but with the # mark removed. The notation Sn ` D OK in Sn abbreviates Sn `

D1 OK in Sn · · · Sn ` Dk OK in Sn; the notation α ` τ OK abbreviates α ` τ1 OK · · ·

α ` τk OK; the notation (I, τ) abbreviates (I1, τ1), . . . , (Ik, τk); the notation Γ;α ` E : τ

abbreviates Γ;α ` E1 : τ1 · · · Γ;α ` Ek : τk; the notation τ1 ≤ τ0 abbreviates τ11 ≤ τ01 · · ·

τ1k ≤ τ0k.

Structures are typechecked (StructOK) by checking each declaration in turn. It is

assumed that S OK holds for each structure S in the range of ST. Sn in the premise

of StructOK denotes those signatures in SigT that may be accessed during ITC on the

current structure. As defined in section 2.2.2, ITC is only modular if the current structure

statically depends upon each signature in Sn. Later judgments ensure the well-formedness
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S OK

Sn ⊆ dom(SigT) Sn ` D OK in Sn

structure Sn = struct D end OK
StructOK

Sn ` D OK in Sn

< Ct = α C > < Γ; α ` Ct(E) OK >

α ` τ OK α ` τ0 OK Γ = {(I, τ )} Γ; α ` E0 : τ1 τ1 ≤ τ0

Sn ` Sn.Cn ITCTransUses concrete(Sn.Cn) ⇒ Sn ` funs-have-ldefault-for Sn.Cn

Sn ` <<abstract>> class α Cn(I : τ ) <extends Ct(E) > of {Vn : τ0 = E0} OK in Sn
ClassOK

α ` M̂t OK
α ` τ OK owner(Sn.Fn) = Sn′.Cn Sn 6= Sn′ ⇒ Sn ` Sn.Fn has-gdefault

Sn ` fun α Fn : Mt → τ OK in Sn
FunOK

(fun α′ Fn : Mt → τ) ∈ SigT(Sn′)

matchType([α′ 7→ α]M̂t,Pat) = (Γ, τ0) Γ; α ` E : τ ′ τ ′ ≤ [α′ 7→ α]τ
Sn ` Sn′.Fn ITCUses Sn;Sn ` extend funMn α Sn′.Fn Pat unambiguous

Sn ` extend funMn α Sn′.Fn Pat = E OK in Sn
CaseOK

Figure 4.8: Static semantics of Mini-Eml structures and declarations.

of the chosen Sn, as described below.3 The formalism does not explicitly enforce modularity

of the rest of static typechecking, as those checks are standard and are naturally modular.

The rules for typechecking the three declaration forms are largely straightforward. Rule

ClassOK checks that a class’s superclass constructor call is well-typed, that all types men-

tioned in the class declaration are well-formed, and that the instance-variable initializer ex-

pressions have the appropriate types. The first premise in the rule ensures that the new class

has the same type variables as its superclass, as mentioned in section 4.1.3. Rule FunOK

checks that a function’s declared type is well-formed. Rule CaseOK ensures that the case’s

pattern and body are compatible with the associated function’s declared type. The “ITC-

TransUses” and “ITCUses” judgments in ClassOK and CaseOK ensure well-formedness

of the signatures Sn to be accessed during ITC of the enclosing structure; these judgments

3This “guess and check” style is used for simplicity. An alternative would be to take an initial pass
over each structure’s declarations in the static semantics, in order to compute the appropriate Sn before
typechecking the structure.
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α ` τ OK

α ∈ α

α ` α OK
TVarOK

α ` τ OK (<abstract> class α0 Cn . . .) ∈ SigT(Sn) |α0| = |τ |

α ` τ Sn.Cn OK
ClassTypeOK

α ` τ1 OK α ` τ2 OK

α ` τ1 → τ2 OK
FunTypeOK

α ` τ1 OK · · · α ` τk OK

α ` τ1 ∗ · · · ∗ τk OK
TupTypeOK

τ ≤ τ ′

τ ≤ τ
SubTRef

τ1 ≤ τ2 τ2 ≤ τ3

τ1 ≤ τ3

SubTTrans

(<abstract> class α Cn(I1 : τ1) extends Ct . . .) ∈ SigT(Sn)

τ Sn.Cn ≤ [α 7→ τ ]Ct
SubTExt

τ ′

1 ≤ τ1 τ2 ≤ τ ′

2

τ1 → τ2 ≤ τ ′

1 → τ ′

2

SubTFun

τ1 ≤ τ ′

1 · · · τk ≤ τ ′

k

τ1 ∗ · · · ∗ τk ≤ τ ′

1 ∗ · · · ∗ τ ′

k

SubTTup

Figure 4.9: Static semantics of Mini-Eml types.

are described below. Finally, each rule enforces one of the three requirements for modular

ITC: ClassOK enforces the local-default requirement M3 (“funs-have-ldefault-for”) if the

class is concrete; FunOK enforces the global-default requirement M4 (“has-gdefault”) if

the function is external; CaseOK performs ambiguity checking (“unambiguous”) for the

given case, which includes enforcement of requirement M1 as described in section 4.2. The

judgment for each requirement has Sn in the context, to ensure that only those signatures

are accessed during enforcement of the requirement.

Figure 4.9 contains the static semantics of types. The judgment α ` τ OK ensures that

τ refers only to type variables in α and that each class in τ has the correct number of type
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parameters. The subtyping relation τ ≤ τ ′ is completely standard [17].

Figure 4.10 contains the rules for typechecking expressions. The notation Sn.Vn : τ

abbreviates Sn.Vn1 : τ1, . . . ,Sn.Vnk : τk. The judgment Γ;α ` E : τ ensures that an ex-

pression is well-typed in the context of the type environment and sequence of type variables

currently in scope. Most of the rules are standard. Rule T-Fun looks up a generic func-

tion’s declared type in the signature table and substitutes the given use’s type parameters

for the function’s type variables. Rule T-New uses T-Constr to check that a constructor

invocation includes a well-formed class type and that the actual arguments have appro-

priate types, as dictated by the class’s specification. Similarly, rule T-Rep ensures that

an instance expression includes a well-formed class type and that the instance-variable ex-

pressions have appropriate types, as dictated by the class’s specification. Rule T-Rep uses

RepType, which computes a class’s representation type.

Figure 4.11 contains the rules for typechecking patterns. The notation

matchType(τ0,Pat) = (Γ, τ1) abbreviates matchType(τ1,Pat1) = (Γ1, τ
′
1) · · ·

matchType(τk,Patk) = (Γk, τ
′
k). The judgment matchType(τ,Pat) = (Γ, τ ′) checks that

Pat can be matched by values of type τ . The judgment produces a type environment

mapping any identifiers in Pat to their types. This type environment is used in CaseOK

(figure 4.8) to typecheck the associated case’s body. The type τ ′ represents the particular

subtype of τ to which Pat conforms; it is used to give precise types to any identifiers bound

to Pat, as shown in rule T-MatchBind.

Figure 4.12 contains the well-formedness rules for the signatures Sn (which are “guessed”

in StructOK) to be accessed during ITC of a structure Sn. Rule ClassITCTransUses

is used by ClassOK in figure 4.8 to ensure that Sn contains all the signatures that specify

a (reflexive, transitive) superclass of a class declared in Sn. Rule FunITCUses is used by

CaseOK to ensure that Sn contains the signature specifying the associated function for a

case declared in Sn. In either case, if Sn is required to include some signature Sn ′, then

Sn does indeed statically depend upon Sn′ according to the definition of static dependency

given in section 2.2.2. The rules do not ensure that all statically depended upon signatures

are in Sn, but only those required for safe modular ITC. The rules also do not forbid Sn from

including signatures that are not statically depended upon. However, the type soundness
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Γ; α ` E : τ

(I, τ) ∈ Γ

Γ; α ` I : τ
T-Id

(fun α0 Fn : Mt → τ ) ∈ SigT(Sn) α ` τ0 OK

Γ; α ` τ0 Sn.Fn : [α0 7→ τ0](M̂t → τ)
T-Fun

Γ; α ` E1 : τ2 → τ Γ; α ` E2 : τ ′

2 τ ′

2 ≤ τ2

Γ; α ` E1 E2 : τ
T-App

Γ; α ` Ct(E) OK Ct = (τ C) concrete(C)

Γ; α ` Ct(E) : Ct
T-New

Γ; α ` E1 : τ1 · · · Γ; α ` Ek : τk

Γ; α ` (E1, . . . , Ek) : τ1 ∗ · · · ∗ τk

T-Tup

α ` Ct OK
Ct = (τ0 C) concrete(C) repType(Ct) = {V : τ} Γ; α ` E : τ1 τ1 ≤ τ

Γ; α ` Ct{V = E} : Ct
T-Rep

Γ; α ` Ct(E) OK

α ` Ct OK Ct = (τ0 Sn.Cn) (<abstract> class α0 Cn(I : τ) . . .) ∈ SigT(Sn)
Γ; α ` E : τ1 τ1 ≤ [α0 7→ τ0]τ

Γ; α ` Ct(E) OK
T-Constr

repType(Ct) = {V : τ}

(<<abstract>> class α Cn(I : τ1) <extends Ct > of {Vn : τ2}) ∈ SigT(Sn)

< repType(Ct) = {V : τ3} >

repType(τ Sn.Cn) = [α 7→ τ ]{ < V : τ3, > Sn.Vn : τ2}
RepType

Figure 4.10: Static semantics of Mini-Eml expressions.
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matchType(τ,Pat) = (Γ, τ ′)

matchType(τ, ) = ({}, τ)
T-MatchWild

matchType(τ,Pat) = (Γ, τ ′)

matchType(τ, I as Pat) = (Γ ∪ {(I, τ ′)}, τ ′)
T-MatchBind

C ≤ C ′ repType(τ C) = {V : τ0} matchType(τ0,Pat) = (Γ, τ1)

matchType((τ C ′), C{V = Pat}) = (
⋃

Γ, (τ C))
T-MatchClass

matchType(τ1,Pat1) = (Γ1, τ
′

1) · · · matchType(τk ,Patk) = (Γk, τ ′

k)

matchType(τ1 ∗ · · · ∗ τk, (Pat1, . . . ,Patk)) = (Γ1 ∪ . . . ∪ Γk, τ ′

1 ∗ · · · ∗ τ ′

k)
T-MatchTup

Figure 4.11: Static semantics of Mini-Eml patterns.

Sn ` Sn.Cn ITCTransUses

(<<abstract>> class α Cn(I : τ ) <extends (τ0 C) > . . .) ∈ SigT(Sn)
Sn ∈ Sn < Sn ` C ITCTransUses >

Sn ` Sn.Cn ITCTransUses
ClassITCTransUses

Sn ` F ITCUses

Sn ∈ Sn

Sn ` Sn.Fn ITCUses
FunITCUses

Figure 4.12: Well-formedness of the signatures to be accessed during ITC of a structure.
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Sn;Sn ` extend funMn α F Pat unambiguous

(fun α1 Fn : Mt → τ) ∈ SigT(Sn1) Sn = Sn1 ∨ owner(Mt,Pat) = Sn.Cn
∀Sn′ ∈ Sn.∀(extend fun

Mn
′ α1 F Pat′) ∈ SigT(Sn′).

(Sn.Mn 6= Sn′.Mn′ ⇒ Sn ` (Pat,Pat′) unambiguous)

Sn;Sn ` extend funMn α Sn1.Fn Pat unambiguous
Amb

Sn ` (Pat,Pat′) unambiguous

Pat 6∼= Pat′

∀Pat0.((Pat ∩ Pat′ = Pat0) ⇒

∃Sn′′ ∈ Sn.∃(extend fun
Mn

′′ α2 F Pat′′) ∈ SigT(Sn′′).(Pat0 ∼= Pat′′))

Sn ` (Pat,Pat′) unambiguous
PairAmb

Pat1 ∩ Pat2 = Pat

∩ Pat = Pat
PatIntWild

Pat1 ∩ Pat2 = Pat

I as Pat1 ∩ Pat2 = Pat
PatIntBind

C ≤ C ′ Pat1 ∩ Pat2 = Pat

C{V = Pat1, V3 = Pat3} ∩ C ′{V = Pat2} = C{V = Pat, V3 = Pat3}
PatIntClass

Pat1 ∩ Pat2 = Pat

(Pat1) ∩ (Pat2) = (Pat)
PatIntTup

Pat2 ∩ Pat1 = Pat

Pat1 ∩ Pat2 = Pat
PatIntRev

Figure 4.13: Modular ambiguity checking for Mini-Eml.

proof for Mini-Eml (see section 4.3.4) can only rely on the two properties of Sn enforced

by rules ClassITCTransUses and FunITCUses, thereby ensuring that modular ITC is

sufficient to achieve type safety.

Figure 4.13 formalizes the portion of modular ITC that ensures functions are unambigu-

ous. The notation Pat′∩Pat′′ = Pat abbreviates Pat′1∩Pat′′1 = Pat1 · · · Pat′k ∩Pat′′k = Patk.

The top-level rule is Amb. That rule enforces requirement M1, ensuring that the given

function case is declared in the same module as either its associated function or its owner.

The final premise in Amb uses PairAmb to check that the given case is unambiguous with

each available function case other than itself. PairAmb uses the pairwise ambiguity algo-

rithm described in section 4.2. Pat ∼= Pat′ denotes that Pat is congruent to Pat′; it is an
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abbreviation for the two facts Pat ≤ Pat′ and Pat′ ≤ Pat. Pattern intersection is formalized

by the judgment Pat ∩ Pat′ = Pat′′. If Pat and Pat′ are disjoint then there is no Pat′′

such that Pat ∩ Pat′ = Pat′′. The rules for pattern intersection are straightforward. Rule

PatIntClass is simplified by the fact that classes support only single inheritance.

Figure 4.14 formalizes the portion of modular ITC that ensures functions are exhaustive.

The notation defaultPat(τ , C, d − 1) = Pat abbreviates defaultPat(τ1, C, d − 1) = Pat1 · · ·

defaultPat(τk, C, d − 1) = Patk. Metavariable T ranges over both types and marked types,

and metavariable d ranges over nonnegative integers. Rule GDefault checks that a given

function has a global default case, and LDefault checks that all available functions whose

owners are superclasses of a given class C have a local default case for C. Since a global

default case of F is equivalent to a local default case of F for C, where C is the owner of F ,

the two requirements are able to share the helper rule Default that performs the checks.

The global- and local-default requirements are enforced by the algorithm described in

section 4.2. Rule Default generates a (global or local) default pattern and checks that

this pattern is at least as specific as the pattern of some available function case. The

judgment defaultPat(T, C, d) = Pat generates a default pattern of (possibly marked) type

T. The default pattern dispatches on C in the marked position (if any) of T and accepts any

type-correct argument in the other positions. The integer d represents the depth which the

generated pattern should have. Rule Default chooses the depth non-deterministically, so

the Mini-Eml type soundness proof implies that any depth can safely be used. However, as

discussed in section 4.2, an implementation of the algorithm should choose a large-enough

depth to ensure precision.

Figure 4.15 contains the helper judgments for accessing the class at the owner position of

a function, marked type, and pattern. Finally, the rules defining the judgments concrete(C),

Pat ≤ Pat′, and C ≤ C ′ in figures 4.6 and 4.7 are borrowed from the dynamic semantics.4

4Technically, the version of rules Concrete and SubExt in the static semantics should access the
signature table rather than the structure table. It is clear by inspection that the rules do not access
anything from a structure that is not also available in its principal signature.
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Sn ` F has-gdefault

owner(F ) = C Sn ` F has-default-for C

Sn ` F has-gdefault
GDefault

Sn ` funs-have-ldefault-for C

∀F, C ′.[(Sn ` F ITCUses ∧ owner(F ) = C ′ ∧ C ≤ C ′) ⇒ Sn ` F has-default-for C]

Sn ` funs-have-ldefault-for C
LDefault

Sn ` F has-default-for C

(fun α Fn : Mt → τ ) ∈ SigT(Sn) defaultPat(Mt, C, d) = Pat
(extend funMn α0 Sn.Fn Pat′) ∈ SigT(Sn′) Pat ≤ Pat′ Sn′ ∈ Sn

Sn ` Sn.Fn has-default-for C
Default

defaultPat(T, C, d) = Pat

defaultPat(T, C, 0) =
DefZero

d > 0

defaultPat(α, C, d) =
DefTypeVar

repType(τ C ′) = {V : τ0} defaultPat(τ0, C, d − 1) = Pat d > 0

defaultPat((τ C ′), C, d) = (C ′{V = Pat})
DefClassType

repType(τ C) = {V : τ0} defaultPat(τ0, C, d − 1) = Pat d > 0

defaultPat(#(τ C ′), C, d) = (C{V = Pat})
DefOwnerClassType

defaultPat(T1, C, d − 1) = Pat1 · · · defaultPat(Tk, C, d − 1) = Patk d > 0

defaultPat(T1 ∗ . . . ∗ Tk, C, d) = (Pat1, . . . ,Patk)
DefTupType

d > 0

defaultPat(τ1 → τ2, C, d) =
DefFunType

Figure 4.14: Modular exhaustiveness checking for Mini-Eml.
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owner(F ) = C

(fun α Fn : Mt → τ) ∈ SigT(Sn) owner(Mt) = C

owner(Sn.Fn) = C
OwnerFun

owner(Mt) = C

owner(#τ C) = C
OwnerClass

owner(Mt) = C

owner(τ1 ∗ · · · ∗ τi−1 ∗ Mt ∗ τi+1 ∗ · · · ∗ τk) = C
OwnerTup

owner(Mt,Pat) = C

owner(Mt,Pat) = C

owner(Mt, I as Pat) = C
OwnerBindPat

owner(Mt,Pati) = C

owner(τ1 ∗ · · · ∗ τi−1 ∗ Mt ∗ τi+1 ∗ · · · ∗ τk, (Pat1, . . . ,Patk)) = C
OwnerTupPat

owner(#Ct, C{V = Pat}) = C
OwnerClassPat

Figure 4.15: Accessing the owner.
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4.3.4 Type Soundness

Mini-Eml’s type system is sound: a well-typed Mini-Eml program cannot incur type errors

at run time. Mini-Eml’s type errors are defined implicitly by the stuck expressions, which

are those expressions that are not values but cannot be further evaluated (because there is

no applicable rule in the Mini-Eml dynamic semantics). The message-not-understood and

message-ambiguous type errors are represented by the fact that function invocations lacking

a most-specific applicable function case are stuck in the Mini-Eml dynamic semantics.

Mini-Eml’s soundness therefore validates the correctness of Dubious’s System M (in the

absence of multiple inheritance): modular ITC with System M’s requirements is sufficient

to ensure that function-case lookup always succeeds at run time.

Let ` E : τ denote the typechecking of E in the context of the empty type environment

and empty sequence of type variables. Let →∗ denote the reflexive, transitive closure of

the → relation in the Mini-Eml dynamic semantics. Finally, let E ↑ denote the fact that

evaluation of E diverges: for all E ′, if E →∗ E′ then there exists some E ′′ such that E ′ → E′′.

Mini-Eml’s type system is sound if the evaluation of a well-typed expression cannot result

in a stuck expression: evaluation either diverges or ends in a value (of the appropriate type).

Theorem (Type Soundness) If ` E : τ , then either E ↑ or there exist v and τ ′ such that

E →∗ v and ` v : τ ′, where τ ′ ≤ τ .

As is standard [105], I prove type soundness via a progress theorem and a type preser-

vation theorem, which together imply the above theorem. The progress theorem says that

a well-typed expression can always take a step in the dynamic semantics:

Theorem (Progress) If ` E : τ and E is not a value, then there exists E ′ such that

E −→ E′.

The type preservation theorem says that evaluation preserves well-typedness:

Theorem (Type Preservation) If ` E : τ and E −→ E ′, then there exists τ ′ such that

` E′ : τ ′ and τ ′ ≤ τ .

The proofs of these two theorems are provided in appendix A. Proving progress requires

reasoning about modular ITC, in order to show that function applications can always make
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structure BadMod = struct

class C() of {}
fun f:#C → unit

val bad = f(C())

extend fun f(C {}) = ()

end

Figure 4.16: The effect of value declarations on modular ITC.

progress. The key lemma says that a most-specific applicable function case exists in the

dynamic semantics for each type-correct function application:

Lemma If ` Fv : τ1 → τ2 and ` v : τ ′
1 and τ ′

1 ≤ τ1, then there exist ρ and E such that

most-specific-case-for(Fv,v) = (ρ,E).

Proving type preservation is relatively straightforward, as it is completely independent of

modular ITC.

4.4 ML-style Modules

This section discusses the interaction of Eml with an ML-style module system [69, 76],

including structures, signatures, and functors. I describe the problems that can arise for

modular ITC in this context and sketch some possible solutions.

4.4.1 Structures

Thus far I have assumed that Eml structures contain only a sequence of class, function,

and function case declarations. Eml structures should also accommodate the ordinary ML

declarations. These include the ability to bind a name to a value, provide a synonym for

a type, declare an exception, and declare an inner structure. The latter three kinds of

declarations can be straightforwardly incorporated, but special care is needed to handle

value declarations. Figure 4.16 shows an example of the problems that can occur. As

presented so far, ITC on BadMod succeeds, because function f has an appropriate case for

C. However, at run time a message-not-understood error occurs when the val declaration

is executed, because f’s function case has not yet been declared.
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There are several approaches to handling this problem. One solution would be to adopt

a two-pass style of structure evaluation. The first pass would evaluate all of the declarations

except the value declarations, and the second pass would evaluate the value declarations.

In figure 4.16, this semantics would ensure that f’s function case is declared before f is

invoked. An alternative approach would be to make the unit of modular ITC more fine-

grained than an entire structure, with val declarations forming the boundaries of these

units. For example, BadMod would consist of two units, one of which contains the first

two declarations and the other containing the last declaration. When ITC is performed on

the first unit, the exhaustiveness problem for f on C would result in a static error. The

prototype Eml interpreter uses a variant of this approach.

4.4.2 Signature Ascription

By default, clients of an ML structure Sn access its components through the view provided

by Sn’s principal signature. Intuitively, a structure’s principal signature provides complete

interface information to clients. Information hiding in ML is achieved by explicitly ascribing

a signature to a structure. Let metavariable SigN range over signature names. Clients of a

structure

structure Sn :> SigN = struct · · · end

may only access Sn’s components through the view provided by the signature SigN.5 The

ascribed signature may include less information than the structure’s principal signature. For

example, in ML an ascribed signature may omit specifications for some of the structure’s

declarations, making them inaccessible to clients.

Signature specifications in Eml are analogous to those of Mini-Eml as shown in fig-

ure 4.4b. Each specification has identical syntax to its corresponding Eml declaration, but

with all expressions removed. Signature ascription for Eml provides forms of OO-style en-

capsulation. For example, classes, functions, and function cases can be hidden from clients,

making them private to their enclosing structure. However, these declarations cannot be

5Standard ML includes two kinds of ascription: transparent and opaque [76]. Transparent ascription can
be desugared into opaque ascription, so I focus exclusively on the latter form.
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signature ShapeSig = sig

abstract class Shape() of {}
fun bad:#Shape → unit

extend fun bad s

end

structure ShapeMod :> ShapeSig = struct

abstract class Shape() of {}
fun draw:#Shape → unit

fun bad:#Shape → unit

extend fun bad s = draw s

end

structure CircleMod

class Circle() extends Shape() of {}
end

Figure 4.17: The effect of signature ascription on modular ITC.

hidden arbitrarily, or else modular ITC would become unsound. Figure 4.17 shows a simple

example of the problems that can occur. ShapeMod creates the abstract Shape class and two

associated functions, draw and bad. ITC in ShapeMod succeeds for both functions: draw is

found to be exhaustive and unambiguous because Shape is abstract. Because ShapeSig is

ascribed to ShapeMod, draw is hidden from ShapeMod’s clients. Therefore, ITC succeeds for

CircleMod: bad has a most-specific applicable case for Circle. If bad is ever invoked with

a Circle instance, however, draw will be invoked, causing a message-not-understood error.

The example is purposely similar to the exhaustiveness problem with open classes il-

lustrated for Dubious in figure 2.7. In that case, the global-default requirement ensures

that the problem is modularly detected. Intuitively, the modular ITC problems of signature

ascription can be solved in the same way: a set of declarations can be safely hidden if that

set could have been declared in a separate structure that passes modular ITC [74]. The

draw function in figure 4.17 does not satisfy this condition. If draw were declared in its own

structure, requirement M4 would force the existence of a global default case for draw, since

draw would now be an external function. If draw had such a case, then the function (and

that case) could be hidden via signature ascription, and the problem for Circle would be

resolved.
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Aside from hiding entire declarations, it is useful to hide properties of a declaration.

Several properties of classes may be hidden. First, any subset of a class’s instance vari-

ables may be hidden. This hiding does not preclude clients from creating instances of the

class, because instances are created only by invoking constructors, and neither the class’s

constructor nor any constructor arguments have been hidden. As mentioned in section 4.3,

instance variables are scoped — the name of the structure declaring an instance variable

is implicitly part of the name of the instance variable. Therefore, there is no conflict if a

subclass in a new module creates an instance variable of the same name as a hidden one in

the superclass. Second, a concrete class can be viewed as an abstract one, thereby disallow-

ing clients from instantiating the class. System M’s requirements M3 and M4 ensure that

clients will provide the appropriate default methods in the face of these supposedly abstract

classes. Treating a concrete class as abstract could be useful, for example, to enforce the

singleton pattern [43], in which a class has a single instance.

A signature can also declare a class C sealed [96], which hides C’s extensibility: classes

declared outside of C’s structure may not directly subclass from C. This construct can be

used to faithfully model ML-style (nonextensible) datatypes. For example, suppose the first

two structures in figure 4.1 were combined into one. If that structure were ascribed to a

signature that specified both Set and ListSet as sealed, then other structures would be

disallowed from declaring new (direct or indirect) subclasses of Set. In that case, sets form

a sealed hierarchy. As discussed in section 4.2, functions in ML can safely omit (local and

global) default cases, because datatypes are nonextensible. Eml’s modular requirements can

be analogously relaxed for functions on sealed hierarchies. For example, if the set hierarchy

were sealed, then IsEmptyMod could safely omit the first isEmpty case, which is the global

default. Because there would never exist concrete subclasses of Set other than ListSet,

the other isEmpty cases would be sufficient to ensure exhaustiveness. The local-default

requirement can be relaxed similarly.

Hiding other properties of classes is more problematic. It would be useful for a signature

to expose only a transitive, rather than the direct, superclass of a class. This ability would

reduce the dependence of clients on a class’s particular implementation. It would similarly

be useful to ascribe an ML-style type specification to a class, possibly augmenting the
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structure PointMod = struct

abstract class Point() of {}
fun draw:#Point → unit

end

signature APointSig = sig

class APoint(x:int,y:int)

extends Point of {x:int,y:int}
extend fun draw(APoint {x=x,y=y})

end

functor Colorize(M:APointSig) = struct

class ColorPoint(x:int,y:int,color:int)

extends M.APoint(x,y) of {color:int=color}
extend fun draw

(ColorPoint {x=x,y=y,color=color}) = . . .

fun getColor:#ColorPoint → int

extend fun getColor

(ColorPoint {x=x,y=y,color=color}) = color

end

Figure 4.18: Encoding mixins with Eml functors.

specification with partial revelations [80] to reveal some of the class’s underlying structure.

Unfortunately, these abilities make modular ITC unsound. For example, a client of two

classes C and C ′ can write ambiguous function cases that appear to be unambiguous if the

fact that C subclasses from C ′ is hidden.

Finally, a function may be sealed by ascribing an ordinary ML-style value specification

to the function and its cases. For example, isEmpty and its three cases in figure 4.1 could

be represented in a signature by the specification val isEmpty : Set → bool. Clients

can still invoke the sealed isEmpty function, but its extensibility is hidden (and the # mark

is no longer necessary): clients may not add new cases to isEmpty and do not perform ITC

on it. In this way, function sealing allows Eml to model ML-style (nonextensible) functions.

Function sealing is allowed under the same circumstances that the function and its cases

may be hidden, thereby ensuring that the sealed function is exhaustive and unambiguous.
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4.4.3 Functors

Standard ML supports functors, which are structures parameterized by other structures. In

the presence of Eml’s features, functors can provide a great deal of flexibility. Figure 4.18

illustrates some of the idioms that would be useful to express. The PointMod structure

contains a Point base class with an associated draw function. The Colorize functor im-

plements a mixin [12, 37, 41], since the ColorPoint class is parameterized by its superclass.

The functor can be instantiated by applying it to any structure that matches the APointSig

signature, thereby creating a colored version of that structure’s Point subclass. An over-

riding case for the existing draw function is given, in order to draw colored points specially.

The functor also introduces a new function for accessing the color of a colored point, with

an associated case.

In ML, each functor body can be safely typechecked once, given only the signature of the

argument structure. Eml should similarly perform modular ITC once on a functor body,

guaranteeing exhaustiveness and unambiguity of all relevant functions no matter how the

functor is instantiated. The major challenge for modular ITC of functors like Colorize is

the fact that the identities of some classes, for example M.APoint, are unknown. Instead only

partial information is known about the relationship between M.APoint and other classes.

While others have investigated the integration of functors (or other forms of external linking)

with traditional OO-style classes (e.g. [38, 3, 71]), the interaction of functors with Eml’s

extensible datatypes and functions has not been considered previously.

A possible approach to conservatively performing ITC in the presence of partial informa-

tion in Eml is to generalize the subclass relation in the static semantics to be three-valued,

saying “don’t know” when the partial class hierarchy information is inconclusive. The

pattern specificity relation is then also generalized to be three-valued, making use of the

generalized subclass relation. Lastly, modular ITC is modified to be conservative with re-

spect to three-valued subclassing and pattern specificity. In ambiguity checking, all tests for

pattern congruence and disjointness should succeed only if the given patterns are definitely

congruent and disjoint, respectively. Similarly, the intersection of two patterns should re-

sult in a pattern that is definitely the intersection pattern. If the two patterns are neither
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structure APointMod = struct

class APoint(x:int,y:int)

extends Point() of {x:int = x, y:int = y}
extend fun draw(APoint {x=x,y=y})

end

functor Negate(M:APointSig) = struct

fun negate:#Point → Point

extend fun negate(Point ) = . . .

extend fun negate(APointMod.APoint ) = . . .

extend fun negate(M.APoint ) = . . .

end

Figure 4.19: Three-valued modular ITC of functor bodies.

definitely disjoint nor definitely intersecting, then the associated cases are conservatively

considered ambiguous. In exhaustiveness checking, a local default should be required for

any class that may subclass an available function’s owner. Finally, the generated (local

or global) default pattern should definitely be at least as specific as some function case’s

pattern.

As an example, consider three-valued ITC on negate in Negate of figure 4.19. The

first case is definitely a global default, so negate is exhaustive. As usual, the first two

cases are found to be unambiguous. The first and third cases are similarly found to be

unambiguous, even though the identity of M.APoint is not known. From the definition of

APointSig in figure 4.18 it is clear that M.APoint strictly subclasses Point, and this is

enough information to compute the definite intersection of the two patterns. Finally, the

second and third cases are found to be ambiguous: their patterns are neither definitely

disjoint nor definitely intersecting. Indeed, if Negate is ever instantiated with APointMod,

the resulting negate function will be ambiguous for APoint.

The restrictions on signature ascription described earlier can severely limit the reusability

of functors. For example, the Colorize and Negate functors can only be instantiated with

a class APoint that is a direct subclass of Point, rather than an indirect (transitive) one.

Also, APoint’s module must contain a draw case with the pattern specified in APointSig.

While relaxing these restrictions would increase functor reusability, it would also force ITC
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on functor bodies to become much more conservative, in order to account for the new

expressiveness of clients. The relaxation could therefore reduce the overall benefit of functors

by requiring the type system to disallow too many of them.

A pragmatic way to avoid the restrictions on signature ascription could be to move some

of the burden of ITC to clients of the functor. In the limit, Eml would perform modular ITC

once per instantiation of the functor, on the structure resulting from the instantiation. At

the point of instantiation, all the identities of classes and functions in the functor’s argument

are known, so ordinary modular ITC as described in section 4.2 would suffice. It is possible

that in practice most of ITC could still be performed on the functor body in isolation,

with only a few additional checks performed per instantiation. Such a scheme would confer

benefits akin to Relaxed MultiJava as described in section 3.5, providing early feedback

about a functor’s type correctness while still safely supporting the desired expressiveness.

4.5 Related Work

There have been several other research efforts to integrate the benefits of the functional and

OO styles. OCaml [90] adds OO features including class and method definitions to ML. The

OO constructs form their own sublanguage which is largely separate from the existing ML

datatype and fun constructs. In a similar vein, Pizza [84] adds ML-style datatypes and

functions (among other things) to Java. Adding a set of new constructs has the advantage

that existing language constructs are minimally affected by the extension, retaining their

traditional semantics and modular typechecking scheme, including type inference. However,

such simplicity comes at a cost to programmers, who are forced to choose up front whether

to represent an abstraction with datatypes or with classes. This decision impacts the kind

of extensibility allowable for the abstraction. It may be difficult to determine a priori which

kind of extensibility will be required, and it is difficult to change the decision after the fact.

Further, it is not possible for the abstraction to enjoy both kinds of extensibility at once.

OML [91] introduces an objtype construct to ML, which is a form of hierarchical and

extensible datatype similar to Eml’s class construct. However, OML still maintains a

distinction between methods and functions, which have different benefits. New methods
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may not be added to existing objtypes without modifying existing code, while ordinary

ML functions may be. Methods dynamically dispatch on their associated objtype, while

functions support ML-style pattern matching. Unlike Eml, OML retains ML-style type

inference. OML has no direct support for field and method inheritance, but the authors

show how to encode inheritance and other features of traditional classes via the ML module

system [92].

Zenger and Odersky [106] describe an extensible datatype mechanism in the context of an

OO language. Extending a datatype has the effect of creating a new datatype that subtypes

from the original one. To ensure exhaustiveness in the presence of datatype extension, all

functions on extensible datatypes must include the equivalent of a global default case, while

Eml often requires only local defaults. Because Zenger’s functions are not extensible, if new

data variants require overriding function cases, a new function must be created that inherits

the existing function cases, and clients must be modified to invoke the new function. Like

OML, Zenger’s language includes both OO-style methods and ML-style functions. Zenger’s

language also retains a distinction between datatype “cases” and regular OO classes. Gar-

rigue shows how to use polymorphic variants, which are variants defined independent of

any particular datatype, to obtain both modular data-variant and function extensibility in

ML [44]. As in Zenger’s language, when a function is extended any clients that require the

new functionality must be modified. Polymorphic variants are not hierarchical and do not

support subtyping, but they preserve ML-style type inference.

Mixin modules [33] allow datatype and function declarations to be split across multiple

modules, thereby providing a form of extensible datatypes and functions. Mixin modules

must be explicitly combined to form the complete datatypes and functions. Therefore, there

must be a single place in the program where all extensions to a given datatype or function

are known. This contrasts with the “nonlinear” extensibility of Eml: there need not be a

single structure where all of a class’s subclasses or all of a function’s cases are available.

Mixin modules are also not hierarchical and do not support subtyping. Later work [34]

incorporates mixin modules into a traditional class-based OO language. A distinction is

made between class-based and mixin-based objects. Mixin-based objects do not support

subtyping, but they support a form of type specialization for methods that Eml lacks.
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ML≤ [10] is the closest language to Eml, generalizing ML datatypes to be hierarchical

and extensible and simulating (multi)methods via function cases that use OO-style dispatch-

ing semantics. However, patterns in function cases are restricted to be top-level datatype

constructor tests, which are the analogue of dynamic dispatch tests in OO languages. ML≤

also does not support extensible functions: all function cases are provided when a function

is declared. The authors sketch a source-level language that supports extensible functions,

but this generalization requires whole-program ITC for safety. In contrast, Eml uses Du-

bious’s System M to support extensible functions with fully modular typechecking. ML≤’s

polymorphic type system includes a form of bounded quantification, while Eml contains

only ML-style parametric polymorphism.

Several recent languages support pattern matching for XML-like [13] data. For example,

XDuce [52] augments ML-style pattern matching with support for regular expression pat-

terns. XDuce does not include hierarchical or extensible datatypes, but regular expression

types naturally incorporate a form of structural subtyping. ITC for XDuce is formalized by

operations on tree automata. Like ML, a first-match semantics is used and functions are

nonextensible, so modular ITC is straightforward. HydroJ [64] provides “handlers” that

support pattern matching similar to that of XDuce, but in the context of Java. Unlike

XDuce, HydroJ use OO-style dispatching semantics, and HydroJ’s handlers are extensible

via subclasses. HydroJ handlers are guaranteed to be exhaustive, because the argument

type of the handler “generic function” is simply the union of the types of its methods’ pat-

terns. Unambiguity is checked using an adaptation of Eml’s strategy involving intersection

patterns. Requirement M1 is unnecessary because a handler may not be declared outside

of its receiver class.

Work on predicate dispatching [35] describes ITC for patterns that are arbitrary predi-

cates, subsuming Eml’s pattern language. An OO-style dispatching semantics is used, with

predicate implication as the specificity relation among patterns, and functions are exten-

sible. However, the ITC algorithm is not modular, instead requiring access to the entire

program to ensure safety.
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4.6 Future Work

There are several directions for future work. First, section 4.1.3 discussed future work

related to Eml’s polymorphic type system. Second, Eml currently does not allow aliasing

of classes or extensible functions. This restriction ensures that each class and function

is statically known, so new subclasses or function cases can be statically reasoned about.

A general approach to handling aliasing would allow classes and extensible functions to

be less second-class and would better integrate them with ML-style types and functions.

For example, a form of linear types [104] could allow some statically unknown classes and

functions to be safely extended. Third, more work is also needed to integrate Eml with

ML-style modules, particularly functors. Section 4.4 sketched some of the challenges and

solutions, but more study and experience are necessary to find practical requirements that

balance expressiveness and modular typechecking.

Finally, the Eml prototype interpreter is not suitable for practical experimentation

with the language. Because it is written as a standalone application, it lacks support for

many of ML’s primitives and library functions, which are necessary for large-scale program

development. I would like to create a full-fledged implementation of Eml as an extension to

an existing ML interpreter or compiler. This will allow me to more easily gain experience

and gauge the utility of the language in practice, to play with alternative designs, and

hopefully to attract existing ML users.
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Chapter 5

EXPERIENCE

MultiJava has been used by others in the implementation of several applications since

March 2002. This chapter illustrates the ways in which MultiJava’s features have been

employed and reports on user feedback about the benefits and limitations of the language.

The applications span several domains. First, MultiJava has been used to implement reli-

able ubiquitous computing systems. The one.world system [46] is a platform for building

ubiquitous systems. Labscape [6] is a ubiquitous computing environment for cell biology

laboratories that is built on top of one.world. The Location Stack [49] is a framework for

combining and representing measurements from a heterogeneous network of sensors that

track the locations of objects in an environment. Second, MultiJava has been used to im-

plement two compilers. Hydro is a domain-specific language for XML data processing, and

HydroJ [64] is an extension to Java supporting Hydro’s features. Finally, MultiJava was

used to implement a graphical user interface (GUI) for manipulating a reconfigurable chip

that performs machine learning tasks [14].

5.1 Multimethods

5.1.1 Binary Methods

One of the simplest uses of multimethods is in the implementation of binary methods. In

Java, all classes have at least one binary operation, the equals generic function inherited

from java.lang.Object. Figure 5.1a shows a common idiom for implementing equals

methods in Java, and figure 5.1b shows the MultiJava equivalent. The Location Stack

as well as the Hydro and HydroJ compilers implement equals methods using MultiJava’s

multimethods. Hydro and HydroJ also include an expressive sublanguage for pattern match-

ing on XML data, as discussed in section 4.5. A variant of the MultiJava style shown in
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class C {
boolean equals(Object o) {
if (o instanceof C) {
C c = (C) o;

. . . // check equality of two Cs
} else {
return false;

}
}

}

class C {
boolean equals(Object@C c) {

. . . // check equality of two Cs
}
boolean equals(Object o) {
return false;

}
}

(a) (b)

Figure 5.1: (a) Binary methods in Java. (b) Binary methods in MultiJava.

figure 5.1b is used in the Hydro and HydroJ compilers to implement binary methods on

patterns, including pattern specificity and pattern intersection.

Even on the small example in the figure, the MultiJava version enjoys several advantages.

Each method in the MultiJava version declaratively expresses its dispatching behavior in

its header. This allows programmers to more easily understand the functionality and allows

MultiJava to check statically for exhaustiveness errors and ambiguities. In contrast, the

dispatching in the Java version is performed manually through run-time type tests and

casts, and dispatching errors are not caught until run time. The MultiJava version also

allows functionality to be more easily inherited. For example, the second equals method

in figure 5.1b is typically not written. Instead, MultiJava’s dispatching semantics ensures

that the equals method in java.lang.Object will be invoked whenever the receiver is

a C instance (or a subclass) but the argument is not. Because Object’s equals method

implements pointer equality, the simplified code has the same semantics as the original. In

contrast, the Java version of C’s equal method must always include an else case to ensure

exhaustiveness.

5.1.2 Event Dispatching

Many kinds of applications are naturally structured in an event-based style. In this style,

components do not communicate by directly sending messages to one another. Instead, each
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abstract class Component {
abstract void handleEvent(Event e);

}

Figure 5.2: The base class of components in an event-based system.

component is able to announce a set of events. Separately, other components can register to

receive notification whenever a certain event is announced by providing a handler procedure

for the event. When an event is announced, the system invokes all the handlers that are

associated with that event.

The canonical example of an event-based system is a GUI. Events are announced in

response to user actions (e.g., clicking a button), and these events trigger the appropri-

ate actions of components (e.g., updating the display). Java’s Abstract Window Toolkit

(AWT) [55] is a library for building GUIs that employs the event-based style, and the re-

configurable chip’s GUI is built on top of AWT. The event-based style is also used by all of

the ubiquitous systems described above. In these systems, extensibility is at a premium: it

must be possible for new components to easily join and leave the system dynamically. The

event-based style facilitates this extensibility by keeping components loosely coupled, since

components communicate only indirectly through events.

Basic Event Dispatching

In the context of an object-oriented language like Java, an event-based system typically in-

cludes an abstract class or interface that defines the required functionality of all components,

as shown in figure 5.2. Each component is a concrete subclass of Component, and each event

is similarly a subclass of an abstract Event class. A component’s handleEvent method is

its event handler: when an event occurs, the components that have registered for that event

are notified by having their handleEvent methods invoked, passing the announced event as

an argument.

The handleEvent operation is a natural application for multiple dispatch in MultiJava.

The functionality for handling an event depends both on which component is handling the
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class EditorGUI extends Component {
void handleEvent(Event e) {
if (e instanceof Open) {
Open o = (Open) e;

. . . // open a file
} else if (e instanceof Save) {
Save s = (Save) e;

. . . // save the currently opened file
} else if (e instanceof Quit) {
Quit q = (Quit) e;

. . . // quit the application
} else {

. . . // handle unexpected events
}

}
}

class EditorGUI extends Component {
void handleEvent(Event@Open o) {

. . . // open a file
}
void handleEvent(Event@Save s) {

. . . // save the currently opened file
}
void handleEvent(Event@Quit q) {

. . . // quit the application
}
void handleEvent(Event e) {

. . . // handle unexpected events
}

}

(a) (b)

Figure 5.3: (a) Event handling in Java. (b) Event handling in MultiJava.

event and on which event has been announced, but Java only allows one of these hierarchies

to be dispatched upon. Therefore, programmers must manually dispatch on the other

hierarchy, usually via run-time type tests and casts. An example of Java and MultiJava

event handlers in a hypothetical GUI for a text editor is shown in figure 5.3.

The benefits of MultiJava illustrated for binary methods are accrued to an even greater

extent in the context of event handling. MultiJava allows each conceptual handler to be

encapsulated as its own method, rather than buried in an if case of one monolithic method.

Users report that this style of implementing handlers exactly matches their high-level view

of a component as containing a set of handlers, each handling a particular event. The

header of each multimethod characterizes the conditions under which that handler will be

invoked, and static checking ensures that there is a most-specific applicable handler for

each possible event. As a simple example of static checking, the lack of a default handler

accepting any Event would signal a static exhaustiveness error in MultiJava. In contrast,

the Java version would compile without error but fail dynamically in unexpected ways if

the final else case were missing. Users report such errors to be common, particularly in

the ubiquitous computing context, where the system can easily become misconfigured as
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components enter and exit.

The MultiJava style also had the unexpected effect of encouraging programmers to write

better documentation. For example, in one.world, “Handles events” is the typical comment

for a monolithic handleEventmethod. A one.world developer reported that MultiJava made

it natural for him to instead document the actual behavior of each handler in comments.

Such documentation can then be displayed by mjdoc [79], a web-based documentation tool

for MultiJava programs developed by David Cok, which is similar to Java’s javadoc tool.

Event Dispatching in Practice

Event handlers are often significantly more complicated than the example shown in fig-

ure 5.3, and MultiJava’s advantages over Java increase with this complexity. For example,

the various Event subclasses may form a deep hierarchy, with subclasses of Event having

their own subclasses. This scenario occurs in both one.world and the Location Stack. In

the text editor example above, suppose that Save has a subclass SaveAs for saving to a

new file. If special behavior for SaveAs is required for EditorGUI in figure 5.3, the Java

version must be updated carefully with a new if case. The programmer must ensure that

that the SaveAs case comes before the case for Save, or else the new case will never be

invoked. In general, the programmer must always ensure that a class is tested before any

of its superclasses. In the MultiJava version, a new handleEvent multimethod specializing

on SaveAs can be added anywhere in EditorGUI, and MultiJava’s dispatching semantics

ensure that it will be invoked properly.

Deep hierarchies also naturally utilize resend. For example, suppose that EditorGUI

on SaveAs should do everything that it does for Save, preceded by some extra statements

s1, . . . , sn (e.g., initializing the new file) and followed by some other statements s′1, . . . , s
′
m.

In the MultiJava version, the handleEvent method for SaveAs simply performs s1, . . . , sn,

invokes resend, and then performs s′1, . . . , s
′
m. The Location Stack employs this style to

reuse code across handlers. In contrast, in the Java version one must either duplicate the

code for Save in the case for SaveAs, or one must create a helper method that both cases

invoke, which requires that the case for Save be modified.
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Another common source of complexity in practice is when a handler depends upon more

than just the kind of event announced in order to determine what action to take. For

example, events in one.world have a closure field of type Object. The closure is used in

request-response interactions to distinguish among several response events processed by the

same event handler. Many handlers dispatch based on both which event is passed and what

kind of closure that event contains. MultiJava generalizes naturally to handle this scenario,

via dispatch on multiple arguments. Instead of defining handleEvent by a set of multi-

methods, a single handleEvent method now invokes a helper method handleWithClosure,

passing both the announced event and the event’s closure field. The handleWithClosure

method then performs the desired dispatching:

void handleWithClosure(Event@Event1 e1, Object@LocalClosure closure) { . . . }

void handleWithClosure(Event@Event2 e2, Object@RemoteClosure closure) { . . . }

· · ·

Each handleWithClosure method cleanly documents the conditions under which it will

be invoked, and static typechecking ensures a most-specific applicable handler for each

(event, closure) pair. The only limitation is the need to create this helper method,

in order to dispatch on the closure field. Aside from being more verbose, the helper

method also breaks the bond between the event and the closure: there is nothing in the

handleWithClosure operation documenting the fact that the closure argument should be

the value of the closure field of the event argument. Using the helper method also makes

it hard to inherit handlers from superclasses (as described below), unless those superclasses

also use handleWithClosure helper methods. An extension to MultiJava to incorporate

ML-style pattern matching as illustrated in chapter 4, or more generally a form of predicate

dispatching [35], would allow fields to be directly dispatched upon.

To handle dispatch on closure fields, the monolithic Java version gets even more ob-

fuscated than it already is, requiring additional type tests and casts. In one.world this is

typically done by nested ifs: the outer if dispatches on the event, and each case of that if

dispatches on the various kinds of closures. This approach is tedious and also asymmetric,

making it harder to understand the conditions under which each “handler” triggers. Fur-
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ther, a one.world developer reports that this style made it too easy to omit enforcement of

some dispatching requirements in the code. For example, dispatching on the closure can

be omitted in outer if cases that don’t use the closure (or don’t depend on its run-time

class), even if it is still the intent that the closure be of a particular class. Because of the

tedium of the Java style, this kind of shortcut occurs often in one.world. Revisiting his own

code that exhibits this shortcut, the developer was not sure whether his intent was that any

closure should be allowed or not. In the MultiJava version, there is no advantage to omit-

ting dispatch requirements, because each handleWithClosure method explicitly mentions

both the event and its closure, and expressing a dispatching requirement is lightweight and

declarative.

Component Hierarchies

MultiJava also allows new ways of structuring handlers that were not considered previously

by the developers of the event-based systems. Because multimethods can be inherited, it is

possible to have deep hierarchies of components. Each component inherits all of the handlers

of its superclasses, optionally overrides any of these handlers, and adds new handlers.

Both the reconfigurable chip’s GUI and the Location Stack employ this style. For

example, in the GUI, the abstract Component class represents an arbitrary GUI element. It

has a default method handling any Event that acts as the “error handler,” freeing subclasses

from having to handle unexpected events. An abstract HighlightedComponent subclass

represents a component that is able to be highlighted. It inherits the error handler and

adds a handler that responds to the act of highlighting by updating the GUI properly. A

TerminalComponent is a subclass of HighlightedComponent representing a wire connection

point on the chip. It inherits the error handler and the highlighting functionality, and it

has additional handlers for events specific to terminals.

Simulating this idiom of fine-grained handlers inheriting functionality from superclasses

is very awkward in the Java version, where each handler is a monolithic if block. Each

subclass has to explicitly invoke super in the right places to manually dispatch to superclass

handlers when inheritance is desired. That style is so unnatural that the developers of these
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void handleEvent(ActionEvent e) {
String cmd = e.getActionCommand();

if (cmd.equals("open")) {
. . . // open a file

} else if (cmd.equals("save")) {
. . . // save the currently opened file

} else if (cmd.equals("quit")) {
. . . // quit the application

} else {
. . . // handle unexpected events

}
}

void handleEvent(ActionEvent e) {
handleCmd(e, e.getActionCommand());

}
void handleCmd(ActionEvent e,

String@@"open" cmd) {
. . . // open a file

}
void handleCmd(ActionEvent e,

String@@"save" cmd) {
. . . // save the currently opened file

}
void handleCmd(ActionEvent e,

String@@"quit" cmd) {
. . . // quit the application

}
void handleCmd(ActionEvent e,

String cmd) {
. . . // handle unexpected events

}

(a) (b)

Figure 5.4: (a) Dispatching on primitive events in Java. (b) Dispatching on primitive events
in MultiJava.

systems did not even consider handler inheritance to be an option before they started using

MultiJava.

Value Dispatching

The event-based style presented so far uses a hierarchy of Event subclasses to represent the

various events in a system. An alternative approach employs a single Event class with no

subclasses, with an integer or string field signifying which kind of event a particular instance

represents. Although this latter style is less object-oriented and less expressive (e.g., it does

not allow deep hierarchies of events), it is perceived to be a more lightweight solution and

is fairly common. If an event-based system uses this style, MultiJava’s value dispatching

can be used to declaratively dispatch on the event “tags.”

For example, the Java AWT sometimes uses strings to distinguish events. Its

ActionEvent class has an “action command” string that is set in the constructor and
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specifies the event being represented. Figure 5.4 shows how event handlers in this style are

written in Java and MultiJava, for the hypothetical text editor. The MultiJava version has

the same advantages as described for the code in figure 5.3b. Labscape employs MultiJava

in this way to handle events related to its GUI. Value dispatching allows Labscape to use

the existing AWT library while still enjoying the benefits of the MultiJava style.

There are opportunities for value dispatching even when events are written in a class

hierarchy. An earlier example illustrated event handlers that depend upon an event’s

closure field in addition to the event’s run-time class. Some one.world events, subclasses of

TypedEvent, contain an integer type field which is used to distinguish among events of the

same general kind. MultiJava handlers in this case look similar to the handleWithClosure

methods presented above, but with the second argument employing value dispatching on

the type field of the received event.

Limitations

Users did point out some limitations of MultiJava in the context of event dispatching. First,

dispatching on properties of an event other than its run-time class requires the creation of

helper methods, as mentioned earlier. Second, it is not easy to update a component when a

new event type enters the system. The component must be augmented in place to contain a

multimethod specializing on the new event type. This is still better than the Java version,

in which the programmer must find the right place in the if chain to place a new case.

However, it would be nice to write the new multimethod external to the component, thereby

allowing new events to be incorporated without modifying existing code. This ability is a

step toward allowing a running system to be updated on the fly with new events, which

is important for the ubiquitous computing applications. Noninvasive handler extensibility

is conceptually possible using glue methods in RMJ, as described in section 3.5, but the

current RMJ implementation does not allow glue methods for internal generic functions

because of challenges for modular compilation.

Second, the need for default methods limits MultiJava’s ability to perform useful exhaus-

tiveness checking. It is impossible for a component to document the fact that it handles
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abstract class Visitor {
abstract void apply(Shape s);

}

class AreaVisitor extends Visitor {
int area;

void apply(Shape s) {
if (s instanceof Rectangle) {
Rectangle r = (Rectangle) s;

area = r.length() * r.width();

} else if (s instanceof Circle) {
Circle c = (Circle) s;

. . .

}
}

}

Figure 5.5: A noninvasive version of the visitor pattern.

exactly three kinds of events, and no others. Instead, it must always include a default

method, to handle any unexpected events. Some programmers found it useful for the lan-

guage to force them to think about exceptional situations, but others thought it more of

a nuisance. Again, RMJ would allow defaults to be omitted, with additional load-time

checking for safety.

5.1.3 Noninvasive Visitors

Figure 1.2 illustrated the standard form of the visitor design pattern [43], which allows new

methods to be added to existing classes. A variant of that pattern uses type tests and casts

instead of double dispatching, obviating the need for “hooks” inside the original classes. The

translation of figure 1.2’s visitors to this “noninvasive visitor pattern” is shown in figure 5.5.

A Shape variable s has its area computed in the new style as follows:

new AreaVisitor().apply(s)

MultiJava allows the noninvasive visitor pattern to be implemented in a declarative and

statically typed manner. AreaVisitor would instead have several apply multimethods,

each dispatching on a different subclass of Shape. This use has obvious similarities to the
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event dispatching scenario and has the same benefits. The HydroJ compiler is built on

top of the Polyglot extensible compiler framework [83], which uses a form of noninvasive

visitors over the hierarchy representing abstract syntax tree (AST) nodes. HydroJ provides

new subclasses of Polyglot’s visitors, using multimethods instead of type tests and casts

to implement the node dispatch. A comparison of noninvasive visitors with open classes is

presented in section 5.2.3 below.

One limitation of MultiJava that arises in the HydroJ compiler is the requirement that

specializers be classes. Polyglot provides its AST nodes as a hierarchy of interfaces, with the

intent that the associated implementation classes should remain hidden from clients. The

HydroJ compiler must break this abstraction boundary and dispatch directly on the imple-

mentation classes. The Java style does not suffer from this problem, because instanceof

tests are allowed on interfaces. The current implementation of RMJ allows interfaces to be

specializers and includes load-time ambiguity checking for safety, providing one solution to

MultiJava’s limitation.

5.1.4 Finite-state Machines

A common way to implement a finite-state machine (FSM) in Java is to associate a constant

with each state. The FSM’s class has a field recording the current state, and a method in the

class implements the FSM’s transition function: based on the given input and the current

state, the method performs some actions and transitions to a new state. MultiJava’s value

dispatching provides a declarative way to implement this transition function.

As a simple example, figure 5.6 implements an FSM that keeps track of the number

of consecutive alternations of 0 and 1 that have been input. There are two states, which

respectively track whether a 0 or 1 is expected as input. The transition function has

three transitions, each nicely encapsulated in its own multimethod. For example, the first

transition method “fires” when the input is 0 and the FSM is in the EXPECT ZERO

state. In that case, the FSM moves to the EXPECT ONE state. The method uses the ability

to put any compile-time constant expression can appear after a @@. The last transition

method is the local default required by MultiJava to ensure exhaustiveness. It handles the
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class ZeroOneFSM {
static final int EXPECT ZERO = 0;

static final int EXPECT ONE = 1;

int currState = EXPECT ZERO;

int numOccurrences = 0;

void readAndTransition(int input) {
transition(input, currState);

}
void transition(int@@0 input, int@@EXPECT ZERO state) {
currState = EXPECT ONE;

}
void transition(int@@1 input, int@@EXPECT ONE state) {
currState = EXPECT ZERO;

numOccurrences++;

}
void transition(int input, int state) {
currState = EXPECT ZERO;

numOccurrences = 0;

}
}

Figure 5.6: Implementing finite-state machines in MultiJava.

case when unexpected data is input (or an unexpected state is reached), in which case the

FSM resets.

The Location Stack uses this style to implement the FSMs that parse readings from

the various location sensors. The developer reports that it is much easier to understand

the behavior of an FSM written in this way, versus the typical Java style. The MultiJava

version also enjoys all the benefits described earlier for multimethods. For example, the FSM

is easily extensible by subclasses, which can add new transitions and optionally override

existing ones.

5.2 Open Classes

The Hydro and HydroJ compilers exploit open classes for several purposes, which are de-

scribed in this section. I end the section by describing some potential uses of open classes

that have yet to be explored by users.
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interface Procedure {
void apply(Object o);

}
void Iterator.doEach(Procedure p) {
while (this.hasNext()) {
p.apply(this.next());

}
}

// sample client code
Iterator i = . . .

i.doEach(new Procedure() {
void apply(Object o) { . . . } } );

Figure 5.7: Adding closure-based iteration to Java.

5.2.1 Unavailable Source

A common use of open classes has been to augment classes whose source is not available

(or not easily modified). The Hydro and HydroJ compilers add several methods to classes

in the Java standard library. For example, a method for removing whitespace from a string

is defined as follows:

public String String.deleteWhitespace() { . . . }

Clients can import the new generic function and then invoke it as if it were part of the

original functionality of strings. In Java, this idiom is typically simulated by a static method

in a dummy class, which is a bit more tedious and has a different invocation syntax from

the original methods of String.

A more interesting example is illustrated in figure 5.7, which is a variant of code from

the Hydro compiler. The doEach method augments java.util.Iterator with closure-

based iteration. The closure is defined as a (typically anonymous) class that implements

the Procedure interface. A side benefit of open classes illustrated in this example is the

ability to add methods to interfaces (like Iterator).

The Hydro compiler uses the SableCC parser generator [95], which builds the AST node

hierarchy automatically from a description of Hydro’s grammar. Modifying the resulting

AST classes is undesirable, because any changes will be lost the next time SableCC is run.
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The nodes generated by SableCC provide a visitor-like framework so clients can implement

external traversals over the AST hierarchy, and the Hydro developer used these visitors

to implement the major passes in the compiler. However, he preferred using open classes

for functionality that is not meant to traverse the entire AST hierarchy. For example,

Hydro includes a rich language for pattern matching, and open classes make it easy to add

new behavior to the pattern nodes. Using the visitor infrastructure would require that the

external operations for patterns actually be able to handle an arbitrary node, which is more

tedious and loses some static type safety.

A limitation of open classes is the lack of privileged access to the receiver class. To

use open classes successfully, the public functionality of the receiver must be rich enough

to allow clients to implement unanticipated behaviors. For example, String has methods

that provide access to each character, and this is enough to allow whitespace to be removed

by clients, as shown in the first example above. This limitation is also shared by the Java

workarounds for open classes.

5.2.2 Client-specific Extensions

It can make sense to make an operation external even if the source code for its receiver

class is available. One such scenario is when the new functionality is client-specific rather

than general-purpose. With open classes, the new functionality can be implemented without

polluting the view of the original receiver class as seen by other clients. In general, each client

can have his own library of extensions to an existing class hierarchy. The HydroJ compiler

implements client-specific operations in this way. For example, the compiler includes a

method for deep copying a list of AST nodes. Although in this case the source code of the

receiver (java.util.List) is actually not available, the developer reports that he would

use external methods for this operation even if he had source-code access to List. Indeed,

an AST-specific operation does not belong in the view of List as seen by all clients.
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// file print.java
public String TreePatternNode.print() { . . . }
public String ListPatternNode.print() { . . . }
public String StarPatternNode.print() { . . . }
· · ·

Figure 5.8: Structuring code by algorithm with open classes.

5.2.3 Flexible Code Structuring

Open classes also allow code decompositions other than by receiver class. It is sometimes

useful to encapsulate an entire generic function’s methods as a unit, rather than spreading

the methods across the various receiver classes. This can be especially helpful when the

methods implement a single conceptual algorithm. As an example, the code for printing

AST nodes in the HydroJ compiler is implemented as an external generic function, a portion

of which is illustrated in figure 5.8. The developer felt that this decomposition was more

natural than the by-class view. In addition, the HydroJ compiler contains a few different

algorithms for printing AST nodes. Each is implemented as an external generic function,

and clients import the one appropriate to their needs.

Operations like print are natural candidates for use of the visitor pattern in a language

lacking open classes. It is interesting to compare open classes with the noninvasive visitor

pattern described in section 5.1.3, which resolves some problems of the original visitor

pattern. Each style has advantages over the other. Open classes allow clients to invoke

the print operation using the same syntax that regular methods of the AST classes are

invoked with. Further, open classes are extensible while the visitor pattern is not. With

open classes, a new Node subclass can be given an overriding print method as a regular

method inside the class. With the visitor pattern, the only option is to modify the visitor

class in place to handle the new kind of node.

On the other hand, the noninvasive visitor pattern provides the advantages of classes.

Helper fields can easily be included in the visitor class, while these must be simulated

through extra parameters in external methods. More importantly, visitors can inherit func-

tionality from superclasses, analogous to the inheritance of event handlers described earlier.
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For example, the Polyglot compiler framework underpinning HydroJ provides an abstract

HaltingVisitor class, which performs a boilerplate traversal over AST nodes that also

supports bypassing certain nodes during the traversal. Concrete visitors that require the

functionality to bypass nodes simply subclass HaltingVisitor and provide overriding meth-

ods to customize its behavior as necessary. In contrast, each external generic function must

implement its own traversal behavior from scratch.

5.2.4 Potential Future Uses

There are a few ways in which external methods may be profitably used that have not yet

been explored.

Application Versioning

The uses of open classes described above are mainly small extensions to an existing hierarchy.

The open-class idiom also has the potential to allow for statically typed modular versioning

of entire applications. A canonical benchmark in the literature is the idea of a modular

interpreter (e.g., Liang et al. [66]). An original interpreter is later augmented from the

outside to handle both extensions to the language being interpreted and new functionality

(e.g., the addition of a pretty-print pass). As an example, suppose that a Java compiler

were built in MultiJava, with an external generic function for each compiler pass. A HydroJ

compiler could then be built as a noninvasive extension of this compiler. New AST nodes

would be introduced for each of HydroJ’s new language constructs, and each of these nodes

would include an overriding method for each existing compiler pass, as a regular internal

method.1 This contrasts with the use of the visitor pattern, which would require that all

existing visitors be modified in place to contain the new overriding methods. MultiJava also

allows new passes like pretty printing to be implemented noninvasively over the entire AST

hierarchy as external generic functions, as long as there are appropriate default methods to

handle any unavailable AST nodes.

1In RMJ, glue methods could be used to instead put all the overriding methods pertaining to a particular
pass together in a single file.
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As another example of modular versioning, consider the event-based style described in

section 5.1.2. In this style, components register to be notified about events, and notification

occurs via their handleEvent methods. Suppose one wishes to noninvasively augment an

event-based system to allow components to also specify priorities among events, which the

system will use to determine the order in which events should be announced. Subclassing

can be used to create a new version of the system that makes use of priorities. However,

subclassing the base Component class to contain a new method for specifying priorities is

not desirable, because then existing components would not be accepted by the new version

of the system. In MultiJava, one can instead create an external method for the Component

class, providing a default event priority function. Existing components will continue to

function properly in the new version of the event-based system, while new clients that enter

the system can make use of the ability to specify priorities.

Application Design with Open Classes

A broad area for future study is the integration of open classes into traditional program

development. Most of the examples in this chapter use open classes for after-the-fact aug-

mentation of an existing class. However, open classes can also potentially impact the ways

in which a programmer thinks about structuring classes in the first place. For example, the

original implementer of a class can explicitly create multiple versions of the class. Func-

tionality that all clients will likely require would be placed inside the class as usual, while

secondary functionality would be written as external operations. Further, these external

operations would be structured in several different packages, based on what “concern” of

the original class they affect.

This kind of structuring of classes could be quite beneficial, supporting a form of role-

based programming [4, 102, 97]. Clients could mix and match among the various extensions

to the original class, based on the needs of a particular application. Further, a client could

easily “swap in” his own version of some external operation, if the existing one were not

suitable. This scheme would also allow classes to be more easily adaptable to different

environments, which could be useful in the context of ubiquitous computing. For example,
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a client could use the “full” version of a class when running an application on a desktop

machine but switch to the “thin” version containing only the bare-bones functionality when

moving to a handheld computer.

Making this vision a reality will require a better integration of external methods into

traditional OO programming language methodology. In a language like Java, classes effec-

tively play the role of modules (among other roles), structuring and encapsulating sets of

method, field, and other class declarations. External methods live outside of this dominant

class structure and consequently can feel strange to Java programmers. Many MultiJava

programmers who effectively use multiple dispatch in their programs report in contrast that

they do not know the right way to think about using external methods.

More experience with open classes is necessary in order to better understand how to

naturally incorporate them into the OO programming style. It is possible that further lan-

guage extensions would help to better integrate external methods with Java. For example,

if Java had a richer module system than its packages, like Jiazzi [71], then it might be

natural for programmers to think of modules, rather than classes, as the unit of structure

and encapsulation. Such a module system could make Java feel more like ML, in which

functions are naturally external to their datatypes, and both constructs are encapsulated

in modules. As another example, the incorporation of retroactive abstraction could provide

the necessary complement to open classes that provides the impetus for users to experiment

more broadly with external methods.
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Chapter 6

CONCLUSIONS

In this dissertation, I have illustrated one approach to resolving some well-known con-

flicts between component extensibility and component reasoning in programming languages.

I have naturally integrated the OO and functional styles of extensibility while preserving

fully modular typechecking. The Dubious calculus serves as a simple but expressive platform

for formal study. MultiJava and Eml illustrate that Dubious can serve as the theoretical

foundation for practical extensions to mainstream OO and functional languages.

This dissertation is a step in my broader research agenda to incorporate expressive pro-

gramming idioms into mainstream programming languages. The last few years have seen

an explosion of proposals for augmenting the extensibility of mainstream languages, par-

ticularly OO languages. Many of these proposals fall in the category of aspect-oriented

languages, aiming to provide better support for separation of concerns. While these pro-

posals have the potential to greatly increase the expressiveness of software components, to

date there has been little work in modular reasoning for the new forms of extensibility,

providing a large research challenge. My experience with Dubious, MultiJava, and Eml

has taught me many valuable lessons about programming language design and evaluation,

and more generally about the nature of problem solving. I end this dissertation by describ-

ing these lessons. Hopefully they will prove useful in addressing modular typechecking for

aspect-oriented languages, and in my future research in general.

• Simplify. My initial attempts to solve the modularity problem for open classes and

multimethods were performed in the context of BeCecil [27], described in section 2.4.

BeCecil includes some fairly sophisticated constructs, including mutable state, in-

formation hiding, block structure, and subtyping independent of subclassing. These

features make BeCecil more “real” than Dubious, but they only serve to obscure

and complicate the underlying modularity problem, and I found it difficult to make
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progress.

Frustration with BeCecil as a research platform led me to design Dubious, with the

explicit intent that it contain the minimal set of constructs needed to illustrate the

modularity problem for open classes and multimethods. This design allowed me to

focus on the problem’s essence and understand it well enough to find a reasonable

solution. Further, because System M isolates and solves the fundamental modularity

problem, it later proved quite robust in the face of the many constructs missing from

the Dubious formalism, as illustrated by MultiJava and Eml.

• Follow Peres’ Law. A recent technical report [88] dubs the following quote from

Shimon Peres as Peres’ Law: “If a problem has no solution, it may not be a problem,

but a fact, not to be solved, but to be coped with over time.” System M does

not really solve the longstanding modularity problem for multimethods and open

classes: it is still the case that arbitrary use of these constructs conflicts with modular

typechecking. The insight illustrated by System M is that, although the general

problem may be intractable, many of the extensibility idioms commonly desired in

practice can be reconciled with modular typechecking. I believe this approach, which

follows Peres’ Law, is a useful one for many aspects of programming language design,

and indeed for computer science research in general, where tradeoffs are plentiful and

fundamental. Despite (or maybe because of) the inability to completely resolve a

tradeoff, important progress can be made by accepting the tradeoff as a given and

letting practical considerations guide exploration of the design space.

• Theory matters in practice. Formalizing System M and proving its soundness

were much more than mere theoretical exercises. The formalization served to define

notions that are otherwise open to interpretation. For example, the notion of modular

typechecking itself, which is fundamental to this research, is quite slippery and has

different meanings to different people. Formalizing System M allowed me to be precise

in my use of that term. The formalization was similarly valuable in making System

M’s requirements, which were originally based on intuition, precise.
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The soundness proof validates the formalization’s correctness, thereby also validating

the original intuition. The proof also helped to debug the formalization and to identify

parts of the type system that are unnecessary or overly restrictive. As an example,

the formalization of ITC for Mini-Eml originally included explicit exhaustiveness

checking: in each structure, each available function must have at least one available

applicable function case for each available legal argument tuple. To my surprise, the

soundness proof did not depend upon this check at all; exhaustiveness could be proven

solely from the local- and global-default requirements. This realization shed new light

on System M’s correctness. It also allowed me to simplify both the formalization of

ITC and its implementation in Eml’s interpreter.

• Users are critical. Formalisms and soundness proofs can give confidence that a

language does not allow “bad” things to happen, but user experience is necessary to

provide evidence that the language allows the desired “good” things to happen. Feed-

back from MultiJava users has been invaluable in helping to understand the strengths

and weaknesses of the underlying theory. Often aspects of the language that I con-

sidered relatively unimportant were found quite useful, and vice versa. For example,

splitting up an event handler into multiple methods encouraged better documentation

in the form of comments, as described in section 5.1.2, and this is an advantage that I

had not previously considered. Weaknesses identified by users are obvious candidates

for future research. For example, user feedback led to the design of value dispatch-

ing and was a motivation for the design of Relaxed MultiJava. More broadly, open

classes have not been as widely used as expected, and user feedback is critical to

understanding the deficiencies and how they can be corrected.

The strategy of extending mainstream languages was crucial in attracting users to

evaluate Dubious’s System M. In particular, the fact that MultiJava is backward-

compatible with Java greatly reduced both the risk and the burden on potential users.

Existing Java programmers were able to incrementally migrate their applications from

Java to MultiJava, as they became more comfortable with MultiJava’s features. Had

I designed a new source-level language from scratch, it is unlikely I would have been
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nearly as successful in attracting users.

• Where they diverge, utility trumps purity. Although languages are interesting

objects of study in their own right, their value ultimately lies in how useful they are

to programmers. This fact sometimes requires that a bit of elegance be sacrificed

for the sake of pragmatism. This is especially true when designing an extension to

an existing language, because the extender must adhere to the stylistic constraints

imposed by the original designer. For example, initially it seemed inexcusable to me

for MultiJava’s multimethods to live inside of their receivers, because this design uses

an asymmetric (i.e., receiver-based) syntax but a symmetric dispatching semantics. A

more uniform alternative considered by colleagues and myself is to use a style based

on Tuple [63], in which all multimethods are external and have a symmetric syntax.

However, as discussed in section 3.4, this style does not integrate nearly as well with

existing Java programs. Aside from being less expressive than MultiJava, Tuple also

deviates from the “feel” of Java, imposing an extra cognitive burden on programmers.

While Tuple is closer to the “right” syntax for symmetric multimethods, MultiJava’s

current style is decidedly more practical in the context of Java.
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Appendix A

TYPE SOUNDNESS FOR MINI-EML

This appendix provides the complete proof of type soundness for Mini-Eml. As dis-

cussed in section 4.3.4, progress and type preservation theorems are proven. The first section

below contains a proof of the progress theorem and the key technical lemmas that it depends

upon. The second section does the same for the type preservation theorem. Both theorems

also rely on several basic facts about Mini-Eml, which are proven in the final section.

As in the formal dynamic and static semantics, the proof assumes a fixed structure table

ST satisfying the two sanity conditions given in section 4.3 and a fixed signature table SigT

containing the principal signatures of the structures in ST. Also as in the formal rules, it is

assumed that S OK holds for each structure S in ST.

A.1 Progress

The progress theorem is straightforward except for the case when E is a function application.

That case follows easily from lemma 1, which is given below.

Theorem 1 (Progress) If ` E : τ and E is not a value, then there exists an E ′ such that

E −→ E′.

Proof By (strong) induction on the depth of the derivation of ` E : τ . Case analysis of

the last rule used in the derivation.

• Case T-Id. Then E = I and (I, τ) ∈ {}, so we have a contradiction. Therefore this

rule could not be the last rule used in the derivation.

• Case T-New. Then E = Ct(E) and Ct = (τ Sn.Cn) and {}; • ` Ct(E) OK and

concrete(Sn.Cn). Therefore by lemma 37, there exist V1 and E1 such that rep(Ct(E))

= {V1 = E1}. Then by E-New we have E −→ Ct{V1 = E1}.
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• Case T-Rep. Then E = Ct{V1 = E1, . . . , Vk = Ek} and for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k we have

` Ei : τi for some τi. We have two subcases:

– For all 1 ≤ i ≤ k, Ei is a value. Then E is a value, contradicting our assumption.

– There exists some j such that 1 ≤ j ≤ k and Ej is not a value. Without loss

of generality, let j be the smallest integer satisfying this condition, so for all

1 ≤ q < j we have that Eq is a value. By induction, there exists an E ′
j such

that Ej −→ E′
j . Therefore by E-Rep we have Ct{V1 = E1, . . . , Vk = Ek} −→

Ct{V1 = E1, . . . , Vj−1 = Ej−1, Vj = E′
j , Vj+1 = Ej+1, . . . , Vk = Ek}.

• Case T-Fun. Then E = τ Sn.Fn. Then E is a value, contradicting our assumption.

• Case T-Tup. Then E = (E1, . . . , Ek) and τ = τ1 ∗ · · · ∗ τk and for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k we

have ` Ei : τi. We have two subcases:

– For all 1 ≤ i ≤ k, Ei is a value. Then E is a value, contradicting our assumption.

– There exists some j such that 1 ≤ j ≤ k and Ej is not a value. With-

out loss of generality, let j be the smallest integer satisfying this condition,

so for all 1 ≤ q < j we have that Eq is a value. By induction, there exists

an E′
j such that Ej −→ E′

j . Therefore by E-Tup we have (E1, . . . , Ek) −→

(E1, . . . , Ej−1, E
′
j , Ej+1, . . . , Ek).

• Case T-App. Then E = E1 E2 and ` E1 : τ2 → τ and ` E2 : τ ′
2 and τ ′

2 ≤ τ2. We

have three subcases:

– E1 is not a value. Then by induction, there exists an E ′
1 such that E1 −→ E′

1.

Therefore by E-App1 we have E1 E2 −→ E′
1 E2.

– E1 is a value, but E2 is not a value. Then by induction, there exists an E ′
2 such

that E2 −→ E′
2. Therefore by E-App2 we have E1 E2 −→ E1 E′

2.

– Both E1 and E2 are values. Since ` E1 : τ2 → τ and E1 is a value, the last

rule in the derivation of ` E1 : τ2 → τ must be T-Fun, so E1 has the form
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Fv. Therefore by lemma 1 we have that there exist ρ0 and E0 such that most-

specific-case-for (Fv,E2) = (ρ0, E0). Let ρ0 = {(I, v)}. Then by E-AppRed we

have Fv E2 −→ [I 7→ v]E0.

�

This lemma says that a most-specific applicable function case exists for each type-correct

function application. It follows easily from lemmas 2 and 7, which say that all functions are

exhaustive and unambiguous, respectively.

Lemma 1 If ` Fv : τ1 → τ2 and ` v : τ ′
1 and τ ′

1 ≤ τ1 then there exist ρ and E such that

most-specific-case-for (Fv,v) = (ρ,E).

Proof Let Fv = (τ F ). By lemma 2, there exists some Sn ∈ dom(SigT), some

(extend funMn α F Pat) ∈ SigT(Sn), and some environment ρ0 such that match(v,Pat)

= ρ0. Then by lemma 7 there exists some Sn′ ∈ dom(SigT), some (extend funMn
′

α1 F Pat′) ∈ SigT(Sn′), and some ρ′ such that match(v,Pat′) = ρ′ and ∀Sn′′ ∈

dom(SigT).∀(extend funMn
′′ α2 F Pat′′) ∈ SigT(Sn′′).∀ρ′′. ((match(v,Pat′′) = ρ′′ ∧

Sn′.Mn′ 6= Sn′′.Mn′′) ⇒ Pat′ < Pat′′).

By the definition of SigT we have that Sn′ ∈ dom(ST) and there ex-

ists some E ′ such that (extend funMn
′ α1 F Pat′) ∈ ST(Sn′) and ∀Sn′′ ∈

dom(ST).∀(extend funMn
′′ α2 F Pat′′ = E′′) ∈ ST(Sn′′).∀ρ′′. ((match(v,Pat′′) = ρ′′ ∧

Sn′.Mn′ 6= Sn′′.Mn′′) ⇒ Pat′ < Pat′′).

Since ` Fv : τ1 → τ2, by T-Fun we have F = Sn0.Fn0 and (fun α0 Fn0 : Mt0 → τ0)

∈ SigT(Sn0) and |α0| = |τ |. Since (extend funMn
′ α1 F Pat′) ∈ SigT(Sn′), by CaseOK we

have |α1| = |α0|. Therefore we have |α1| = |τ |. Then by Lookup there exist ρ and E such

that most-specific-case-for ((τ F ),v) = (ρ,E). �

A.1.1 Exhaustiveness

These lemmas prove that all functions are exhaustive. They make use of the notion of the

owner of a value v with respect to a marked type Mt. Intuitively, v’s owner is the class
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in v located at the owner position as specified by Mt. It is defined via the following two

inference rules:

owner(Mt, v) = C

owner(Mt, vi) = C

owner(τ1 ∗ · · · ∗ τi−1 ∗ Mt ∗ τi+1 ∗ · · · ∗ τk, (v1, . . . , vk)) = C

OwnerTupVal

owner(#Ct, (τ C){V = v}) = C

OwnerInstance

This is the main exhaustiveness lemma, which says that every type-correct argument

value for a function has at least one applicable function case. Its proof follows from the

global- and local-default requirements. If the function has a global default case, then the

result follows from the definition of a global default. Otherwise, the function must be

internal. In that case, there must be a local default case for each type-correct argument

value’s owner, so the result follows from the definition of a local default.

Lemma 2 (Exhaustiveness) If ` (τ F ) : τ2 → τ and ` v : τ ′
2 and τ ′

2 ≤ τ2, then there exist

some Sn ∈ dom(SigT), some (extend funMn α1 F Pat) ∈ SigT(Sn), and some environment

ρ such that match(v,Pat) = ρ.

Proof Since ` (τ F ) : τ2 → τ , by T-Fun we have F = Sn′.Fn and (fun α Fn : Mt → τ0)

∈ SigT(Sn′) and |α| = |τ | and τ2 → τ = [α 7→ τ ](M̂t → τ0). By the definition of SigT, also

(fun α Fn : Mt → τ0) ∈ ST(Sn′). Let ST(Sn′) = (structure Sn′ = struct D end). Then

by StructOK we have Sn ⊆ dom(SigT) and Sn ` (fun α Fn : Mt → τ0) OK in Sn′, so by

FunOK we have that owner(Mt) = Sn′′.Cn. Then by lemma 3 there exists some class C

such that owner(Mt, v) = C and concrete(C) and C ≤ Sn′′.Cn. Also by FunOK we have

either Sn ` F has-gdefault or Sn′ = Sn′′. We consider these cases separately.

• Case Sn ` F has-gdefault. By GDefault we have owner(F ) = C ′ and Sn `

F has-default-for C ′. By OwnerFun, C ′ = Sn′′.Cn. Then by lemma 4 there exists

some Sn ∈ Sn, some (extend funMn α1 F Pat) ∈ SigT(Sn), and some environment ρ
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such that match(v,Pat) = ρ. Since Sn ⊆ dom(SigT), we have Sn ∈ dom(SigT) and

the result is shown.

• Case Sn′ = Sn′′. Let C = Sn0.Cn0. Since concrete(C), by Concrete we have (class

α0 Cn0 . . .) ∈ ST(Sn0). Let ST(Sn0) = (structure Sn0 = struct D0 end). Then by

StructOK we have Sn0 ⊆ dom(SigT) and Sn0 ` class α0 Cn0 . . . OK in Sn0, so by

ClassOK we have concrete(C) ⇒ Sn0 ` funs-have-ldefault-for C. Since concrete(C)

holds, we have Sn0 ` funs-have-ldefault-for C.

Also by ClassOK we have Sn0 ` C ITCTransUses. Since C ≤ Sn′′.Cn and Sn′ = Sn′′,

by lemma 42 we have Sn′ ∈ Sn0.

Since F = Sn′.Fn and Sn′ ∈ Sn0, by FunITCUses we have Sn0 ` F ITCUses. Since

(fun α Fn : Mt → τ0) ∈ SigT(Sn′) and owner(Mt) = Sn′.Cn, by OwnerFun we

have owner(F ) = Sn′.Cn. Also, we showed above that C ≤ Sn′.Cn. Therefore, since

Sn0 ` funs-have-ldefault-for C, by LDefault we have Sn0 ` F has-default-for C. By

SubRef C ≤ C, so by lemma 4 there exists some Sn ∈ Sn0, some (extend funMn α1

Sn.Fn Pat) ∈ SigT(Sn), and some environment ρ such that match(v,Pat) = ρ. Since

Sn0 ⊆ dom(SigT), we have Sn ∈ dom(SigT), and the result is shown.

�

This lemma says that a value conforming to a marked type has a well-defined owner

(with respect to that marked type), which is a subclass of the marked type’s owner.

Lemma 3 If ` v : τ ′ and τ ′ ≤ τ and τ = [α 7→ τ ]M̂t and owner(Mt) = C ′, then there exists

some class C such that owner(Mt, v) = C and concrete(C) and C ≤ C ′.

Proof By induction on the depth of the derivation of ` v : τ ′. Case analysis of the last

rule used in the derivation.

• Case T-Rep. Then v has the form (τ0 C){V = v} and τ ′ = (τ0 C) and concrete(C).

Since τ ′ ≤ τ , by lemma 16 τ has the form (τ1 C ′′). Since τ = [α 7→ τ ]M̂t, M̂t has the

form (τ2 C ′′), and by the grammar for marked types Mt must be #(τ2 C ′′). Then by
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OwnerInstance we have owner(#(τ2 C ′′), (τ0 C){V = v}) = C. We’re given τ ′ ≤ τ ,

so by lemma 18 we have C ≤ C ′′. Since owner(Mt) = C ′, by OwnerClass we have

C ′ = C ′′, so C ≤ C ′.

• Case T-Fun. Then v has the form (τ0 F ) and τ ′ has the form τ1 → τ2. Therefore by

lemma 21 τ has the form τ ′
1 → τ ′

2. Since τ = [α 7→ τ ]M̂t, M̂t has the form τ ′′
1 → τ ′′

2 ,

but this contradicts the grammar of marked types. Therefore, T-Fun cannot be the

last rule in the derivation.

• Case T-Tup: Then v has the form (v1, . . . , vk) and τ ′ has the form τ ′
1∗· · ·∗τ ′

k and for all

1 ≤ j ≤ k we have ` vj : τ ′
j . Therefore by lemma 23 τ has the form τ1 ∗ · · · ∗ τk, where

for all 1 ≤ j ≤ k we have τ ′
j ≤ τj. Since τ = [α 7→ τ ]M̂t, M̂t has the form τ ′′

1 ∗ · · · ∗ τ ′′
k ,

and by the grammar for marked types Mt is τ ′′
1 ∗ · · · ∗ τ ′′

i−1 ∗Mti ∗ τ ′′
i+1 ∗ · · · ∗ τ ′′

k , where

M̂ti = τ ′′
i . We’re given owner(Mt) = C ′, so by OwnerTup we have owner(Mti) = C ′.

Therefore we have ` vi : τ ′
i and τ ′

i ≤ τi and τi = [α 7→ τ ]M̂ti and owner(Mti) = C ′, so

by induction there exists C such that owner(Mti, vi) = C and concrete(C) and C ≤ C ′.

By OwnerTupVal we have owner(τ ′′
1 ∗ · · · ∗ τ ′′

i−1
∗Mti ∗ τ ′′

i+1
∗ · · · ∗ τ ′′

k , (v1, . . . , vk)) =

C, so the result follows.

�

This lemma validates the has-default-for judgment: if a function F has a default for

class C, then F has at least one applicable function case for each type-correct argument

value whose owner is a subclass of C.

Lemma 4 If ` v : τ ′
2 and τ ′

2 ≤ τ2 and τ2 = [α 7→ τ ]M̂t and (fun α Fn : Mt → τ0) ∈ SigT(Sn)

and owner(Mt, v) = C0 and C0 ≤ C and Sn ` Sn.Fn has-default-for C, then there exists

some Sn′ ∈ Sn, some (extend funMn α1 Sn.Fn Pat) ∈ SigT(Sn′), and some environment ρ

such that match(v,Pat) = ρ.

Proof Since Sn ` Sn.Fn has-default-for C, by Default we have defaultPat(Mt, C, d) =

Pat′. Therefore by lemma 5 there exists ρ′ such that match(v,Pat′) = ρ′. Also by Default
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we have (extend funMn α1 Sn.Fn Pat) ∈ SigT(Sn′) and Pat′ ≤ Pat and Sn′ ∈ Sn. By

lemma 29 there exists ρ such that match(v,Pat) = ρ, so the result follows. �

The next two lemmas validate the defaultPat judgment, by showing that the generated

pattern is in fact a (local or global) default pattern: each type-correct argument value

matches the generated pattern. The first lemma handles patterns generated with respect to

marked types, and the second lemma handles patterns generated with respect to ordinary

(unmarked) types.

Lemma 5 If ` v : τ ′ and τ ′ ≤ τ and τ = [α 7→ τ ]M̂t and owner(Mt, v) = C0 and C0 ≤ C

and defaultPat(Mt, C, d) = Pat, then there exists ρ such that match(v,Pat) = ρ.

Proof By strong induction on the depth of the derivation of defaultPat(Mt, C, d) = Pat.

Case analysis of the last rule in the derivation.

• Case DefZero. Then Pat has the form , so by E-MatchWild we have match(v, )

= {}.

• Case DefOwnerClassType. Then Mt has the form #(τ1 C ′) and Pat has the form

(C{V = Pat}) and repType(τ1 C) = {V : τ ′} and defaultPat(τ ′, C, d − 1) = Pat

and d > 0. By lemma 27 we have repType([α 7→ τ ]τ1 C) = [α 7→ τ ]{V : τ ′}.

Since owner(#(τ1 C ′), v) = C0, by OwnerInstance we have that v is of the form

(τ0 C0){V2 = v2}.

Since we’re given that ` v : τ ′, by T-Rep we have that τ ′ = (τ0 C0) and

• ` (τ0 C0) OK and repType(τ0 C0) = {V2 : τ2} and ` v1 : τ ′
2

and τ ′
2
≤ τ2. We’re

given that τ ′ ≤ τ , so that means (τ0 C0) ≤ ([α 7→ τ ]τ1 C ′), and by lemma 17 we

have τ0 = [α 7→ τ ]τ1. Since C0 ≤ C and • ` (τ0 C0) OK, by lemma 19 we have

(τ0 C0) ≤ (τ0 C). Therefore by lemma 41 we have {V2 : τ2} = {V : [α 7→ τ ]τ ′, V3 : τ3}.

Therefore there is some prefix v4 of v2 and some prefix τ4 of τ ′
2

such that ` v4 : τ4 and

τ4 ≤ [α 7→ τ ]τ ′ and defaultPat(τ ′, C, d − 1) = Pat, so by lemma 6, there exists ρ such

that match(v4,Pat) =
⋃

ρ. Finally, we’re given C0 ≤ C, so by E-MatchClass we

have match((τ0 C0){V2 = v2}, (C{V = Pat})) =
⋃

ρ.
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• Case DefTupType. Then Mt has the form τ1 ∗ · · · ∗ τi−1 ∗ Mti ∗ τi+1 ∗ · · · ∗ τk and

Pat has the form (Pat1, . . . ,Patk) and for all 1 ≤ j ≤ k such that j 6= i we have

defaultPat(τj , C, d − 1) = Patj and we have defaultPat(Mti, C, d − 1) = Pati. Let

τi = M̂ti. Since τ ′ ≤ [α 7→ τ ](τ1 ∗ · · · ∗ τk), by lemma 22 we have that τ ′ has the form

τ ′
1 ∗ · · · ∗ τ ′

k, where for all 1 ≤ j ≤ k we have τ ′
j ≤ [α 7→ τ ]τj . Since ` v : τ ′, by T-Tup

we have that v has the form (v1, . . . , vk) and for all 1 ≤ j ≤ k we have ` vj : τ ′
j.

Therefore by lemma 6, for all 1 ≤ j ≤ k such that j 6= i we have that there exists

some ρj such that match(vj ,Patj) = ρj. We’re given that owner(Mt, v) = C0, so by

OwnerTupVal we have owner(Mti, vi) = C0. Therefore by induction we have that

there exists some ρi such that match(vi,Pati) = ρi. Then by E-MatchTup we have

match(v,Pat) = ρ1 ∪ · · · ∪ ρk.

�

Lemma 6 If ` v : τ ′ and τ ′ ≤ τ and τ = [α 7→ τ ]τ0 and defaultPat(τ0, C0, d) = Pat, then

there exists ρ such that match(v,Pat) = ρ.

Proof By strong induction on the depth of the derivation of defaultPat(τ0, C0, d) = Pat.

Case analysis of the last rule in the derivation.

• Case DefZero or DefTypeVar or DefFunType. Then Pat has the form , so by

E-MatchWild we have match(v, ) = {}.

• Case DefClassType. Then τ0 has the form (τ0 C) and Pat has the form (C{V =

Pat}) and repType(τ0 C) = {V : τ ′} and defaultPat(τ ′, C0, d − 1) = Pat and d > 0.

Since τ = [α 7→ τ ]τ0, by lemma 27 we have repType(τ) = [α 7→ τ ]{V : τ ′}. Further,

τ = [α 7→ τ ](τ0 C) = ([α 7→ τ ]τ0 C). Since τ ′ ≤ τ , by lemma 15 τ ′ has the form

(τ1 C ′). Since ` v : τ ′, by T-Rep v has the form (τ1 C ′){V1 = v1} and • ` (τ1 C ′) OK

and repType(τ1 C ′) = {V1 : τ1} and ` v1 : τ ′
1

and τ ′
1
≤ τ1.

Since (τ1 C ′) ≤ ([α 7→ τ ]τ0 C), by lemma 18 we have C ′ ≤ C. Further, by lemma 41

we have that {V1 : τ1} = {V : [α 7→ τ ]τ ′, V2 : τ2}. Therefore there is some prefix

v3 of v1 and some prefix τ3 of τ ′
1

such that ` v3 : τ3 and τ3 ≤ [α 7→ τ ]τ ′ and
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defaultPat(τ ′, C0, d−1) = Pat. Therefore by induction, match(v3,Pat) = ρ. Therefore

by E-MatchClass we have match((τ1 C ′){V1 = v1}, (C{V = Pat})) =
⋃

ρ.

• Case DefTupType. Then τ0 has the form τ1 ∗ · · · ∗ τk and Pat has the form

(Pat1, . . . ,Patk) and for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k we have defaultPat(τi, C0, d − 1) = Pati and

d > 0. Since τ ′ ≤ [α 7→ τ ](τ1 ∗ · · · ∗ τk), by lemma 22 we have that τ ′ has the form

τ ′
1 ∗ · · · ∗ τ ′

k, where for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k we have τ ′
i ≤ [α 7→ τ ]τi. Since ` v : τ ′, by T-Tup

we have that v has the form (v1, . . . , vk) and for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k we have ` vi : τ ′
i .

Therefore by induction, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k we have that there exists some ρi such that

match(vi,Pati) = ρi. Then by E-MatchTup we have match(v,Pat) = ρ1 ∪ · · · ∪ ρk.

�

A.1.2 Ambiguity

The following lemma says that if a value has at least one applicable function case then it

has a most-specific applicable case. The lemma thereby validates the modular ambiguity

checking algorithm and requirement M1. The lemma is proven by induction on the number

of applicable function cases that are not overridden by the given one. If there are none

(other than the given case itself), then the given case is the most-specific applicable case.

Otherwise, some applicable function case is not overridden by the given one. In that case I

show that, by modular ambiguity checking, there must exist a resolving case, and the result

follows by induction on the resolving case.

Lemma 7 (Unambiguity) If ` v : τ and Sn ∈ dom(SigT) and (extend funMn α F

Pat) ∈ SigT(Sn) and match(v,Pat) = ρ, then there exists some Sn′ ∈ dom(SigT), some

(extend funMn
′ α1 F Pat′) ∈ SigT(Sn′), and some ρ′ such that match(v,Pat′) = ρ′ and

∀Sn′′ ∈ dom(SigT).∀(extend funMn
′′ α2 F Pat′′) ∈ SigT(Sn′′). ∀ρ′′.((match(v,Pat′′) = ρ′′∧

Sn′.Mn′ 6= Sn′′.Mn′′) ⇒ Pat′ < Pat′′).

Proof By (strong) induction on the number of function cases of F that are applicable to

v but are not overridden by Sn.Mn. These are the cases of the form (extend funMn0
α0 F
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Pat0) such that (extend funMn0
α0 F Pat0) ∈ SigT(Sn0) for some Sn0 ∈ dom(SigT), and

match(v,Pat0) = ρ0 for some ρ0, and Pat 6< Pat0.

• Case there are zero function cases of F that are applicable to v but are not overridden

by Sn.Mn. We’re given that Sn ∈ dom(SigT) and (extend funMn α F Pat) ∈ SigT(Sn)

and match(v,Pat) = ρ. Further, since it cannot both be the case that Pat ≤ Pat and

Pat 6≤ Pat, we have Pat 6< Pat. Therefore, Sn.Mn itself is applicable to v but is not

overridden by Sn.Mn, so we have a contradiction.

• Case there is exactly one function case of F that is applicable to v but is not overridden

by Sn.Mn. Then from the previous case we know that Sn.Mn must itself be that func-

tion case. Therefore it follows that ∀Sn′′ ∈ dom(SigT).∀(extend funMn
′′ α2 F Pat′′) ∈

SigT(Sn′′).∀ρ′′.((match(v,Pat′′) = ρ′′ ∧ Sn.Mn 6= Sn′′.Mn′′) ⇒ Pat < Pat′′). Then the

result follows.

• There are k > 1 function cases of F that are applicable to v but are not overridden by

Sn.Mn. Let (extend funMn1
α3 F Pat1) be one such function case, so (extend funMn1

α3 F Pat1) ∈ SigT(Sn1) for some Sn1 ∈ dom(SigT), and match(v,Pat1) = ρ1 for some

ρ1, and Pat 6< Pat1. Since k > 1, at least one of the function cases satisfying the

conditions is not Sn.Mn, so assume without loss of generality that Sn.Mn 6= Sn1.Mn1.

By CaseOK we have matchType(τ0,Pat) = (Γ0, τ
′
0) and matchType(τ1,Pat1) =

(Γ1, τ
′
1). We’re given that ` v : τ . Finally, we saw above that match(v,Pat) =

ρ and match(v,Pat1) = ρ1. Therefore by lemma 35 there exists some Patint such

that Pat ∩ Pat1 = Patint. Further, by lemma 8 we have dom(SigT) ` (Pat,Pat1)

unambiguous. Therefore by PairAmb we have that Pat 6∼= Pat1 and there ex-

ists some Sn2 ∈ dom(SigT) and some (extend funMn2
α4 F Pat2) ∈ SigT(Sn2)

such that Patint
∼= Pat2. Since match(v,Pat) = ρ and match(v,Pat1) = ρ1 and

Pat∩Pat1 = Patint, by lemma 36 there exists some ρint such that match(v,Patint) =

ρint. Then since Patint ≤ Pat2, by lemma 29 there exists ρ2 such that match(v,Pat2)

= ρ2.
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So we have shown there exists some Sn2 ∈ dom(SigT) and some (extend funMn2
α4 F

Pat2) ∈ SigT(Sn2) and some ρ2 such that match(v,Pat2) = ρ2. Let l be the number

of function cases of F that are applicable to v but are not overridden by Sn2.Mn2.

This case is finished by showing that l < k, so that the result follows by induction

with respect to Sn2.Mn2.

First we show that l ≤ k. Consider some Sn0 ∈ dom(SigT), some (extend funMn0
α0

F Pat0) ∈ SigT(Sn0), and some ρ0 such that match(v,Pat0) = ρ0 and Pat2 6< Pat0.

We will show that also Pat 6< Pat0.

Since Pat∩Pat1 = Patint, by lemma 33 we have that Patint ≤ Pat and Patint ≤ Pat1.

Since Pat2 ≤ Patint, by lemma 31 also Pat2 ≤ Pat and Pat2 ≤ Pat1. Since Pat2 6<

Pat0, either Pat2 6≤ Pat0 or Pat0 ≤ Pat2. We consider these cases in turn.

– Case Pat2 6≤ Pat0. Suppose Pat ≤ Pat0. Since Pat2 ≤ Pat, by lemma 31 we have

Pat2 ≤ Pat0, contradicting the assumption of this case. Therefore Pat 6≤ Pat0,

so also Pat 6< Pat0.

– Case Pat0 ≤ Pat2. We showed above that Pat2 ≤ Pat. Then by lemma 31

Pat0 ≤ Pat, so Pat 6< Pat0.

Therefore we have shown that every function case of F that is applicable to v and is

not overridden by Sn2.Mn2 is also not overridden by Sn.Mn, so l ≤ k. To finish the

proof, we show that there exists a function case of F that is applicable to v and is not

overridden by Sn.Mn but is overridden by Sn2.Mn2. We showed in the first case above

that Sn.Mn is not overridden by itself. We will show that Sn.Mn is overridden by

Sn2.Mn2. We do this by proving that Pat2 < Pat. We showed above that Pat2 ≤ Pat,

so we simply need to prove that Pat 6≤ Pat2. Suppose Pat ≤ Pat2. We’re given

that Pat 6< Pat1 and Pat 6∼= Pat1. Therefore, Pat 6≤ Pat1. On the other hand, since

Pat ≤ Pat2 and Pat2 ≤ Pat1, by lemma 31 we have Pat ≤ Pat1, and we have a

contradiction.

�
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This lemma says that every pair of function cases belonging to the same generic function

is unambiguous. If the two cases are both available during some structure’s modular ITC,

then the result follows from that structure’s ambiguity checks. Otherwise, the modular

ambiguity requirement ensures that the cases are disjoint, so they are also unambiguous.

Lemma 8 If (extend funMn α F Pat) ∈ SigT(Sn) and (extend funMn
′ α′ F Pat′)

∈ SigT(Sn′) and Sn.Mn 6= Sn′.Mn′, then dom(SigT) ` (Pat,Pat′) unambiguous.

Proof Since (extend funMn α F Pat) ∈ SigT(Sn), by StructOK we have Sn ⊆ dom(SigT)

and Sn ` (extend funMn α F Pat = E) OK in Sn for some Sn and E, so by CaseOK we have

Sn;Sn ` extend funMn α F Pat unambiguous. Similarly, Sn′ ⊆ dom(SigT) and Sn′;Sn′ `

extend funMn
′ α′ F Pat′ unambiguous, for some Sn′. There are several cases.

• Case Sn′ ∈ Sn. Since Sn.Mn 6= Sn′.Mn′ and Sn;Sn ` extend funMn α F Pat unam-

biguous, by Amb we have Sn ` (pat, pat′) unambiguous. Since Sn ⊆ dom(SigT), by

Amb also dom(SigT) ` (Pat,Pat′) unambiguous.

• Case Sn ∈ Sn. Symmetric to the above case.

• Case Sn′ 6∈ Sn and Sn 6∈ Sn′. Since Sn;Sn ` extend funMn α F Pat unambiguous, by

Amb we have F = Sn1.Fn and (fun α1 Fn : Mt → τ) ∈ SigT(Sn1) and Sn = Sn1∨

owner(Mt,Pat) = Sn.Cn. Similarly, Sn′ = Sn1∨ (owner(Mt,Pat′) = Sn′.Cn′. We have

three sub-cases.

– Case Sn′ = Sn1. Since Sn ` (extend funMn α F Pat = E) OK in Sn, by CaseOK

we have Sn ` Sn′.Fn ITCUses. Then by FunITCUses Sn′ ∈ Sn, so we have a

contradiction.

– Case Sn = Sn1. Symmetric to the above case.

– Case owner(Mt,Pat) = Sn.Cn and owner(Mt,Pat′) = Sn′.Cn′. First we show that

Pat and Pat′ are disjoint: there does not exist Pat0 such that Pat∩Pat′ = Pat0.

Suppose not. Then by lemma 34 either Sn.Cn ≤ Sn′.Cn′ or Sn′.Cn′ ≤ Sn.Cn.

There are two subcases.
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∗ Case Sn.Cn ≤ Sn′.Cn′. By StructOK Sn ` (<abstract> class α4 Cn. . .)

OK in Sn, so by ClassOK Sn ` Sn.Cn ITCTransUses. Since Sn.Cn ≤

Sn′.Cn′, by lemma 42 we have Sn′ ∈ Sn, which is a contradiction.

∗ Case Sn′.Cn′ ≤ Sn.Cn. Symmetric to the above case.

So we have shown that there does not exist Pat0 such that Pat ∩ Pat′ = Pat0.

Then by the contrapositive of lemma 32, Pat 6≤ Pat′, so also Pat 6∼= Pat′. Then

by PairAmb we have dom(SigT) ` (Pat,Pat′) unambiguous.

�

A.2 Type Preservation

The type preservation theorem is straightforward except for the case when E is a function

application. That case follows easily from lemmas 9 and 10, which are provided below.

Theorem 2 (Type Preservation) If ` E : τ and E −→ E ′ then ` E′ : τ ′, for some τ ′ such

that τ ′ ≤ τ .

Proof By (strong) induction on the depth of the derivation of E −→ E ′. Case analysis of

the last rule used in the derivation.

• Case E-New. Then E has the form Ct(E) and E ′ has the form Ct{V0 = E0} and

Ct = (τ C) and concrete(C) and rep(Ct(E)) = {V0 = E0}. Since ` E : τ , by T-New

we have τ = Ct and {}; • ` Ct(E) OK. Then by T-Constr we have • ` Ct OK.

Therefore by lemmas 38 and 39 there exists τ0 such that repType(Ct) = {V0 : τ0},

and by lemma 40 we have ` E0 : τ ′
0
, where τ ′

0
≤ τ0. Then by T-Rep we have

` Ct{V0 = E0} : Ct, and by SubTRef we have Ct ≤ Ct.

• Case E-Rep. Then E has the form Ct{V0 = v0, V0 = E0, V1 = E1} and E′ has the

form Ct{V0 = v0, V0 = E′
0, V1 = E1} and E0 −→ E′

0. Since ` E : τ , by T-Rep we have

τ = Ct = (τ C) and concrete(C) and • ` Ct OK and repType(Ct) = {V0 : τ0, V0 :

τ0, V1 : τ1} and ` v0 : τ ′
0

and τ ′
0
≤ τ0 and ` E0 : τ ′

0 and τ ′
0 ≤ τ0 and ` E1 : τ ′

1
and

τ ′
1
≤ τ1. By induction we have ` E ′

0 : τ ′′
0 , for some τ ′′

0 such that τ ′′
0 ≤ τ ′

0. Therefore by
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SubTTrans τ ′′
0 ≤ τ0. Then by T-Rep ` Ct{V0 = v0, V0 = E′

0, V1 = E1} : Ct, and by

SubTRef Ct ≤ Ct.

• Case E-Tup. Then E has the form (v1, . . . , vi−1, Ei, . . . , Ek) and E′ has the form

(v1, . . . , vi−1, E
′
i, Ei+1, . . . , Ek) and Ei −→ E′

i, where 1 ≤ i ≤ k. Since ` E : τ , by

T-Tup τ has the form τ1 ∗ · · · ∗ τk and ` vj : τj for all 1 ≤ j < i and ` Ej : τj for

all i ≤ j ≤ k. By induction we have ` E ′
i : τ ′

i for some τ ′
i such that τ ′

i ≤ τi. Then by

T-Tup we have ` (v1, . . . , vi−1, E
′
i, Ei+1, . . . , Ek) : τ1 ∗ · · · ∗ τi−1 ∗ τ ′

i ∗ τi+1 ∗ · · · ∗ τk.

By SubTRef we have τj ≤ τj for all 1 ≤ j ≤ k, so by SubTTup we have τ1 ∗ · · · ∗

τi−1 ∗ τ ′
i ∗ τi+1 ∗ · · · ∗ τk ≤ τ1 ∗ · · · ∗ τk.

• Case E-App1. Then E has the form E1 E2 and E′ has the form E ′
1 E2 and E1 −→ E′

1.

Since ` E : τ , by (T-App) we have ` E1 : τ2 → τ and ` E2 : τ ′
2 and τ ′

2 ≤ τ2. By

induction ` E ′
1 : τ ′, for some τ ′ such that τ ′ ≤ τ2 → τ . By lemma 20 τ ′ has the form

τ ′′
2 → τ ′′, where τ2 ≤ τ ′′

2 and τ ′′ ≤ τ . Therefore by SubTTrans we have τ ′
2 ≤ τ ′′

2 , so

by T-App we have ` E ′
1 E2 : τ ′′, where τ ′′ ≤ τ .

• Case E-App2. Then E has the form v1 E2 and E′ has the form v1 E′
2 and E2 −→ E′

2.

Since ` E : τ , by T-App we have ` v1 : τ2 → τ and ` E2 : τ ′
2 and τ ′

2 ≤ τ2. By

induction ` E ′
2 : τ ′′

2 , for some τ ′′
2 such that τ ′′

2 ≤ τ ′
2. By SubTTrans we have τ ′′

2 ≤ τ2,

so by T-App we have ` v1 E′
2 : τ and by SubTRef we have τ ≤ τ .

• Case E-AppRed. Then E = (τ F ) v and E ′ = [I0 7→ v0]E0 and most-specific-case-

for((τ F ), v) = ({(I0, v0)}, E0). Since ` E : τ , by T-App we have ` (τ F ) : τ2 → τ

and ` v : τ ′
2 and τ ′

2 ≤ τ2. Then by T-Fun we have and F = Sn.Fn and τ2 → τ =

[α 7→ τ ](M̂t → τ0) and (fun α Fn : Mt → τ0) ∈ SigT(Sn) and • ` τ OK. By Lookup

we have E0 = [α0 7→ τ ]E′
0 and (extend funMn α0 F Pat = E′

0) ∈ ST(Sn′) and

match(v,Pat) = {(I0, v0)}. Then by CaseOK we have matchType([α 7→ α0]M̂t,Pat)

= (Γ, τ ′′) and Γ;α0 ` E′
0 : τ ′

0 and τ ′
0 ≤ [α 7→ α0]τ0.

By lemma 28 we have matchType([α0 7→ τ ][α 7→ α0]M̂t,Pat) = ([α0 7→ τ ]Γ, [α0 7→

τ ]τ ′′). By FunOK we have α ` M̂t OK, so by lemma 11 all type variables in M̂t are
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in α. Therefore [α0 7→ τ ][α 7→ α0]M̂t is equivalent to [α 7→ τ ]M̂t = τ2, so we have

matchType(τ2,Pat) = ([α0 7→ τ ]Γ, [α0 7→ τ ]τ ′′). Then by lemma 10 we have τ ′
2 ≤

[α0 7→ τ ]τ ′′ and dom([α0 7→ τ ]Γ) = dom({(I0, v0)}) and for each (Ix, τx) ∈ [α0 7→ τ ]Γ,

there exists (Ix, vx) ∈ {(I0, v0)} such that ` vx : τ ′
x, where τ ′

x ≤ τx.

By lemma 26 we have [α0 7→ τ ]Γ; • ` [α0 7→ τ ]E′
0 : [α0 7→ τ ]τ ′

0. Then by lemma 9

` [I0 7→ v0][α0 7→ τ ]E′
0 : τsub and τsub ≤ [α0 7→ τ ]τ ′

0. By lemma 25 we have [α0 7→

τ ]τ ′
0 ≤ [α0 7→ τ ][α 7→ α0]τ0. By FunOK we have α ` τ0 OK, so by lemma 11 all type

variables in τ0 are in α. Therefore [α0 7→ τ ][α 7→ α0]τ0 is equivalent to [α 7→ τ ]τ0 = τ ,

so we have [α0 7→ τ ]τ ′
0 ≤ τ . Then by SubTTrans we have τsub ≤ τ . Therefore we

have shown ` E ′ : τsub and τsub ≤ τ .

�

This is a standard lemma showing that type-correct substitution preserves the well-

typedness of an expression.

Lemma 9 (Substitution) If Γ;α0 ` E : τ and Γ = {(I0, τ0)} and Γ0;α0 ` E0 : τ0
′ and

τ ′
0
≤ τ0, then Γ0;α0 ` [I0 7→ E0]E : τ ′, for some τ ′ such that τ ′ ≤ τ .

Proof By (strong) induction on the depth of the derivation of Γ;α0 ` E : τ . Case analysis

of the last rule used in the derivation.

• Case T-Id. Then E = I and (I, τ) ∈ Γ, so I = Ij and τ = τj for some 1 ≤ j ≤ k, where

I0 = I1, . . . , Ik and τ0 = τ1, . . . , τk and E0 = E1, . . . , Ek. Therefore [I0 7→ E0]E = Ej .

Since we’re given that Γ0;α0 ` Ej : τ ′
j and τ ′

j ≤ τj, the result is shown.

• Case T-New. Then E = Ct(E) and τ = Ct and Γ;α0 ` Ct(E) OK and Ct =

(τ1 Sn.Cn) and concrete(Sn.Cn). Then by T-Constr we have α0 ` Ct OK and

(<abstract> class α1 Cn(I : τ) . . .) ∈ SigT(Sn) and Γ;α0 ` E : τ ′ and τ ′ ≤

[α1 7→ τ1]τ . Since [I0 7→ E0]Ct = Ct and [I0 7→ E0]Sn.Cn = Sn.Cn, we have α0 `

[I0 7→ E0]Ct OK and concrete([I0 7→ E0]Sn.Cn). By induction we have Γ0;α0 `

[I0 7→ E0]E : τ ′′ and τ ′′ ≤ τ ′. Then by SubTTrans we have τ ′′ ≤ [α1 7→ τ1]τ .
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Therefore by T-Constr we have Γ0;α0 ` [I0 7→ E0]E OK, so by T-New we have

Γ0;α0 ` [I0 7→ E0]E : τ . By SubTRef we have τ ≤ τ , so the result is shown.

• Case T-Rep. Then E = Ct{V = E} and τ = Ct and α0 ` Ct OK and Ct = (τ1 Sn.Cn)

and concrete(Sn.Cn) and repType(Ct) = {V : τ} and Γ;α0 ` E : τ ′ and τ ′ ≤ τ . Since

[I0 7→ E0]Ct = Ct and [I0 7→ E0]Sn.Cn = Sn.Cn, we have α0 ` [I0 7→ E0]Ct OK and

concrete([I0 7→ E0]Sn.Cn) and repType([I0 7→ E0]Ct) = {V : τ}. By induction we

have Γ0;α0 ` [I0 7→ E0]E : τ ′′ and τ ′′ ≤ τ ′. Then by SubTTrans we have τ ′′ ≤ τ ,

so by T-Rep we have Γ0;α0 ` [I0 7→ E0]E : τ . By SubTRef we have τ ≤ τ , so the

result is shown.

• Case T-Fun. Then since Γ is not used in T-Fun and Γ;α0 ` E : τ , also Γ0;α0 ` E : τ .

Further, we have E = Fv, so [I0 7→ E0]E = E. Therefore Γ0;α0 ` [I0 7→ E0]E : τ , and

by SubTRef τ ≤ τ , so the result is shown.

• Case T-Tup. Then E = (E1, . . . , Ek) and τ = τ1∗· · ·∗τk and for all 1 ≤ j ≤ k we have

Γ;α0 ` Ej : τj . Then by induction, for all 1 ≤ j ≤ k we have Γ0;α0 ` [I0 7→ E0]Ej : τ ′
j

and τ ′
j ≤ τj . Then by T-Tup we have Γ0;α0 ` [I0 7→ E0](E1, . . . , Ek) : τ ′

1 ∗ · · · ∗ τ ′
k.

Finally, by SubTTup we have τ ′
1 ∗ · · · ∗ τ ′

k ≤ τ1 ∗ · · · ∗ τk.

• Case T-App. Then E = E1 E2 and Γ;α0 ` E1 : τ2 → τ and Γ;α0 ` E2 : τ ′
2 and

τ ′
2 ≤ τ2. By induction we have Γ0;α0 ` [I0 7→ E0]E1 : τ0 and τ0 ≤ τ2 → τ . Also

by induction we have Γ0;α0 ` [I0 7→ E0]E2 : τ ′′
2 and τ ′′

2 ≤ τ ′
2. Then by SubTTrans

we have τ ′′
2 ≤ τ2. By lemma 20 τ0 has the form τarg → τres, where τ2 ≤ τarg and

τres ≤ τ . Therefore by SubTTrans we have τ ′′
2 ≤ τarg. Therefore by T-App we have

Γ0;α0 ` [I0 7→ E0](E
′
1 E′

2) : τres. We saw above that τres ≤ τ , so the result is shown.

�

This lemma relates the results of pattern matching to its static approximation. In

particular, the type of any value matching a pattern is a subtype of the pattern’s type, and

similarly for values bound to identifiers in the pattern. The proof is straightforward.
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Lemma 10 If ` v : τ ′′ and τ ′′ ≤ τ and match(v,Pat) = ρ and matchType(τ,Pat) = (Γ, τ ′),

then (1) τ ′′ ≤ τ ′; and (2) dom(Γ) = dom(ρ) and (3) for each (I0, τ0) ∈ Γ, there exists

(I0, v0) ∈ ρ such that ` v0 : τ ′
0, for some τ ′

0 such that τ ′
0 ≤ τ0.

Proof By (strong) induction on the length of the derivation of match(v,Pat) = ρ. Case

analysis of the last rule used in the derivation:

• Case E-MatchWild. Then Pat has the form and ρ = {}. By T-MatchWild we

have Γ = {} and τ ′ = τ . Therefore, conditions 1 and 2 are shown, and condition 3

holds vacuously.

• Case E-MatchBind. Then Pat has the form I as Pat′ and ρ = ρ′ ∪ {(I, v)}

and match(v,Pat′) = ρ′. By T-MatchBind we have Γ = Γ′ ∪ {(I, τ ′)} and

matchType(τ,Pat′) = (Γ′, τ ′). By induction we have τ ′′ ≤ τ ′ and dom(Γ′) = dom(ρ′)

and for each (I0, τ0) ∈ Γ′, there exists (I0, v0) ∈ ρ′ such that ` v0 : τ ′
0, where τ ′

0 ≤ τ0.

Therefore, we have τ ′′ ≤ τ ′ and dom(Γ′ ∪ {(I, τ ′)}) = dom(ρ′ ∪ {(I, v)}) and for each

(I0, τ0) ∈ Γ′ ∪ {(I, τ ′)}, there exists (I0, v0) ∈ ρ′ ∪ {(I, v)} such that ` v0 : τ ′
0, where

τ ′
0 ≤ τ0.

• Case E-MatchTup. Then v = (v1, . . . , vk) and Pat has the form (Pat1, . . . ,Patk) and

ρ = ρ1∪· · ·∪ρk and for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k we have match(vi,Pati) = ρi. By T-MatchTup

we have τ = τ1 ∗ · · · ∗ τk and Γ = Γ1 ∪ . . .∪Γk and τ ′ = τ ′
1 · · · ∗ τ ′

k and for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k

we have match(τi,Pati) = (Γi, τ
′
i).

Since ` v : τ ′′, by T-Tup we have that τ ′′ = τ ′′
1 ∗ · · · ∗ τ ′′

k and for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k we have

` vi : τ ′′
i . Since we’re given that τ ′′ ≤ τ , by lemma 22 we have τ ′′

i ≤ τi for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k.

Then by induction, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k we have τ ′′
i ≤ τ ′

i . Then by SubTTup we have

τ ′′
1 ∗ · · · ∗ τ ′′

k ≤ τ ′
1 ∗ . . . ∗ τ ′

k, proving condition 1. Also by induction, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k

we have dom(Γi) = dom(ρi) and for each (I0, τ0) ∈ Γi, there exists (I0, v0) ∈ ρi such

that ` v0 : τ ′
0, where τ ′

0 ≤ τ0. Therefore conditions 2 and 3 follow.

• Case E-MatchClass. Then v = ((τ C){V1 = v1, V2 = v2}) and Pat has the form

(C ′{V1 = Pat1) and C ≤ C ′ and ρ =
⋃

ρ1 and match(v1,Pat1) = ρ1. By T-
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MatchClass we have τ = (τ ′ C ′′) and τ ′ = (τ ′ C ′) and Γ =
⋃

Γ1 and C ′ ≤ C ′′

and repType(τ ′ C ′) = {V1 : τ1} and matchType(τ1,Pat1) = (Γ1, τ
′
1
).

Since ` v : τ ′′ and v = ((τ C){V1 = v1, V2 = v2}), by T-Rep we have that τ ′′ = (τ C)

and • ` (τ C) OK and and repType(τ C) = {V1 : τ ′′
1
, V2 : τ ′′

2
} and ` v1 : τ ′′′

1
and

τ ′′′
1

≤ τ ′′
1
. Since τ ′′ ≤ τ , we have (τ C) ≤ (τ ′ C ′′), so by lemma 17 we have τ = τ ′.

Since C ≤ C ′ and • ` (τ C) OK, by lemma 19 we have (τ C) ≤ (τ C ′), and since

τ = τ ′, condition 1 is shown. By lemma 41 we have τ ′′
1

= τ1. Therefore ` v1 : τ ′′′
1

and τ ′′′
1

≤ τ1 and match(v1,Pat1) = ρ1 and matchType(τ1,Pat1) = (Γ1, τ
′
1
), so by

induction it follows that dom(
⋃

Γ1) = dom(
⋃

ρ1) and for each (I0, τ0) ∈
⋃

Γ1, there

exists (I0, v0) ∈
⋃

ρ1 such that ` v0 : τ ′
0, where τ ′

0 ≤ τ0. Therefore, conditions 2 and

3 are shown.

�

A.3 Basic Lemmas

A.3.1 Type Well-formedness

Lemma 11 If α ` τ OK, then all type variables in τ are in α.

Proof By (strong) induction on the depth of the derivation of α ` τ OK. Case analysis

on the last rule used in the derivation. For TVarOK, τ has the form α and the premise

ensures that α ∈ α. All other cases are proven by induction. �

A.3.2 Subclassing and Subtyping

Lemma 12 If C1 ≤ C2, then there is a path in the declared inheritance graph from C1 to

C2.

Proof By induction on the depth of the derivation of C1 ≤ C2. Case analysis of the last

rule used in the derivation.

• Case SubRef. Then C1 = C2, so there is a trivial path in the inheritance graph from

C1 to C2.
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• Case SubTrans. Then C1 ≤ C3 and C3 ≤ C2. By induction, there is a path in the

inheritance graph from C1 to C3 and from C3 to C2, so the concatenation of these

paths is a path from C1 to C2.

• Case SubExt. Then C1 = Sn1.Cn1 and <abstract> class α1 Cn1(I0 : τ0) extends

τ C2 . . .) ∈ ST(Sn1). Therefore there is an edge from C1 to C2 in the declared

inheritance graph, so there is also a path from C1 to C2.

�

Lemma 13 If C1 ≤ C2 and C1 ≤ C3, then either C2 ≤ C3 or C3 ≤ C2.

Proof By induction on the depth of the derivation of C1 ≤ C2. Case analysis of the last

rule used in the derivation.

• Case SubRef. Then C1 = C2. Since C1 ≤ C3, also C2 ≤ C3.

• Case SubTrans. Then C1 ≤ C4 and C4 ≤ C2. So we have C1 ≤ C4 and C1 ≤ C3,

and by induction either C4 ≤ C3 or C3 ≤ C4.

– Case C4 ≤ C3. Then we have C4 ≤ C2 and C4 ≤ C3, so by induction either

C2 ≤ C3 or C3 ≤ C2.

– Case C3 ≤ C4. Then we have C3 ≤ C4 and C4 ≤ C2, so by SubTrans C3 ≤ C2.

• Case SubExt. Then C1 = Sn1.Cn1 and (<abstract> class α Cn1(I0 : τ0) extends

τ C2 . . .) ∈ ST(Sn1). Case analysis of the last rule used in the derivation of C1 ≤ C3.

– Case SubRef. Then C1 = C3. Since C1 ≤ C2, also C3 ≤ C2.

– Case SubTrans. Then C1 ≤ C4 and C4 ≤ C3. Assume without loss of generality

that the derivation of C1 ≤ C4 ends with a use of SubExt (any nontrivial use of

SubTrans can be made to satisfy this assumption). Then (<abstract> class

α Cn1(I0 : τ0) extends τ C4 . . .) ∈ ST(Sn1), so C2 = C4. Since C4 ≤ C3, also

C2 ≤ C3.
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– Case SubExt. Then (<abstract> class α Cn1(I0 : τ0) extends τ C3 . . .)

∈ ST(Sn1), so C2 = C3. Then by SubRef C2 ≤ C3.

�

Lemma 14 If C1 ≤ C2 and C2 ≤ C1, then C1 = C2.

Proof By lemma 12, there is a path in the declared inheritance graph from C1 to C2 and

a path from C2 to C1. By assumption, the declared inheritance graph is acyclic, so it must

be the case that C1 = C2. �

Lemma 15 If τ ≤ (τ C), then τ has the form (τ1 C ′).

Proof By (strong) induction on the depth of the derivation of τ ≤ (τ C). Case analysis of

the last rule used in the derivation.

• Case SubTRef. Then τ = (τ C).

• Case SubTTrans. Then τ ≤ τ ′ and τ ′ ≤ (τ C). By induction τ ′ has the form

(τ2 C ′′). Then by induction again, τ has the form (τ1 C ′).

• Case SubTExt. Then τ has the form (τ1Sn.Cn), which is also of the form (τ1 C ′).

�

Lemma 16 If (τ C) ≤ τ , then τ has the form (τ1 C ′).

Proof By (strong) induction on the depth of the derivation of (τ C) ≤ τ . Case analysis of

the last rule used in the derivation.

• Case SubTRef. Then τ = (τ C).

• Case SubTTrans. Then (τ C) ≤ τ ′ and τ ′ ≤ τ . By induction τ ′ has the form

(τ2 C ′′). Then by induction again, τ has the form (τ1 C ′).

• Case SubTExt. Then τ has the form [α 7→ τ ]Ct, which is also of the form (τ1 C ′).

�
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Lemma 17 If (τ C) ≤ (τ1 C ′), then τ = τ1.

Proof By (strong) induction on the depth of the derivation of (τ C) ≤ (τ1 C ′). Case

analysis of the last rule used in the derivation.

• Case SubTRef. Then (τ C) = (τ1 C ′), so τ = τ1.

• Case SubTTrans. Then (τ C) ≤ τ and τ ≤ (τ1 C ′). By lemma 16, τ has the form

(τ2 C ′′). Then by induction we have τ = τ2 and τ2 = τ1, so τ = τ1.

• Case SubTExt. Then C = Sn.Cn and (τ1 C ′) = [α 7→ τ ](τ2 C ′) and (<abstract>

class α Cn(I1 : τ1, . . . , Im : τm) extends (τ2 C ′) . . .) ∈ SigT(Sn). By ClassOK, we

have τ2 = α. Therefore (τ1 C ′) = [α 7→ τ ](α C ′) = (τ C ′). Therefore τ = τ1.

�

Lemma 18 If (τ C) ≤ (τ1 C ′) then C ≤ C ′.

Proof By (strong) induction on the depth of the derivation of (τ C) ≤ (τ1 C ′). Case

analysis of the last rule used in the derivation.

• Case SubTRef. Then (τ C) = (τ1 C ′), so C = C ′. Then the result holds by SubRef.

• Case SubTTrans. Then (τ C) ≤ τ and τ ≤ (τ1 C ′). By lemma 16 τ has the form

(τ2 C ′′). Then by induction we have that C ≤ C ′′ and C ′′ ≤ C ′. Therefore the result

follows by SubTrans.

• Case SubTExt. Then C = Sn.Cn and (<abstract> class α Cn(I0 : τ0) extends

(τ2 C ′) . . .) ∈ SigT(Sn). Then the result follows by SubExt.

�

Lemma 19 If C1 ≤ C2 and α ` (τ C1) OK then (1) (τ C1) ≤ (τ C2); and (2) α `

(τ C2) OK.

Proof By (strong) induction on the depth of the derivation of C1 ≤ C2. Case analysis of

the last rule used in the derivation.
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• Case SubRef. Then C1 = C2. Then condition 1 follows from SubTRef, and condi-

tion 2 follows by assumption.

• Case SubTrans. Then C1 ≤ C3 and C3 ≤ C2. By induction we have (τ C1) ≤ (τ C3)

and α ` (τ C3) OK. Then by induction again we have (τ C3) ≤ (τ C2) and α `

(τ C2) OK. Therefore condition 2 is shown, and condition 1 follows from SubTTrans.

• Case SubExt. Then C1 = Sn.Cn and (<abstract> class α0 Cn(I0 : τ0) extends

(τ2 C2) . . .) ∈ ST(Sn). Then by ClassOK we have τ2 = α0. Since α ` (τ C1) OK, by

ClassTypeOK we have |α0| = |τ | and α ` τ OK. Therefore by SubTExt we have

(τ C1) ≤ [α0 7→ τ ](α0 C2). Since [α0 7→ τ ](α0 C2) = (τ C2), condition 1 is shown.

Also by ClassOK Γ;α0 ` (α0 C2)(E) OK, for some Γ and E, so by T-Constr we

have α0 ` (α0 C2) OK. Therefore by lemma 24 we have α ` (τ C2) OK, so condition

2 is shown.

�

Lemma 20 If τ ≤ τ1 → τ2, then τ has the form τ ′
1 → τ ′

2, where τ1 ≤ τ ′
1 and τ ′

2 ≤ τ2.

Proof By (strong) induction on the depth of the derivation of τ ≤ τ1 → τ2. Case analysis

on the last rule used in the derivation.

• Case SubTRef. Therefore τ = τ1 → τ2, and by SubTRef we have τ1 ≤ τ1 and

τ2 ≤ τ2.

• Case SubTTrans. Therefore τ ≤ τ ′ and τ ′ ≤ τ1 → τ2. By induction τ ′ has the form

τ ′′
1 → τ ′′

2 , where τ1 ≤ τ ′′
1 and τ ′′

2 ≤ τ2. Therefore, again by induction τ has the form

τ ′
1 → τ ′

2, where τ ′′
1 ≤ τ ′

1 and τ ′
2 ≤ τ ′′

2 . By SubTTrans we have τ1 ≤ τ ′
1 and τ ′

2 ≤ τ2.

• Case SubTFun. Then τ has the form τ ′
1 → τ ′

2, where τ1 ≤ τ ′
1 and τ ′

2 ≤ τ2.

�
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Lemma 21 If τ1 → τ2 ≤ τ , then τ has the form τ ′
1 → τ ′

2.

Proof By (strong) induction on the depth of the derivation of τ1 → τ2 ≤ τ . Case analysis

of the last rule used in the derivation.

• Case SubTRef. Then τ = τ1 → τ2.

• Case SubTTrans. Then τ1 → τ2 ≤ τ ′ and τ ′ ≤ τ . By induction τ ′ has the form

τ ′′
1 → τ ′′

2 . Then by induction again, τ has the form τ ′
1 → τ ′

2.

• Case SubTFun. Then τ has the form τ ′
1 → τ ′

2.

�

Lemma 22 If τ ≤ τ1 ∗ · · · ∗ τk, then τ has the form τ ′
1 ∗ · · · ∗ τ ′

k, where for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k we

have τ ′
i ≤ τi.

Proof By (strong) induction on the depth of the derivation of τ ≤ τ1 ∗ · · · ∗ τk. Case

analysis of the last rule used in the derivation.

• Case SubTRef. Then τ = τ1 ∗ · · · ∗ τk. By SubTRef, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k we have

τi ≤ τi, so the result follows.

• Case SubTTrans. Then τ ≤ τ ′ and τ ′ ≤ τ1 ∗ · · · ∗ τk. By induction τ ′ has the form

τ ′′
1 ∗ · · · ∗ τ ′′

k , where for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k we have τ ′′
i ≤ τi. Then by induction again, τ has

the form τ ′
1 ∗ · · · ∗ τ ′

k, where for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k we have τ ′
i ≤ τ ′′

i . Then by SubTTrans,

for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k we have τ ′
i ≤ τi.

• Case SubTTup. Then τ has the form τ ′
1 ∗ · · · ∗ τ ′

k, where for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k we have

τ ′
i ≤ τi.

�

Lemma 23 If τ1 ∗ · · · ∗ τk ≤ τ , then τ has the form τ ′
1 ∗ · · · ∗ τ ′

k, where for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k we

have τi ≤ τ ′
i .

Proof By (strong) induction on the depth of the derivation of τ1 ∗ · · · ∗ τk ≤ τ . Case

analysis of the last rule used in the derivation.
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• Case SubTRef. Then τ = τ1 ∗ · · · ∗ τk. By SubTRef, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k we have

τi ≤ τi.

• Case SubTTrans. Then τ1 ∗ · · · ∗ τk ≤ τ ′ and τ ′ ≤ τ . By induction τ ′ has the form

τ ′′
1 ∗ · · · ∗ τ ′′

k , where for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k we have τi ≤ τ ′′
i . Then by induction again, τ has

the form τ ′
1 ∗ · · · ∗ τ ′

k, where for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k we have τ ′′
i ≤ τ ′

i . By SubTTrans, for

all 1 ≤ i ≤ k we have τi ≤ τ ′
i .

• Case SubTTup. Then τ has the form τ ′
1 ∗ · · · ∗ τ ′

k, where for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k we have

τi ≤ τ ′
i .

�

A.3.3 Type Substitution

Lemma 24 If α ` τ OK and |α| = |τ | and α′ ` τ OK, then α′ ` [α 7→ τ ]τ OK.

Proof By (strong) induction on the depth of the derivation of α ` τ OK. Case analysis

on the last rule used in the derivation. For TVarOK, τ has the form α and the premise

ensures that α ∈ α. Therefore [α 7→ τ ]τ is some τ0 in τ . By assumption α′ ` τ0 OK so the

result follows. All other cases are proven by induction. �

Lemma 25 If τ ≤ τ ′ and |α| = |τ |, then [α 7→ τ ]τ ≤ [α 7→ τ ]τ ′.

Proof By (strong) induction on the depth of the derivation of τ ≤ τ ′. Case analysis of the

last rule used in the derivation.

• Case SubTRef. Then τ = τ ′, so [α 7→ τ ]τ = [α 7→ τ ]τ ′ and the result follows by

SubTRef.

• Case SubTTrans. Then τ ≤ τ ′′ and τ ′′ ≤ τ ′. By induction we have [α 7→ τ ]τ ≤

[α 7→ τ ]τ ′′ and [α 7→ τ ]τ ′′ ≤ [α 7→ τ ]τ ′, and the result follows by SubTTrans.

• Case SubTExt. Then τ has the form τ0 Sn.Cn and τ ′ has the form [α0 7→ τ0]Ct and

(<abstract> class α0 Cn(. . .) extends Ct . . .) ∈ SigT(Sn). Then by SubTExt
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we have ([α 7→ τ ]τ0) Sn.Cn ≤ [α0 7→ [α 7→ τ ]τ0]Ct. By ClassOK we have Γ;α0 `

Ct(E) OK for some Γ and E, so by T-Constr α0 ` Ct OK. Therefore, by lemma 11

all type variables in Ct are in α0. Therefore [α0 7→ [α 7→ τ ]τ0]Ct is equivalent to

[α 7→ τ ][α0 7→ τ0]Ct. Since ([α 7→ τ ]τ0) Sn.Cn is equivalent to [α 7→ τ ](τ0 Sn.Cn), the

result follows.

• Case SubTFun. Then τ has the form τ1 → τ2 and τ ′ has the form τ ′
1 → τ ′

2 and τ ′
1 ≤ τ1

and τ2 ≤ τ ′
2. By induction we have [α 7→ τ ]τ ′

1 ≤ [α 7→ τ ]τ1 and [α 7→ τ ]τ2 ≤ [α 7→ τ ]τ ′
2,

and the result follows by SubTFun.

• Case SubTTup. Then τ has the form τ1 ∗ · · · ∗ τk and τ ′ has the form τ ′
1 ∗ · · · ∗ τ ′

k

and for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k we have τi ≤ τ ′
i . By induction, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k we have

[α 7→ τ ]τi ≤ [α 7→ τ ]τ ′
i , and the result follows by SubTTup.

�

Lemma 26 If Γ;α ` E : τ and |α| = |τ | and α0 ` τ OK, then [α 7→ τ ]Γ;α0 ` [α 7→ τ ]E :

[α 7→ τ ]τ .

Proof By (strong) induction on the depth of the derivation of Γ;α ` E : τ . Case analysis

of the last rule used in the derivation.

• Case T-Id. Then E = I and (I, τ) ∈ Γ. Therefore, (I, [α 7→ τ ]τ) ∈ [α 7→ τ ]Γ. Also,

I = [α 7→ τ ]I. So by T-Id we have [α 7→ τ ]Γ;α0 ` [α 7→ τ ]E : [α 7→ τ ]τ .

• Case T-New. Then E = Ct(E) and τ = Ct and Γ;α ` Ct(E) OK and Ct = (τ1 Sn.Cn)

and concrete(Sn.Cn). By T-Constr we have α ` Ct OK and (<abstract> class

α1 Cn(I0 : τ0) . . .) ∈ SigT(Sn) and Γ;α ` E : τ ′
0

and τ ′
0
≤ [α1 7→ τ1]τ0. By lemma 24

we have α0 ` [α 7→ τ ]Ct OK. Since Ct = (τ1 Sn.Cn) we have [α 7→ τ ]Ct = [α 7→

τ ](τ1 Sn.Cn) = ([α 7→ τ ]τ1 Sn.Cn). By induction we have [α 7→ τ ]Γ;α0 ` [α 7→ τ ]E :

[α 7→ τ ]τ ′
0
. By lemma 25 we have [α 7→ τ ]τ ′

0
≤ [α 7→ τ ][α1 7→ τ1]τ0. By ClassOK

we have α1 ` τ0 OK, so by lemma 11 all type variables in τ0 are in α1. Therefore

[α 7→ τ ][α1 7→ τ1]τ0 is equivalent to [α1 7→ [α 7→ τ ]τ1]τ0. Therefore by T-Constr we

have [α 7→ τ ]Γ;α0 ` [α 7→ τ ]Ct(E) OK, and the result follows by T-New.
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• Case T-Rep. Then E = Ct{V = E} and τ = Ct and α ` Ct OK and Ct = (τ1 Sn.Cn)

and concrete(Sn.Cn) and repType(Ct) = {V0 : τ0} and Γ;α ` E : τ ′
0

and τ ′
0
≤ τ0. By

lemma 24 we have α0 ` [α 7→ τ ]Ct OK. Since Ct = (τ1 Sn.Cn) we have [α 7→ τ ]Ct =

[α 7→ τ ](τ1 Sn.Cn) = ([α 7→ τ ]τ1 Sn.Cn). By lemma 27 we have repType([α 7→ τ ]Ct)

= [α 7→ τ ]{V0 : τ0}. By induction we have [α 7→ τ ]Γ;α0 ` [α 7→ τ ]E : [α 7→ τ ]τ ′
0
. By

lemma 25 we have [α 7→ τ ]τ ′
0
≤ [α 7→ τ ]τ0. Therefore by T-Rep the result follows.

• Case T-Fun. Then E = τ1 Sn.Fn and τ = [α1 7→ τ1](M̂t → τ ′) and α ` τ1 OK

and (fun α1 Fn : Mt → τ ′) ∈ SigT(Sn). By lemma 24 we have α0 ` [α 7→ τ ]τ1 OK.

Therefore by T-Fun we have [α 7→ τ ]Γ;α0 ` [α 7→ τ ](τ1 Sn.Fn) : [α 7→ τ ][α1 7→

τ1](M̂t → τ ′). By FunOK we have α1 ` M̂t OK and α1 ` τ ′ OK. Therefore by

lemma 11 all type variables in M̂t and τ ′ are in α1. Therefore, [α 7→ τ ][α1 7→ τ1](M̂t →

τ ′) is equivalent to [α1 7→ [α 7→ τ ]τ1](M̂t → τ ′), so the result follows.

• Case T-Tup. Then E = (E1, . . . , Ek) and τ = τ1 ∗ · · · ∗ τk and for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k we

have Γ;α ` Ei : τi. Therefore by induction, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k we have [α 7→ τ ]Γ;α0 `

[α 7→ τ ]Ei : [α 7→ τ ]τi, and the result follows by T-Tup.

• Case T-App. Then E = E1 E2 and Γ;α ` E1 : τ2 → τ and Γ;α ` E2 : τ ′
2 and

τ ′
2 ≤ τ2. By induction we have [α 7→ τ ]Γ;α0 ` [α 7→ τ ]E1 : [α 7→ τ ](τ2 → τ) and

[α 7→ τ ]Γ;α0 ` [α 7→ τ ]E2 : [α 7→ τ ]τ ′
2. By lemma 25 we have [α 7→ τ ]τ ′

2 ≤ [α 7→ τ ]τ2,

so the result follows by T-App.

�

Lemma 27 If repType(Ct) = {V : τ} and |α| = |τ |, then repType([α 7→ τ ]Ct) = [α 7→

τ ]{V : τ}.

Proof By induction on the depth of the derivation of repType(Ct) = {V : τ}. By

RepType, Ct = (τ0 Sn.Cn) and {V : τ} = [α0 7→ τ0]{ < V1 : τ1, > Sn.Vn : τ2}

and (<<abstract>> class α0 Cn(. . .) <extends Ct′ > of {Vn : τ2}) ∈ SigT(Sn)

and < repType(Ct′) = {V1 : τ1} >. Therefore by RepType we have repType([α 7→

τ ](τ0 Sn.Cn)) = [α0 7→ [α 7→ τ ]τ0]{ < V1 : τ1, > Sn.Vn : τ2}. By ClassOK we have
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< Γ;α0 ` Ct′(E) OK > for some Γ and E, so by T-Constr we have < α0 ` Ct′ OK >.

Then by lemma 38 we have < α0 ` τ1 OK >, so by lemma 11 all type variables τ1

are in α0. Also by ClassOK we have α0 ` τ2 OK, so by lemma 11 all type vari-

ables in τ2 are in α0. Therefore [α0 7→ [α 7→ τ ]τ0]{V1 : τ1,Sn.Vn : τ2} is equivalent to

[α 7→ τ ][α0 7→ τ0]{V1 : τ1,Sn.Vn : τ2}, so the result follows. �

Lemma 28 If matchType(τ,Pat) = (Γ, τ ′) and |α| = |τ |, then matchType([α 7→

τ ]τ,Pat) = ([α 7→ τ ]Γ, [α 7→ τ ]τ ′).

Proof By (strong) induction on the depth of the derivation of matchType(τ,Pat) = (Γ, τ ′).

Case analysis of the last rule used in the derivation.

• Case T-MatchWild. Then Pat has the form and Γ = {} and τ ′ = τ . Then

[α 7→ τ ]τ = [α 7→ τ ]τ ′ and [α 7→ τ ]Γ = {}, so the result follows by T-MatchWild.

• Case T-MatchBind. Then Pat has the form I as Pat′ and Γ = Γ′ ∪ {(I, τ ′)} and

matchType(τ,Pat′) = (Γ′, τ ′). By induction we have matchType([α 7→ τ ]τ,Pat′) =

([α 7→ τ ]Γ′, [α 7→ τ ]τ ′). Therefore by T-MatchBind we have matchType([α 7→

τ ]τ, (I as Pat′) = [α 7→ τ ]Γ′ ∪ {(I, [α 7→ τ ]τ ′)}, [α 7→ τ ]τ ′), and the result follows.

• Case T-MatchTup. Then τ = τ1 ∗ · · · ∗ τk and Pat has the form (Pat1, . . . ,Patk) and

Γ = Γ1∪. . .∪Γk and τ ′ = τ ′
1∗· · ·∗τ

′
k and for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k we have matchType(τi,Pati) =

(Γi, τ
′
i). By induction, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k we have matchType([α 7→ τ ]τi,Pati) = ([α 7→

τ ]Γi, [α 7→ τ ]τ ′
i). Therefore, the result follows by T-MatchTup.

• Case T-MatchClass. Then Pat has the form C{V = Pat} and τ = (τ1 C ′)

and τ ′ = (τ1 C) and Γ =
⋃

Γ and C ≤ C ′ and repType(τ1 C) = {V : τ} and

matchType(τ ,Pat) = (Γ, τ ′). By lemma 27 we have repType([α 7→ τ ](τ1 C)) = [α 7→

τ ]{V : τ}. By induction we have matchType([α 7→ τ ]τ ,Pat) = ([α 7→ τ ]Γ, [α 7→ τ ]τ ′).

Therefore the result follows by T-MatchClass.

�
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A.3.4 Pattern Matching, Specificity, and Intersection

Lemma 29 If match(v,Pat) = ρ and Pat ≤ Pat′, then there exists ρ′ such that

match(v,Pat′) = ρ′.

Proof By induction on the depth of the derivation of Pat ≤ Pat′. Case analysis of the last

rule used in the derivation:

• Case SpecWild. Then Pat′ has the form , so by E-MatchWild we have match(v, )

= {}.

• Case SpecBind1.: Then Pat has the form (I as Pat1) and we have Pat1 ≤ Pat′.

Since we’re given that match(v, I as Pat1) = ρ, by E-MatchBind we also have

that match(v, Pat1) = ρ − {(I, v)}. Therefore by induction there exists ρ′ such that

match(v,Pat′) = ρ′.

• Case SpecBind2.: Then Pat′ has the form (I as Pat2) and we have Pat ≤ Pat2.

Therefore by induction there exists ρ′′ such that match(v,Pat2) = ρ′′. Then by E-

MatchBind we have match(v, I as Pat2) = ρ′′ ∪ {I, v}.

• Case SpecTup. Then Pat has the form (Pat) and Pat′ has the form (Pat′) and

Pat ≤ Pat′. Since we’re given that match(v,(Pat)) = ρ, by E-MatchTup we have

that v = (v) and match(v,Pat) = ρ. Therefore by induction there exists ρ′ such that

match(v,Pat′) = ρ′. Then by E-MatchTup we have match((v), (Pat)) =
⋃

ρ′.

• Case SpecClass. Then Pat has the form (C1{V = Pat1, V3 = Pat3}) and Pat′

has the form (C2{V = Pat2}) and C1 ≤ C2 and Pat1 ≤ Pat2. Since we’re given

that match(v,C1{V = Pat1, V3 = Pat3}) = ρ, by E-MatchClass we have that v =

((τ C0){V = v, V3 = v3, V4 = v4}) and C0 ≤ C1 and match(v, Pat1) = ρ1, where

ρ =
⋃

ρ1. Since C0 ≤ C1 and C1 ≤ C2, by SubTrans we have C0 ≤ C2. By induction

there exists ρ2 such that match(v, Pat2) = ρ2. Therefore by E-MatchClass we have

match((τ C0){V = v, V3 = v3, V4 = v4}), C2{V = Pat2}) =
⋃

ρ2.

�
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Lemma 30 Pat ≤ Pat

Proof By (strong) induction on the “depth” of Pat (i.e. the depth of its AST representa-

tion). Case analysis of the form of Pat.

• Case Pat has the form . Then by SpecWild, Pat ≤ Pat.

• Case Pat has the form I as Pat′. By induction Pat′ ≤ Pat′. Then by SpecBind1

Pat ≤ Pat′, and by SpecBind2 Pat ≤ Pat.

• Case Pat has the form C{V = Pat}. By induction we have Pat ≤ Pat and by SubRef

we have C ≤ C, so the result follows from SpecClass.

• Case Pat has the form (Pat). By induction we have Pat ≤ Pat, so the result follows

from SpecTup.

�

Lemma 31 If Pat ≤ Pat′ and Pat′ ≤ Pat′′ then Pat ≤ Pat′′.

Proof By induction on the sum of the depths of the derivations of Pat ≤ Pat ′ and Pat′ ≤

Pat′′. There are several cases.

• Case SpecBind1 is the last rule used in the derivation of Pat ≤ Pat′. Then Pat has

the form (I as Pat0) and we have Pat0 ≤ Pat′. By induction we have Pat0 ≤ Pat′′,

and by SpecBind1 also Pat ≤ Pat′′.

• Case SpecWild is the last rule used in the derivation of Pat′ ≤ Pat′′. Then Pat′′ has

the form , and by SpecWild we have Pat ≤ Pat′′.

• Case SpecBind1 is the last rule used in the derivation of Pat′ ≤ Pat′′ and SpecBind1

is not the last rule used in the derivation of Pat ≤ Pat′. Then Pat′ has the form (I ′

as Pat′0) and we have Pat′0 ≤ Pat′′. Since SpecBind1 is not the last rule used in

the derivation of Pat ≤ Pat′, the last rule in that derivation must be SpecBind2, so

Pat ≤ Pat′0. Then by induction we have Pat ≤ Pat′′.
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• Case SpecBind2 is the last rule used in the derivation of Pat′ ≤ Pat′′. Then Pat′′

has the form (I ′′ as Pat′′0) and we have Pat′ ≤ Pat′′0. By induction Pat ≤ Pat′′0 , and

by SpecBind2 Pat ≤ Pat′′.

• Case SpecTup is the last rule used in the derivation of Pat′ ≤ Pat′′ and SpecBind1

is not the last rule used in the derivation of Pat ≤ Pat′. Then Pat′ has the form

(Pat′) and Pat′′ has the form (Pat′′) and Pat′ ≤ Pat′′. Since SpecBind1 is not the

last rule used in the derivation of Pat ≤ Pat′, the last rule in that derivation must be

SpecTup, so Pat has the form (Pat) and Pat ≤ Pat′. By induction Pat ≤ Pat′′, and

by SpecTup Pat ≤ Pat′′.

• Case SpecClass is the last rule used in the derivation of Pat′ ≤ Pat′′ and SpecBind1

is not the last rule used in the derivation of Pat ≤ Pat′. Then Pat′ has the form

C ′{V1 = Pat′1, V2 = Pat′2} and Pat′′ has the form C ′′{V1 = Pat′′1} and C ′ ≤ C ′′

and Pat′1 ≤ Pat′′1 . Since SpecBind1 is not the last rule used in the derivation of

Pat ≤ Pat′, the last rule in that derivation must be SpecClass, so Pat has the form

C{V1 = Pat1, V2 = Pat2, V3 = Pat3} and C ≤ C ′ and Pat1 ≤ Pat′1. By Subtrans

C ≤ C ′′, and by induction Pat ≤ Pat′′, so by SpecClass Pat ≤ Pat′′.

�

Lemma 32 If Pat ≤ Pat′ then there exists some Pat0 such that Pat ∩ Pat′ = Pat0.

Proof By induction on the depth of the derivation of Pat ≤ Pat′. Case analysis of the last

rule used in the derivation.

• Case SpecWild. Then Pat′ has the form , so by PatIntWild we have Pat′∩Pat =

Pat, and the result follows from PatIntRev.

• Case SpecBind1. Then Pat has the form (I as Pat′′) and Pat′′ ≤ Pat′. By induction

there exists some Pat0 such that Pat′′ ∩ Pat′ = Pat0, and the result follows from

PatIntBind.
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• Case SpecBind2. Then Pat′ has the form (I as Pat′′) and Pat ≤ Pat′′. By induction

there exists some Pat0 such that Pat ∩ Pat′′ = Pat0. Then by PatIntRev we have

Pat′′ ∩Pat = Pat0, by PatIntBind we have Pat′ ∩Pat = Pat0, and the result follows

from PatIntRev.

• Case SpecTup. Then Pat has the form (Pat) and Pat′ has the form (Pat′) and

Pat ≤ Pat′. By induction we have that there exists Pat0 such that Pat ∩Pat′ = Pat0,

and the result follows from PatIntTup.

• Case SpecClass. Then Pat has the form C{V1 = Pat1, V2 = Pat2} and Pat′ has the

form C ′{V1 = Pat′1} and C ≤ C ′ and Pat1 ≤ Pat′1. By induction there exists some

Pat0 such that Pat1 ∩ Pat′1 = Pat0, and the result follows from PatIntClass.

�

Lemma 33 If Pat ∩ Pat′ = Pat0 then Pat0 ≤ Pat and Pat0 ≤ Pat′.

Proof By induction on the depth of the derivation of Pat ∩ Pat′ = Pat0. Case analysis of

the last rule used in the derivation.

• Case PatIntWild. Then Pat = and Pat0 = Pat′. By SpecWild we have Pat0 ≤

Pat and by lemma 30 we have Pat0 ≤ Pat′.

• Case PatIntBind. Then Pat has the form (I as Pat′′) and Pat′′ ∩ Pat′ = Pat0. By

induction we have that Pat0 ≤ Pat′′ and Pat0 ≤ Pat′, so by SpecBind2 we also have

Pat0 ≤ Pat.

• Case PatIntTup. Then Pat has the form (Pat) and Pat′ has the form (Pat′) and

Pat0 has the form (Pat0) and Pat ∩ Pat′ = Pat0. By induction we have Pat0 ≤ Pat

and Pat0 ≤ Pat′, and the result follows from SpecTup.

• Case PatIntClass. Then Pat has the form C{V1 = Pat1, V2 = Pat2} and Pat′ has

the form C ′{V1 = Pat′1} and C ≤ C ′ and Pat0 has the form C{V1 = Pat0, V2 = Pat2

and Pat1 ∩ Pat′1 = Pat0. By induction we have Pat0 ≤ Pat1 and Pat0 ≤ Pat′1. By
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SpecClass we have Pat0 ≤ Pat′. By SubRef we have C ≤ C, and by lemma 30 we

have Pat2 ≤ Pat2, so by SpecClass we have Pat0 ≤ Pat.

• Case PatIntRev. Then Pat′ ∩ Pat = Pat0, so by induction the result follows.

�

Lemma 34 If owner(Mt,Pat′) = C ′ and owner(Mt,Pat′′) = C ′′ and Pat′ ∩ Pat′′ = Pat,

then either C ′ ≤ C ′′ or C ′′ ≤ C ′.

Proof By induction on the depth of the derivation of Pat′ ∩ Pat′′ = Pat. Case analysis of

the last rule used in the derivation.

• Case PatIntWild. Then Pat′ has the form . But then it cannot be the case that

owner(Mt,Pat′) = C ′, because none of the three associated rules applies to a wildcard

pattern.

• Case PatIntBind. Then Pat′ has the form I as Pat0 and Pat0 ∩ Pat′′ = Pat. Since

owner(Mt,Pat′) = C ′, by OwnerBindPat we have owner(Mt,Pat0) = C ′. Therefore

by induction we have that either C ′ ≤ C ′′ or C ′′ ≤ C ′.

• Case PatIntTup. Then Pat′ has the form (Pat′1, . . . ,Pat′k) and Pat′′ has the form

(Pat′′1, . . . ,Pat′′k) and for all 1 ≤ j ≤ k we have Pat′j ∩ Pat′′j = Patj . Since

owner(Mt,Pat′) = C ′, by OwnerTupPat we have Mt = τ1∗· · ·∗τi−1∗Mti∗τi+1∗· · ·∗τk

and owner(Mti,Pat′i) = C ′. Since owner(Mt,Pat′′) = C ′′, by OwnerTupPat we have

owner(Mti,Pat′′i ) = C ′′. Therefore by induction we have that either C ′ ≤ C ′′ or

C ′′ ≤ C ′.

• Case PatIntClass. Then Pat′ has the form (C1{V = Pat′, V2 = Pat2}) and Pat′′

has the form (C2{V = Pat′′}) and C1 ≤ C2. Since owner(Mt,Pat′) = C ′, by Own-

erClassPat C ′ = C1. Since owner(Mt,Pat′′) = C ′′, by OwnerClassPat C ′′ = C2.

Therefore C ′ ≤ C ′′.

• Case PatIntRev. Then Pat′′ ∩ Pat′ = Pat, so the result follows by induction.
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�

Lemma 35 If ` v : τ and match(v,Pat′) = ρ′ and match(v,Pat′′) = ρ′′ and

matchType(τ ′,Pat′) = (Γ′, τ ′
0) and matchType(τ ′′,Pat′′) = (Γ′′, τ ′′

0 ), then there exists some

Pat such that Pat′ ∩ Pat′′ = Pat.

Proof By induction on the sum of the depths of the derivations of match(v,Pat ′) = ρ′ and

match(v,Pat′′) = ρ′′. There are several cases.

• Case E-MatchWild is the last rule used in the derivation of match(v,Pat ′) = ρ′.

Then Pat′ has the form , so by PatIntWild we have Pat′ ∩ Pat′′ = Pat′′.

• Case E-MatchWild is the last rule used in the derivation of match(v,Pat ′′) = ρ′′.

Then Pat′′ has the form , so by PatIntWild we have Pat′′ ∩ Pat′ = Pat′, and by

PatIntRev Pat′ ∩ Pat′′ = Pat′.

• Case E-MatchBind is the last rule used in the derivation of match(v,Pat ′) = ρ′.

Then Pat′ has the form I as Pat′0 and match(v,Pat′0) = ρ′0, for some ρ′0. Since

matchType(τ ′,Pat′) = (Γ′, τ ′
0), by T-MatchBind we have matchType(τ ′,Pat′0) =

(Γ′
0, τ

′
0), for some Γ′

0. Then by induction there exists some Pat such that Pat′0∩Pat′′ =

Pat, so by PatIntBind we have Pat′ ∩ Pat′′ = Pat.

• Case E-MatchBind is the last rule used in the derivation of match(v,Pat ′′) = ρ′′.

Then Pat′′ has the form I as Pat′′0 and match(v,Pat′′0) = ρ′′0, for some ρ′′0. Since

matchType(τ ′′,Pat′′) = (Γ′′, τ ′′
0 ), by T-MatchBind we have matchType(τ ′′,Pat′′0) =

(Γ′′
0 , τ

′′
0 ), for some Γ′′

0 . Then by induction there exists some Pat such that Pat′′0 ∩

Pat′ = Pat. By PatIntBind we have Pat′′ ∩Pat′ = Pat and by PatIntRev we have

Pat′ ∩ Pat′′ = Pat.

• Case E-MatchTup is the last rule used in the derivation of match(v,Pat ′) = ρ′, and

neither E-MatchWild nor E-MatchBind is the last rule used in the derivation of

match(v,Pat′′) = ρ′′. Then v = (v1, . . . , vk) and Pat′ has the form (Pat′1, . . . ,Pat′k) and

for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k we have match(vi,Pat′i) = ρ′i, for some ρ′i. Further, E-MatchTup
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must be the last rule used in the derivation of match(v,Pat ′′) = ρ′′. Then Pat′′ has the

form (Pat′′1 , . . . ,Pat′′k) and for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k we have match(vi,Pat′′i ) = ρ′′i , for some ρ′′i .

Since ` v : τ , by T-Tup we have τ = τ1 ∗ · · · ∗ τk and ` vi : τi for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k. Since

matchType(τ ′,Pat′) = (Γ′, τ ′
0) and matchType(τ ′′,Pat′′) = (Γ′′, τ ′′

0 ), by T-MatchTup

we have τ ′ = τ ′
1∗· · ·∗τ ′

k and τ ′′ = τ ′′
1 ∗· · ·∗τ ′′

k and for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k matchType(τ ′
i ,Pat′)

= (Γ′
i, τ

′′′
i ) and matchType(τ ′′

i ,Pat′′) = (Γ′′
i , τ

′′′′
i ). Then by induction, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k

there exists Pati such that Pat′i ∩Pat′′i = Pati. Then by PatIntTup there exists Pat

such that Pat′ ∩ Pat′′ = Pat.

• Case E-MatchClass is the last rule used in the derivation of match(v,Pat ′) = ρ′,

and neither E-MatchWild nor E-MatchBind is the last rule used in the derivation

of match(v,Pat′′) = ρ′′. Then v = ((τ C){V1 = v1, . . . , Vk = vk}) and Pat′ has

the form (C ′{V1 = Pat′1, . . . , Vm = Pat′m}) and C ≤ C ′ and m ≤ k and for all

1 ≤ i ≤ m we have match(vi,Pat′i) = ρ′i. Further, E-MatchClass must be the

last rule used in the derivation of match(v,Pat′′) = ρ′′. Then Pat′′ has the form

(C ′′{V1 = Pat′′1, . . . , Vp = Pat′′p}) and C ≤ C ′′ and p ≤ k and for all 1 ≤ i ≤ p we have

match(vi,Pat′′i ) = ρ′′i .

Since ` v : τ , by T-Rep we have • ` (τ C) OK and for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k, ` vi :

τi. Since C ≤ C ′ and C ≤ C ′′, by lemma 19 we have • ` (τ C ′) OK and • `

(τ C ′′) OK. Since matchType(τ ′,Pat′) = (Γ′, τ ′
0) and matchType(τ ′′,Pat′′) = (Γ′′, τ ′′

0 ),

by T-MatchClass we have repType(τ0 C ′) has the form {V1 : τ ′
1, . . . , Vm : τ ′

m} and

repType(τ1 C ′′) has the form {V1 : τ ′′
1 , . . . , Vp : τ ′′

p }, for some τ0 and τ1. Therefore by

RepType, repType(τ C ′) has the form {V1 : τ ′′′
1 , . . . , Vm : τ ′′′

m} and repType(τ C ′′) has

the form {V1 : τ ′′′′
1 , . . . , Vp : τ ′′′′

p }. Also by T-MatchClass, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ m we have

matchType(τ ′
i ,Pat′) = (Γ′

i, τ
′
i,0) and for all 1 ≤ i ≤ p we have matchType(τ ′′

i ,Pat′′) =

(Γ′′
i , τ

′′
i,0). Since C ≤ C ′ and C ≤ C ′′, by lemma 13 either C ′ ≤ C ′′ or C ′′ ≤ C ′.

– Case C ′ ≤ C ′′. Since • ` (τ C ′) OK, by lemma 19 we have (τ C ′) ≤ (τ C ′′).

By lemma 41 p ≤ m. Then by induction, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ p there exists Pati

such that Pat′i ∩Pat′′i = Pati. Then by PatIntClass there exists Pat such that
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Pat′ ∩ Pat′′ = Pat.

– Case C ′′ ≤ C ′. By a symmetric argument as in the above case, there exists Pat

such that Pat′′ ∩ Pat′ = Pat, and the result follows by PatIntRev.

�

Lemma 36 If match(v,Pat′) = ρ′ and match(v,Pat′′) = ρ′′ and Pat′ ∩ Pat′′ = Pat, then

there exists some ρ such that match(v,Pat) = ρ.

Proof By induction on the depth of the derivation of Pat′ ∩ Pat′′ = Pat. Case analysis of

the last rule used in the derivation.

• Case PatIntWild. Then Pat = Pat′′, so match(v,Pat) = ρ′′.

• Case PatIntBind. Then Pat′ has the form I as Pat′0 and Pat′0 ∩ Pat′′ = Pat. Since

match(v,Pat′) = ρ′, by E-MatchBind there exists some ρ′
0 such that match(v,Pat′0)

= ρ′0. Therefore by induction there exists some ρ such that match(v,Pat) = ρ.

• Case PatIntTup. Then Pat′ has the form (Pat′) and Pat′′ has the form (Pat′′)

and Pat has the form (Pat) and Pat′ ∩ Pat′′ = Pat. Since match(v,Pat′) = ρ′, by

E-MatchTup v = (v) and match(v,Pat′) = ρ′. Since match(v,Pat′′) = ρ′′, by E-

MatchTup match(v,Pat′′) = ρ′′. Therefore by induction there exists ρ such that

match(v,Pat) = ρ. Then by E-MatchTup there exists ρ such that match(v,Pat) =

ρ.

• Case PatIntClass. Then Pat′ has the form (C ′{V = Pat1, V3 = Pat3}) and Pat′′

has the form (C ′′{V = Pat2}) and Pat has the form (C ′{V = Pat, V3 = Pat3}) and

C ′ ≤ C ′′ and Pat1 ∩ Pat2 = Pat. Since match(v,Pat′) = ρ′, by E-MatchClass

v = ((τ C){V = v, V3 = v3, V4 = v4}) and C ≤ C ′ and there exists ρ1 such that

match(v,Pat1) = ρ1 and there exists ρ3 such that match(v3,Pat3) = ρ3. Since

match(v,Pat′′) = ρ′′, by E-MatchClass there exists ρ2 such that match(v,Pat2)

= ρ2. By induction, there exists ρ such that match(v,Pat) = ρ. Then by E-

MatchClass there exists ρ such that match(v,Pat) = ρ.
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• Case PatIntRev. Then Pat′′ ∩ Pat′ = Pat. Then by induction there exists ρ such

that match(v,Pat) = ρ.

�

A.3.5 Representations and Representation Types

Lemma 37 If Γ;α ` Ct(E0) OK then there exist V and E such that rep(Ct(E0)) = {V =

E}.

Proof Since Γ;α ` Ct(E0) OK, by T-Constr we have α ` Ct OK and Ct = (τ Sn.Cn)

and (<<abstract>> class α0 Cn(I0 : τ0) <extends Ct′ > of Vn : τ2}) ∈ SigT(Sn) and

Γ;α ` E0 : τ ′
0

and τ ′
0
≤ [α0 7→ τ ]τ0. Therefore |I0| = |τ0| and |E0| = |τ ′

0
| and |τ ′

0
| = |τ0|, so

also |I0| = |E0|. Since α ` Ct OK, by ClassTypeOK we have |α0| = |τ |.

This lemma is proven by induction on the number of nontrivial superclasses of Sn.Cn).

There are two cases.

• Sn.Cn has no nontrivial superclasses, so the extends clause in the declaration of Sn.Cn

is absent. Since |I0| = |E0| and |α0| = |τ |, the result follows by Rep.

• Sn.Cn has i > 0 nontrivial superclasses, so the extends clause in the declaration of

Sn.Cn is present. Then by ClassOK we have Γ′;α0 ` Ct′(E′
0
) OK for some Γ′ and E′

0
.

Since the inheritance graph is assumed to be acyclic, Ct′ has the form (τ1 Sn′.Cn′),

where Sn′.Cn′ has i − 1 nontrivial superclasses, so by induction there exist V ′ and E′

such that rep(Ct′(E′)) = {V ′ = E′}. Since also |I0| = |E0| and |α0| = |τ |, the result

follows by Rep.

�

Lemma 38 If α ` Ct OK then there exist V0 and τ0 such that repType(Ct) = {V0 : τ0}

and α ` τ0 OK.

Proof Let Ct = (τ Sn.Cn). By ClassTypeOK we have α ` τ OK and (<<abstract>>

class α0 Cn(. . .) <extends Ct′ > of {Vn : τ2}) ∈ SigT(Sn) and |α0| = |τ |. By ClassOK

we have α0 ` τ2 OK. Then by lemma 24 we have α ` [α0 7→ τ0]τ2 OK >.
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This lemma is proven by induction on the number of nontrivial superclasses of Sn.Cn.

There are two cases.

• Sn.Cn has no nontrivial superclasses, so the extends clause in the declaration of Sn.Cn

is absent. Since |α0| = |τ | and α ` [α0 7→ τ0]τ2 OK, the result follows by RepType.

• Sn.Cn has i > 0 nontrivial superclasses, so the extends clause in the declaration of

Sn.Cn is present. Then by ClassOK we have Γ;α0 ` Ct′(E) OK for some Γ and E,

so by T-Constr we have α0 ` Ct′ OK. Since the inheritance graph is assumed to be

acyclic, Ct′ has the form (τ1 Sn′.Cn′), where Sn′.Cn′ has i−1 nontrivial superclasses, so

by induction we have that repType(Ct′) has the form {V1 : τ1} and α0 ` τ1 OK. Then

by lemma 24 we have α ` [α0 7→ τ0]τ1 OK. Since |α0| = |τ | and α ` [α0 7→ τ0]τ2 OK

and α ` [α0 7→ τ0]τ1 OK and repType(Ct′) = {V1 : τ1}, the result follows by RepType.

�

Lemma 39 If rep(Ct(E)) = {V1 = E1} and repType(Ct) = {V2 : τ2} then V1 = V2.

Proof By induction on the depth of the derivation of rep(Ct(E)) = {V1 = E1}. By Rep

we have Ct = (τ Sn.Cn) and (<<abstract>> class α Cn(. . .) <extends Ct ′(E0) > of

{Vn : τ2 = E2}) ∈ ST(Sn) and <rep(Ct′(E0)) = {V3 = E3} > and V1 is equivalent to

< V3, > Sn.Vn. Since repType(Ct) = {V2 : τ2}, by RepType we have <repType(Ct′)

= {V4 : τ4} >, so by induction < V3 = V4 >. Then by RepType, V2 is equivalent to

< V3, > Sn.Vn. �

Lemma 40 If Γ0;α0 ` Ct(E) OK and rep(Ct(E)) = {V0 = E0} and repType(Ct) = {V0 :

τ0}, then Γ0;α0 ` E0 : τ ′
0
, for some τ ′

0
such that τ ′

0
≤ τ0.

Proof Since Γ0;α0 ` Ct(E) OK, by T-Constr we have α0 ` Ct OK and Ct = (τ Sn.Cn)

and (<abstract> class α Cn(I1 : τ1) . . .) ∈ SigT(Sn) and Γ0;α0 ` E : τ ′
1

and τ ′
1
≤ [α 7→

τ ]τ1. Since α0 ` Ct OK, by ClassTypeOK we have α0 ` τ OK and |τ | = |α|. The lemma

is proven by induction on the depth of the derivation of rep(Ct(E)) = {V0 = E0}.

By Rep we have (<<abstract>> class α Cn(I1 : τ1) <extends Ct′(E1) > of {Vn :

τ2 = E2}) ∈ ST(Sn) and <rep(Ct′(E1)) = {V3 = E3} > and {V0 = E0} is equivalent
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to [I1 7→ E][α 7→ τ ]{ < V3 = E3, > Sn.Vn = E2}. Since repType(Ct) = {V0 : τ0},

by RepType we have that <repType(Ct′) = {V3 : τ3} > and {V0 : τ0} is equivalent to

[α 7→ τ ]{ < V3 : τ3, > Sn.Vn : τ2}.

Let Γ = {(I1, τ1)}. By ClassOK we have < Γ;α ` Ct′(E1) OK >. Therefore by

induction we have < Γ;α ` E3 : τ ′
3

> and < τ ′
3
≤ τ3 >. Also by ClassOK we have

Γ;α ` E2 : τ ′
2

and τ ′
2
≤ τ2. Then by lemmas 26 and 25 we have < [α 7→ τ ]Γ;α0 ` [α 7→ τ ]E3 :

[α 7→ τ ]τ ′
3

> and < [α 7→ τ ]τ ′
3
≤ [α 7→ τ ]τ3 > and [α 7→ τ ]Γ;α0 ` [α 7→ τ ]E2 : [α 7→ τ ]τ ′

2
and

[α 7→ τ ]τ ′
2
≤ [α 7→ τ ]τ2. Then by lemma 9 we have < Γ0;α0 ` [I1 7→ E][α 7→ τ ]E3 : τ ′′

3
>

and < τ ′′
3
≤ [α 7→ τ ]τ ′

3
> and Γ0;α0 ` [I1 7→ E][α 7→ τ ]E2 : τ ′′

2
and τ ′′

2
≤ [α 7→ τ ]τ ′

2
. By

SubTrans we have < τ ′′
3
≤ [α 7→ τ ]τ3 > and τ ′′

2
≤ [α 7→ τ ]τ2. Therefore we have shown

Γ0;α0 ` E0 : τ ′
0

and τ ′
0
≤ τ0. �

Lemma 41 If • ` Ct OK and Ct ≤ Ct′ then repType(Ct) has the form {V1 : τ1, V2 : τ2},

where repType(Ct′) = {V1 : τ1}.

Proof By induction on the depth of the derivation of Ct ≤ Ct′. Case analysis of the last

rule used in the derivation.

• Case SubTRef. Then Ct = Ct′. Since • ` Ct OK, by lemma 38 there exist V and τ

such that repType(Ct) = {V : τ}. Therefore repType(Ct′) = {V : τ} as well, so the

result follows.

• Case SubTTrans. Then Ct ≤ τ and τ ≤ Ct′. By lemma 16 τ has the form

Ct′′. Therefore by induction, repType(Ct) has the form {V ′
1

: τ ′
1
, V ′

2
: τ ′

2
}, where

repType(Ct′′) = {V ′
1

: τ ′
1
}. Let Ct and Ct′′ respectively be (τ C) and (τ ′′ C ′′). By

lemma 18 we have C ≤ C ′′, so by lemma 19 also • ` Ct′′ OK. Then by induction

again, repType(Ct′′) has the form {V1 : τ1, V2 : τ2}, where repType(Ct′) = {V1 : τ1}.

Therefore the result follows.

• Case SubTExt. Then Ct = (τ Sn.Cn) and Ct′ = [α 7→ τ ]Ct′′ and (<abstract>

class α Cn(I0 : τ0) extends Ct′′ of {Vn : τ2}) ∈ SigT(Sn). Since • ` Ct OK, by

lemma 38 there exist V3 and τ3 such that repType(Ct) = {V3 : τ3}. By RepType,
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{V3 : τ3} = [α 7→ τ ]{V1 : τ1,Sn.Vn : τ2} and repType(Ct′′) = {V1 : τ1}. Then by

lemma 27, repType(Ct′) = [α 7→ τ ]{V1 : τ1}, so the result follows.

�

A.3.6 Module Dependency Relation

Lemma 42 If Sn ` C ITCTransUses and C ≤ C ′, then Sn ` C ′ ITCTransUses.

Proof By induction on the depth of the derivation of C ≤ C ′. Case analysis of the last

rule in the derivation.

• Case SubRef. Then C = C ′, and the result follows by assumption.

• Case SubTrans. Then C ≤ C ′′ and C ′′ ≤ C ′. By induction Sn ` C ′′ ITCTransUses,

and by induction again Sn ` C ′ ITCTransUses.

• Case SubExt. Then C = Sn.Cn and (<abstract> class α Cn(I0 : τ0) extends

τ1 C ′ . . .) ∈ ST(Sn). Since Sn ` C ITCTransUses, by ClassITCTransUses also

Sn ` C ′ ITCTransUses.

�
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